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 Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are complex neurodevelopmental disorders that are 

characterized by deficits in communication, social impairment, and the presence of restricted 

and repetitive behaviors.  The work presented in this dissertation aims to reduce the genetic 

heterogeneity of samples ascertained for ASD by developing communication phenotypes for use 

in two genetics studies.  Communication impairments in ASD can include impairments in speech 

or language and, like all traits in ASD, can range in severity from person to person.  The first 

study involved a genome-wide linkage analysis in a sample of multiplex autism families for two 

non-verbal motor speech (NVMSD) phenotypes: NVMSD:ALL including nonverbal and minimally 

verbal subjects and NVMSD:C where there is behavioral evidence that language comprehension 

is relatively intact.  Evidence for linkage was identified on several chromosomes: 1q24.2, 

3q25.31, 4q22.3, 5p12, 5q33.1, 17p12, 17q11.2, and 17q22 for NVMSD:ALL and 4p15.2 and 

21q22.2 for NVMSD:C.  Genome-wide analysis and fine mapping of candidate genes did not 

produce strong evidence for association.  The second study identified language (LI) and reading 

(RI) impairment phenotypes in a dataset ascertained for autism and specific language 
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impairment (SLI) in the same family.  These families were extensively phenotyped with a 

comprehensive testing battery where all language measures were found to be heritable.  In 

addition to LI and RI, social impairment and obsessive-compulsive behavioral phenotypes were 

identified in these families using well-respected assessments (SRS and Y-BOCS, respectively).  

Genome-wide linkage analysis yielded evidence for linkage on 13q21.2 (YBOCS), 14q32.31 (SRS), 

15q25.1 (LI), 15q26.2 (SRS), and 16p12.3 (RI).  Genome-wide analysis and fine mapping of 

candidate genes did not produce strong evidence for association.  The identification of non-

overlapping loci for each phenotype supports the hypothesis that these phenotypes successfully 

identify unique communication and social impairment loci in ASD.  Furthermore, as the second 

study was conducted in families ascertained for autism and for SLI, these results support the 

hypothesis that some individuals with ASD and those with SLI without ASD may have some 

shared genetic etiology.  The lack strong evidence for association suggests that rare and/or 

multiple variants may play a role in the etiology of ASD. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Autism – General Background 

 Over the past few decades, there has been an increased interest in understanding the 

role of genetics in the characteristics, etiology, and treatment of autism.  Autism is a complex 

neurodevelopmental disorder that is characterized by communication deficits, social 

impairments, and the presence of repetitive and stereotyped behaviors.  The incidence of 

autism has been estimated to be 1 in 88 children in the United States [CDC, 2012].  The rise in 

prevalence of autism over the past decade has made autism research a top priority in the 

scientific community.  Significant progress has been made in this field, leading to known 

etiologies of 10-20% of cases of autism.  However, due to the combination of environmental 

interactions, phenotypic heterogeneity, and complex genetic factors, the etiology for the 

majority of cases of autism remains elusive. 

The defining characteristics of autism range in severity, creating a spectrum of 

symptoms.  Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) encompass this range of symptoms and include 

Autistic Disorder, Asperger Syndrome, and Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise 

Specified (PDD-NOS).  The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – IV (DSM-IV) 

provides the current gold standard definition of Autistic Disorder.  To qualify for a diagnosis of 

Autistic Disorder, an individual must display a total of at least six items from the following three 

categories of impairments with onset prior to the age of three years:   

A. At least two qualitative impairments in social interaction must be manifested by 

marked impairment in the use of nonverbal behaviors, failure to develop peer 

relationships, lack of spontaneous seeking to share interests with other 

individuals, or lack of social reciprocity.   
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B. At least one qualitative impairment in communication including delay in, or lack 

of, development of spoken language, marked impairment in the ability to 

initiate/sustain conversation, idiosyncratic language, or lack of social imitative 

play.   

C. At least one restricted repetitive and stereotyped pattern of behavior and 

interests including preoccupation with restricted patterns of interest, inflexible 

adherence to routines, repetitive motor mannerisms, or persistent 

preoccupation with parts of objects.    

Additionally, these symptoms cannot be better described by Childhood Disintegrative Disorder 

or Rett’s Syndrome, which are characterized by a loss of acquired skills after age 2.  Individuals 

with Autistic Disorder reside in the severe end of the autism spectrum in all three domains.  

Asperger Syndrome is distinct from Autistic Disorder due to a lack of clinically significant 

language delay, while individuals with PDD-NOS exhibit sub-threshold symptomatology or a 

later age onset than Autistic Disorder.   

The diagnostic criteria of ASD have changed with the release of DSM-5 at the American 

Psychiatric Association Annual Meeting in May 2013.  There is a new category called ‘Autism 

Spectrum Disorder’ that encompasses Autistic Disorder, Asperger’s Disorder, Childhood 

Disintegrative Disorder, and PDD-NOS [Herold and Connors, 2012].  All of these disorders were 

defined individually in the DSM-IV.  In addition to combining these disorders into one category, 

the DSM-5 will combine the communication and social domains (Criteria A and B listed above) 

into one category and will designate restricted and repetitive behaviors as the other category of 

symptoms.  Unusual sensory response has been added to restricted and repetitive behaviors 

[Grzadzinski et al., 2013].  The DSM-IV requirement of delayed or lack of development of 

expressive language has been removed from the communication domain due to the high 
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variability of language ability in autism. The intention of these changes is to provide more 

accurate diagnoses [Herold and Connors, 2012].  However, these changes have raised concern 

over the potential for diagnoses to change, which could complicate an individual’s qualification 

for human services and has implications for research cohorts.  There are only a few studies that 

assess the stability of diagnoses from the DSM-IV to the DSM-5.  Using the data collected for 

DSM-IV diagnoses, these studies have shown that 23-40% of ASD diagnoses are changed to 

unaffected using the DSM-5 criteria [Gibbs et al., 2012; Mattila et al., 2011; McPartland et al., 

2012; Worley and Matson, 2012] but more a more recent study found that 91% of DSM-IV 

diagnosed PDDs were identified using the DSM-5 criteria [Huerta et al., 2012].  However, these 

studies are extremely preliminary due to the qualitative differences in the information collected 

for a DSM-IV diagnosis and the information necessitated by the changes in the DSM-5 criteria 

[Gibbs et al., 2012].   

Environmental Factors and Autism 

 There is a growing body of evidence supporting a role of environmental factors in 

increased ASD risk.  The Childhood Autism Risks from Genetics and Environment (CHARGE) study 

is the most comprehensive population based case-control study to investigate the role of 

environmental factors in ASD.  The CHARGE study, which is based in California, has investigated 

three population groups: children with autism, children with developmental delays (not autism), 

and the general population.  This study focuses on the interaction of genetics and a variety of 

environmental factors including, but not limited to, prenatal factors, maternal metabolic 

conditions, pesticide exposure, and socioeconomic status.  Exposure to pesticides, air pollution, 

and overall socioeconomic status are included as part of the CHARGE questionnaire.  The 

amount of pesticide and air pollution exposure is difficult to assess directly and has resulted in 

conflicting reports in regard to pesticide exposure [Shelton et al., 2012].  However, Volk et al., 
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2011, reported a positive association between autism risk and residential proximity to freeways 

during the third trimester and at the date of birth.  This suggests that an increased exposure to 

air pollution may be a contributing environmental factor to ASD.  While overall socioeconomic 

status is not correlated with autism risk, increased toxin exposures (lacquer, solvents, and 

xylene) at the workplace have been reported at a higher in the parents of individuals with 

autism [McCanlies et al., 2012].   

The CHARGE study also has a strong emphasis on the study of prenatal factors in the 

development of autism. To date, increased risk for developing ASD has been associated with 

several prenatal factors, such as maternal diabetes during pregnancy [Krakowiak et al., 2012], 

maternal fever during pregnancy [Zerbo et al., 2013], and reduced prenatal vitamin intake 

[Schmidt et al., 2011].  Genetic association to MTHFR, CBS, and COMT was identified in mothers 

who did not report taking prenatal vitamins [Schmidt et al., 2011].  The precise role of these 

prenatal factors in the development of autism is still unclear; however the correlation between 

ASD and a higher incidence of these factors provides a strong basis for future study.  The 

association between prenatal vitamin intake and several genes supports the gene x environment 

interaction hypothesis of autism etiology. 

Genetics of Autism 

Twin and Family Studies 

 Twin studies have provided strong support for a genetic component of autism.  Studies 

comparing monozygotic (MZ) twins and dizygotic (DZ) twins are used to control for 

environmental interactions since both twins experience the same in utero environment.  Early 

twin studies indicated concordance rates of 60% in MZ twins and concordance rates of 3-5% in 

DZ twins [Bailey et al., 1995].  A more recent study by Hallmayer et al., 2011, of twin pairs 
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collected from 1987 to 2004 estimated concordance for a strict definition of autism in male 

twins at 58% for MZ pairs and 21% for DZ pairs.  The estimate concordance for female twins was 

60% for MZ pairs and 27% for DZ pairs.  Using a broader ASD phenotype, the concordance rate 

for male twins rose to 77% for MZ pairs and 31% for DZ pairs.  The concordance for female twins 

was 50% for MZ pairs and 36% for DZ pairs. The higher rate of co-occurrence of ASD in MZ twins 

supports an underlying genetic component of ASD but does not rule out other mitigating factors 

such as environment.   

 Family studies also provide support for a genetic component of ASD.  Categorical 

estimates of sibling recurrence risk indicate that a sibling of an individual with autistic disorder 

has a 22-fold relative risk of developing autistic disorder, the most severe form of ASD [Lauritsen 

et al., 2005] and the recurrence rate has been estimated to be between 3% and 10% [Ozonoff et 

al., 2011].  In a longitudinal study conducted by Ozonoff et al., 2011, 664 infants with an older 

sibling diagnosed on the spectrum, 18.7% of the infants developed an ASD with an three-fold 

risk of development for male subjects.  There was an additional two-fold increase of risk if the 

male proband had more than one affected sibling.  Overall, the incidence of autism in males is 

four times higher than in females [CDC, 2012]. 

Each individual with a diagnosis of autism is unique and symptoms range in severity 

across all three domains of autism. This range of symptoms can manifest at a subclinical level in 

family members of individuals with autism and are known as the Broad Autism Phenotype (BAP).  

Characteristics of the BAP are qualitatively similar to those observed in probands and can 

manifest as mild impairments that are not disruptive, but are evident in an individual’s daily life.  

The BAP can be observed in family members as having a lack of friendships, rigid personalities, 

impairment in pragmatic language, social cognition impairments, and overall social aloofness 

[Losh et al., 2008, 2009; Murphy et al., 2000].  The BAP is more likely to appear in family 
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members of individuals with autism than families without an autism proband [Abrahams and 

Geschwind, 2008].  Both simplex and multiplex ASD families have significantly higher instances 

of BAP characteristics than control families [Losh et al., 2008].  Families with multiple instances 

of autism have a higher incidence of BAP in parents of the proband than families with a single 

instance of autism and there is an increase of quantitative autistic traits in the unaffected 

siblings in multiple incidence families, suggesting an increased genetic loading in these families 

[Constantino et al., 2010].  There is also a higher prevalence of BAP characteristics in first- and 

second-degree relatives of individuals with ASD than control families.  There is an increased 

incidence of reading and writing impairment, learning impairments, and anxiety in first-degree 

relatives and an increased incidence of language impairment and obsessive compulsive behavior 

in second-degree relatives [Micali et al., 2004].   

Known Genetic Causes of ASD 

 It is estimated that 10% of ASDs can be attributed to an identifiable Mendelian 

condition or genetic syndrome [Devlin and Scherer, 2012].   Approximately 5% of ASD cases can 

be attributed to rare genetic syndromes such as Rett Syndrome, Fragile X syndrome, Smith-

Lemli-Opitz syndrome, and Tuberous Sclerosis [Geschwind, 2011; Carter and Scherer, 2013; 

Devlin and Scherer, 2012].  Both Fragile X and Rett syndromes involve defects in genes located 

on the X chromosome.  Fragile X syndrome (≈1-2% of ASD cases) is caused by the silencing of the 

fragile X mental retardation gene, FMR1, which leads to ASD characteristics in 15-33% of 

individuals with this silencing [National Fragile X Foundation, 2013].  Rett syndrome (≈0.5% of 

ASD cases) involves defects in methyl-CpG-binding protein 2, MeCP2.  This syndrome typically 

affects females and is characterized by a regression in social engagement and psychomotor 

function [PubMed Health, 2012]. Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome (rare, <1% of ASD cases) is caused 

by mutations in sterol delta-7-reductase, DHCR7, which controls cholesterol synthesis.  Mental 
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retardation, cleft palate, and polydactyly are common in Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome and it is 

estimated that 75% affected individuals can exhibit behaviors that meet the criteria for autism 

[Sikora et al., 2006].  An estimated 25-50% of individuals with Tuberous Sclerosis exhibit 

features of ASD.  Tuberous Sclerosis (≈1% of ASDs) is caused by mutations in the tuberous 

sclerosis-1, TSC1, or tuberous sclerosis-2, TSC2, genes and is multisystem disorder that is 

characterized by hamartomas in the brain, skin, heart, kidneys and lungs [OMIM, 2013]. These 

syndromic forms are considered to be exceptional cases and each accounts for less than 1% of 

ASD cases [Geschwind, 2011; Devlin and Scherer, 2012].    

Genetic Studies of Autism 

The majority of ASD cases have unknown genetic etiology.  Linkage analyses, genome-

wide association analyses, copy number variation identification, murine models of candidate 

mutations, and rare variant identification through next-generation sequencing have produced a 

vast growing number of candidate regions for ASD, often with conflicting results.  The following 

sections will review the strongest findings to date from these analyses. 

Copy Number Variation (CNV)   

 Copy number variants (CNVs) account for up to 10% of idiopathic ASDs [Geschwind, 

2011]. The majority of CNVs found in autism are de novo mutations that occur in the germline 

and have a pleiotropic effect. However, CNVs at 15q11-13, 16p11.2 and 22q11.2 have been 

reported to be inherited from an unaffected parent.  About 1-3% of individuals with ASD report 

interstitial duplications (of the maternal allele) at 15q11-13 which encompasses 12 genes over a 

5Mb region of the Prader-Willi/Angelman syndrome region [Abrahams and Geschwind, 2008; 

Carter and Scherer, 2013; Devlin and Scherer, 2012].  CNVs at 16p11.2 encompass 30 genes over 

a 700kb region and occurs in a higher frequency in ASD (1% of ASD cases) than in the general 
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population [Devlin and Scherer, 2012].  Deletions in this region tend to be de novo mutations 

and result in intellectual disability and difficulty with expressive language.  Duplications are 

more commonly inherited and result in abnormally small head circumference [Carter and 

Scherer, 2013].  Deletions at 22q11.2 are associated with DiGeorge Syndrome, which is a 

syndrome that presents with physical abnormalities, such as congenital heart disease and cleft 

palate, as well as learning disabilities and psychiatric disorders which can include characteristics 

of ASD.  While up to 50% of individuals who are carriers of a deletion at 22q11.2 have features 

of ASD [Vorstman et al., 2006], only 0.2% of cases of ASD can be attributed to this deletion 

[Devlin and Scherer, 2012].  A duplication at 7q11.23, which accounts for 0.2% of ASD cases, 

results in reduced verbal and social skills consistent with those seen in ASD [Carter and Scherer, 

2013; Abrahams and Geschwind, 2008].  Both deletions and duplications at 1q21.1 account for 

0.2% of ASD cases.  Deletions in this region result in microcephaly, mild dysmorphic facial 

features, and mild intellectual disability while duplications result in macrocephaly, 

developmental delay and intellectual disability [Carter and Scherer, 2013].  The CNVs reported 

at 1q21.1, 7q11.23, 15q11-13 and 22q11.2 do not occur at a statistically higher rate in the ASD 

population than the general population [Devlin and Scherer, 2012], but each has a large effect 

size and are often included in clinical screenings for ASD [Carter and Scherer, 2013].  In addition 

to the identification of these rare variations, there has been a higher occurrence of de novo 

variations in multiplex and simplex ASD families when compared to controls [Abrahams and 

Geschwind, 2008].  However, most of reported CNVs are single occurrences and are rarely 

replicated in unrelated individuals.  This could be due to the lack of power in small disease-

specific cohorts.  By combining CNV information from large clinical case-control cohorts, 

Moreno-De-Luca et al., 2012, were able to add statistical support for several deleterious CNVs in 
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ASD cohorts that may not have reached significance in smaller studies.  This study predicts that 

rare CNVs may have a stronger effect on ASD risk than previous studies have indicated.   

Linkage Studies  

 Over the past several decades, genome-wide linkage scans have been used as an 

approach to identify autism susceptibility loci.   Several dozen family studies of ASD have 

identified genetic risk factors on almost every chromosome, however replication of these 

studies is hindered by the clinical and genetic heterogeneity among the samples being studied 

[Abrahams and Geschwind, 2008].  Linkage to ASD diagnosis has been identified by at least two 

independent studies in the following regions: 2q, 3q25-27, 3p25, 6p14-21, 7q31-36 and 17q11-

21 (reviewed in: Freitag, 2007).   The majority of linkage findings result in non-overlapping 

regions of interest that are unable to be replicated across samples, suggesting the existence of 

considerable genetic heterogeneity of samples.  Two notable exceptions are the replicated loci 

on chromosomes 7 and 17. 

The locus on chromosome 7 has been linked to ASD and other endophenotypes of ASD, 

including language phenotypes [Alarcón et al., 2005; Alarcon et al., 2002] and developmental 

regression [Molloy et al., 2005].  A regional meta-analysis of four linkage scans for a strict 

definition of autistic disorder  [IMGSAC, 1998, 2001; CLSA et al., 1999; Risch et al., 1999; Philippe 

et al., 1999] revealed genome-wide significance on chromosome 7 [Badner and Gershon, 2002].   

A separate heterogeneity-based genome search meta-analysis of nine linkage scans that 

included IMGSAC 2001, Risch et al. 1999, and Philippe et al. 1999, supported genome-wide 

significance for this region and revealed low between-scan heterogeneity for this region of 

chromosome 7 [Trikalinos et al., 2006].  The linkage region on Chromosome 17 is primarily seen 

in subsets of families from the Autism Genetics Resource Exchange (AGRE) database, which is a 

collection of genotypic and phenotypic data for multiplex autism families [Stone et al., 2004; 
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Cantor et al., 2005; Yonan et al., 2003; Bartlett et al., 2005; Flax et al., 2010; McCauley et al., 

2005].  It is important to note that studies using the AGRE families inevitably have a 

considerable amount of sample overlap, which contributes to the replication of linkage findings 

in this dataset.  The heterogeneity-based genome search meta-analysis performed by Trikalinos 

et al., 2006 included the studies conducted by Yonan et al., 2003 and Cantor et al., 2005.  

Suggestive signficance was reached for 17p11.2-q12 with significantly high between-scan 

hetergeneity, further supporting the evidence for high genetic heterogeneity in autism samples. 

Association Analyses  

 Association analyses are used for identifying common variants within a population that 

may confer risk to a complex disorder.  Several loci have been implicated in ASD using 

association analyses both on a selective candidate gene level and genome-wide scale, however, 

as with linkage analyses, the results of association analyses often produce conflicting results in 

non-overlapping regions. There have been three large genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 

that have investigated the role of common variants in ASD [Wang et al., 2010; Anney et al., 

2010; Weiss et al., 2010].  Wang et al., 2010, identified association to a locus at Chromosome 

5p14.1 in a sample selected from the AGRE and the Autism Case-Control (ACC) cohorts.  This 

finding was replicated using the Collaborative Autism Project (CAP) and Center for Autism 

Research and Treatment (CART) cohorts [Wang et al., 2010]. A study by Weiss et al., 2010 also 

found association using the AGRE cohort in combination with National Institute of Mental 

Health (NIMH) samples, however their findings on Chromosome 5p15.2 do not overlap with the 

findings on 5p14.1.  The third large scale GWAS identified association to Chromosome 20p12.1 

using an initial sample set from the Autism Genome Project (AGP) that was supplemented with 

families from the AGRE database [Anney et al., 2010]. While some of the samples from AGRE 

overlapped in all three studies, the markers on the genotyping arrays utilized by each group did 
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not.  This may partly explain the lack of replication in these regions; however a more likely 

explanation is the heterogeneous nature of these datasets.   

  The most consistent association findings have been the result of smaller investigations 

of candidate genes that have been identified as ASD susceptibility genes.  One of the most 

replicated findings is association to SLC6A4, which is a serotonin transporter gene located on 

chromosome 17q11.2 that has been implicated in elevated blood serotonin levels in children 

with autism and their first-degree relatives [Anderson et al., 1987; Abramson et al., 1989; 

Leboyer et al., 1999].  A number of independent investigators have identified association to the 

short allele of 5HTTLPR region and a variable number of tandem repeats in intron 2 of SLC6A4 

[Tordjman et al., 2001; Sutcliffe et al., 2005; Mulder et al., 2005; McCauley et al., 2004; Conroy 

et al., 2004; Coutinho et al., 2004; Devlin et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2002; Klauck et al., 1997].  

Despite the large body of work supporting evidence for association to SLC6A4, several other 

studies have shown evidence against association in various populations [Betancur et al., 2002; 

Koishi et al., 2006; Persico et al., 2000; Cross et al., 2008].   

The engrailed 2 (EN2) gene, which is located on Chromosome 7q36, has been shown to 

be associated in a family study using samples from the AGRE and NIMH databases [Benayed et 

al., 2005; Gharani et al., 2004] and in a case-control study [Petit et al., 1995].  The common 

alleles of rs1861972 (A) and rs1861973 (C) are over-transmitted to individuals affected for 

autism and this haplotype has been shown to have a functional effect on the expression of EN2 

in human and rat cell lines and mouse neuronal cultures [Benayed et al., 2009]. EN2 encodes a 

homeobox transcription factor that plays a role in cerebellum and brainstem development.  The 

expression of EN2 is increased in post-mortem cerebellar samples from individuals with autism 

when compared to controls [James et al., 2013].  This overexpression in individuals with ASD 
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suggests that EN2 may not be properly down-regulated as normally occurs in unaffected 

individuals to mediate Purkinje cells maturation.  A knock-out mouse model of EN2 displayed 

cerebellar abnormalities consistent with ASD as well as deficits in social behavior, spatial 

learning and memory tasks [Cheh et al., 2006; Brielmaier et al., 2012].   

Another candidate gene that has been associated with autism is the Reelin gene, RELN, 

which is located on Chromosome 7q22. Reduced plasma levels of Reelin have been reported in 

individuals with autism and their first-degree relatives [Fatemi et al., 2002].  Reelin signaling, 

which is required for neuronal migration and the formation of cortical layers [Yamashita et al., 

2006], has been shown to be impaired in post-mortem cortices of individuals with autism 

[Fatemi et al., 2005].  Association analyses of variants in RELN have been inconsistent with five 

studies reporting evidence for association [Serajee et al., 2006; Persico et al., 2001; Skaar et al., 

2005; Sharma et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013]  and several studies reporting evidence against 

association particularly in Chinese populations [He et al., 2001; Dutta et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; 

Zhang et al., 2002; Bonora et al., 2003; Devlin et al., 2004; Krebs et al., 2002; Li et al., 2004].   

Rare Variants identified by Next-Generation Sequencing 

 As seen in the association studies discussed above, there is conflicting evidence for a 

role of common variants in ASD.  The lack of consistent replication of common variants has lead 

the field to investigate the role of rare variants, point mutations, and de novo mutations in ASD 

through the use of next-generation sequencing (NGS) at the whole genome (WGS) and, more 

commonly, the whole exome (WES) levels.  Through the studies conducted to date, it is 

estimated that 15-20% of ASD cases may be accounted for by rare de novo events [Yu et al., 

2013].  WGS of 10 sets of MZ twins concordant for ASD and their parents showed that de novo 

mutations identified in the twin pairs were distributed in a nonrandom pattern and were 
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observed to be closely spaced within an individual’s genome [Michaelson et al., 2012].  This 

study also found that the genome-wide rate of mutations in individuals with ASD is not higher 

than the estimated rate of mutations in the general population, suggesting that the distribution 

of the mutations may incur a higher effect than the number of mutations [Michaelson et al., 

2012].  In fact, the mutations they identified that fell within exonic regions overlapped with 

findings of WES in several independent studies of ASD [Neale et al., 2012; O’Roak et al., 2011, 

2012; Sanders et al., 2012]. 

 As the cost of deep WGS is prohibitive for many studies, research groups have focused 

on the use of WES to identify rare variants in families ascertained for ASD.  To date, four major 

studies have completed WES in a combination of case-control and family studies.  The first of 

these studies sequenced 20 individuals with sporadic ASD and their parents with the hypothesis 

that these families would be enriched for de novo mutations.  A total of 201 de novo mutations 

were identified and 11 of these were protein altering within the following genes: FOXP1, 

GRIN2B, SCN1A, and LAMC3  [O’Roak et al., 2011].  The overall rate of de novo events in protein-

coding regions was slightly higher than expected.  An independent study of 175 ASD probands 

and their parents found that the overall mutation rate in ASD probands was not significantly 

higher than expected, however the number of nonsense mutations identified was significantly 

high [Neale et al., 2012].  Additionally, they observed a correlation between the number of de 

novo events per offspring with paternal and maternal age [Neale et al., 2012].  The increased 

rate with paternal age was also seen in a study of WES in 238 families from the Simons Simplex 

Collection by Sanders et al., 2012.  Of the 279 identified de novo coding mutations, three genes 

(SCN2A, KATNAL2, and CHD8) harbored disruptive mutations in two individuals.  Like other 

sequencing analyses, this study observed that the overall mutation rate was not higher in 

probands [Sanders et al., 2012].    
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 These studies demonstrate the presence of rare variants in ASD, however the effect size 

of these variants is still unknown.  Overall, the rate and distribution of de novo mutations in ASD 

probands does not deviate from that of the general population.  A single observation of a 

mutation in a sample is not sufficient evidence to implicate a gene as a risk factor for ASD due to 

its small effect on the overall sample.  However, with the acquisition of larger datasets and 

meta-analyses, the effect size of these rare mutations may increase as statistical power 

increases and multiple instances are discovered [Allen et al., 2010; Ke, 2012; Maher et al., 2010].  

Neale et al., 2012 observed that genetic models that fit the data seen in these sequencing 

analyses support a polygenic model suggesting that the combination of variants, not the number 

of variants, contribute to ASD risk. 

Targeted Candidate Genes 

The culmination of linkage, association, CNV, and sequence analyses has created an ever 

growing list of candidate genes for ASD susceptibility.  One of the most studied sets of candidate 

genes is the Neurexin and Neuroligin gene families.  Neurexins are presynaptic membrane 

molecules that act as trans-synaptic cell-adhesion molecules by forming a complex with 

neuroligins, which are located at the postsynaptic membrane [Boucard et al., 2005; Ichtchenko 

et al., 1995].  These complexes play a key role in proper synaptic formation and function 

[Missler et al., 2003] (reviewed in [Reichelt et al., 2012]).  Neither of these gene groups have 

been consistently implicated in association analyses, however numerous investigators have 

identified mutations that could lead to improper synaptic functioning (reviewed in [Reichelt et 

al., 2012; Li et al., 2012; Abrahams and Geschwind, 2008]).  Etherton et al., 2009, suggests that 

as many as 0.5% of ASD cases may be due to partial NRXN1  deletions and several studies have 

identified individuals with autism or autistic-like features who have hemizygous partial deletions 

of NRXN1  and NRXN1 .  Of the five NLGN genes that have been identified, two of them, 
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NLGN3 and NLGN4, have been identified as ASD susceptibility genes (reviewed in [Li et al., 

2012]).  Rare mutations including an inherited non-synonymous point mutation, a de novo 

nonsense mutation, one missense variant, two base pair substitutions, and splice variants in 

both genes have been identified in independent autism samples [Zhang et al., 2009; Pampanos 

et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2008; Jamain et al., 2003].  The collection of variants identified in these 

genes lends support to the hypothesis that these rare variants represent rare causes of autism.  

While individually these variants do not confer a high risk for autism, the high number of 

variants found within these gene families makes the Neurexin and Neuroligin gene families 

prime autism susceptibility candidates. 

 NRXN1 and NLGN3 have also been studied using mouse models to investigate the effect 

of these mutations on brain structure and function as well as behavioral (social, learning, 

grooming, memory, etc.) effects.  A knock-in (KI) mouse of the Nlgn3 non-synonymous single 

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), R451C, alters inhibitory postsynaptic currents in the 

somatosensory cortex [Etherton et al., 2011] and excitatory postsynaptic currents in 

hippocampal region of the brain [Tabuchi et al., 2007].  This KI mouse model also exhibits 

impaired social interaction, while a knock-out (KO) of Nlgn3 did not exhibit abnormalities, 

suggesting that this point mutation acts as a gain-of-function mutation [Shinoda et al., 2013; 

Etherton et al., 2009; Tabuchi et al., 2007; Etherton et al., 2011].  Another line of Nlgn3 KI mice 

developed by Chadman et al., 2008, however, this line did not exhibit abnormal behavior.  More 

consistent results have been produced using a KO of Nrxn1 and a triple knock-out of all three -

Neurexin variants.  Both models exhibit defective synaptic phenotypes and the single KO mice 

exhibit increased grooming behavior and decreased nest building behavior [Etherton et al., 

2009].  These mouse models support the role of defective synaptic functioning in individuals 

with autism who harbor mutations within this complex. 
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 In addition to the Neurexin-Neuroligin models, several other candidate genes with 

strong support for implications in ASD have been studied in the murine system (for a 

comprehensive review see [Shinoda et al., 2013; Ey et al., 2011]).   These studies have resulted 

in several categories of phenotypes including social interactions, anxiety, motor learning and 

function, vocalizations, seizures, and altered response to stressful stimuli [Ey et al., 2011].  In 

addition to the Neurexin and Neuroligin mouse lines described above, lower levels of social 

interactions were observed for Shank1-KO and Pten-KO mice.  Mutations in all three members 

of the Shank gene family (SHANK1, SHANK2, SHANK3) have been reported in individuals with 

ASD [Shinoda et al., 2013].  The Shank proteins are scaffolding proteins that tether neuroligins 

and NMDA receptor complexes at the excitatory postsynaptic density.  The Shank1-KO line also 

exhibited increase anxiety, decreased locomotion, decreased long-term memory, and enhanced 

working memory.  Mutations in PTEN, which is a gene that encodes a lipid and protein 

phosphatase that plays a role in brain morphology and synaptic function, are estimated to be 

present in 5-10% of individuals with ASD resulting in morphological abnormalities, spontaneous 

seizures and deficits in social and cognitive behaviors [Takeuchi et al., 2013].  Takeuchi et al., 

2013 recently produced the conditional KO of PTEN that presented with decreased social 

interaction and locomotor deficits as well as increased anxiety and seizures [Takeuchi et al., 

2013].    

Methods to Reduce Heterogeneity  

 There is compelling evidence supporting a genetic risk for autism; however, genetic 

studies have produced inconsistent and often conflicting results as to the specific genetic 

etiology.  Despite these inconsistencies, one conclusion that can be drawn from these studies is 

that there is an incredible amount of locus and allelic heterogeneity in ASD.  This genetic 

heterogeneity is accompanied by phenotypic heterogeneity throughout all three domains of 
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autism. Susceptibility to ASD may be the result of a collection of variants that contribute to the 

specific phenotypic domains of ASD.  This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the individual 

domains of ASD are independently inherited in the general population.  Researchers have used 

this range of phenotypic characteristics of ASDs to develop endophenotypes in order to reduce 

this heterogeneity through several strategies.  To qualify as an endophenotype a trait should 

ideally 1) be associated with the disease in the population, 2) be heritable, 3) be state-

independent, 4) co-segregate with the disease within a family, and 5) for complex disorders, be 

found in affected families (both affected and non-affected family members) at a higher rate 

than the general population [Gottesman et al., 2003].  Endophenotypes can be either 

categorical or quantitative and can be utilized to reduce heterogeneity by a few methods. One 

method that has been successful is to separate a study sample into clinically more similar groups 

based on more specific characteristics of ASD.  Several studies have stratified samples based on 

proband sex, phrase speech delay (PSD), and IQ.  A second method is to use quantitative 

measures of ASD traits, such as age of first word, social responsiveness, regression, repetitive 

behaviors, and IQ, to map specific quantitative trait loci (QTL). Of the three domains of autism, 

language and communication phenotypes have been the most extensively studied. 

 Studies that focus on a stratified ASD sample have successfully identified linkage by 

reducing the heterogeneity of the selected sample subset and subsequently increasing the 

likelihood of identifying causative loci.  A study by Vieland et al., 2011, stratified the Autism 

Genome Project (AGP) dataset by dividing the sample into three IQ groups: low IQ (LIQ), missing 

IQ (MIQ), and normal IQ (NIQ).  Linkage analysis of the entire dataset identified evidence for 

linkage on Chromosomes 4, 11, and 16.  Analysis of the individual IQ groups identified which 

groups contributed to each linkage signal and revealed evidence for linkage that was exclusive 

to the LIQ group. The LIQ group contributes strongly to the finding on Chromosome 16 and 
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partially to Chromosome 11.  The NIQ group also contributes to the finding on Chromosome 11. 

The MIQ group does not appear to increase the evidence for linkage in any of these regions.  

The finding on Chromosome 4 was not seen in the analyses of the individual groups, suggesting 

that the entire sample contributes to this signal.  In addition to the linkage regions identified by 

all groups, linkage was identified on Chromosomes 1 and 13 for the LIQ group only.  Since these 

signals are only seen in the LIQ group, the MIQ and NIQ groups must provide strong evidence 

against linkage to eliminate the signal in these regions for the entire group.  This finding 

supports the hypothesis that reduction of sample heterogeneity helps to identify causative loci 

to a specific group of individuals with ASD.   

Sample stratification was also used to reduce the heterogeneity of the AGRE database 

by separating the sample by the presence or absence of PSD in autism probands.  PSD was 

defined as the development of phrase speech after 36 months.  Buxbaum et al., 2001 identified 

95 families from the AGRE database that contained two individuals with ASD and PSD.  Evidence 

for linkage in these families was identified in a region on Chromosome 2q24-32.  This finding 

was replicated by Shao et al., 2002 using a set of 45 sib-pair families affected for PSD from the 

Collaborative Autism Team (CAT) dataset.  Use of PSD to stratify ASD samples does not always 

replicate this finding on Chromosome 2.  An independent study of a subset of the Collaborative 

Linkage Study of Autism (CLSA) cohort identified linkage to ASD on chromosomes 7q22-32 and 

13q21-22 using a subset of sib-pair families (n = 50) where both probands met the criteria for 

PSD [Bradford et al., 2001].  While linkage to these regions has not been replicated using PSD, 

the finding on Chromosome 13q has also been linked to Specific Language Impairment (SLI) 

[Bartlett et al., 2002, 2004; Simmons et al., 2010]. 
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The second method for reducing sample heterogeneity utilizes QTL mapping by 

analyzing the degree of genotype sharing and the similarity of the quantitative trait associated 

with ASD.  In this method, the sample is not subdivided.  Rather, the genotype and trait data of 

the entire sample is analyzed. Quantitative traits for ASD have been defined primarily using 

specific variables from the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R), which is a 93-item 

questionnaire administered to the parents or caregivers of the probands and is one of the gold-

standard diagnostic algorithms for autism.  Individual ADI-R variables, such as ‘age of first word’, 

can be used as reported or combined with several other ADI-R variables. Using the individual 

ADI-R variables ‘onset of age of first word’ and the ‘onset of phrase speech in months’, linkage 

was identified to a region on Chromosome 7q36 in 152 multiplex families from AGRE dataset 

[Alarcon et al., 2002]. This finding was replicated by supplementing the original 152 families with 

139 additional multiplex families [Alarcón et al., 2005].   Another study identified linkage to 

Chromosome 7 using a combination of ADI-R variables that measure nonverbal communication 

in 284 sibling pairs from the AGRE database [Chen et al., 2006].  This study identified suggestive 

linkage to 1p13-q12 and possible linkage to 4q21-25, 7q35, 8q23-24, and 16p12-13.  While the 

linkage regions on Chromosome 7 do not overlap, they both reside within regions that have 

been implicated in language impairment  [Alarcon et al., 2002; Etherton et al., 2011; Vernes et 

al., 2008; Newbury et al., 2011]. 

In addition to the communication domain, the ADI-R has also been used to derive 

quantitative traits for the other two domains of ASD.  Liu et al., 2008, developed two 

quantitative traits from the total scores for the reciprocal social interaction (SI) domain and the 

restricted and repetitive behavior (RRB) domain of the ADI-R.   Evidence for linkage to these 

phenotypes was suggestive on Chromosome 12q13.11 (SI) and 14q22.1 (RRB).  This finding was 

not replicated in a study by Duvall et al., 2007.  However, they developed a more powerful 
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quantitative measure of SI based on the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) to identify linkage on 

Chromosomes 11p and 17p in 100 multiplex AGRE families [Duvall et al., 2007].  Linkage to 

additional loci on Chromosomes 4, 8 and 10 were identified using only affected males in this 

dataset. 

A more recent study by Connolly et al., 2013 used all of the variables from the ADI-R and 

SRS as well as the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) as quantitative traits in a 

genome-wide association analysis of the AGRE database.  Association was identified using the 

ADI-R variables in the following genes: NOS2A (‘loss of motor skills’), FER (‘loss of motor skills’), 

NELL1 (‘faints, fits or blackouts’), and BIN1 (‘general loss of skills’).  MPN2 was associated with 

the ADOS variable ‘functional play with objects’.  Additionally, several variables from the SRS 

were found to be associated with the following genes: KCND2 (‘has overly serious facial 

expressions’), SDK1 (‘is too tense in social situations’), and C8ORFK32 (‘concentrates too much 

on parts of things’).  When this study was replicated in the AGP sample, only association to 

KCND2 remained significant on the genome-wide level [Connolly et al., 2013]. 

Language and Autism 

Analyses of language phenotypes in ASD have identified a link between genes involved 

in ASD and language impairment.  Both ASD and language impairment have been shown to be 

heritable independent of each other.  As language impairment is part of the communication 

domain of ASD, it is conceivable that ASD and language impairment may share some common 

etiology.  This hypothesis is supported by the heritability of phonological processing in autism 

and language impaired families.  Non-word repetition (NWR) tasks, which are a measure of 

phonological processing, have been shown to be heritable in twin studies of language 

impairment [Bishop et al., 1996, 1999, 2004a].  Poor performance on NWR tasks has also been 
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identified in ASD, suggesting a potential overlapping language phenotype in ASD and language 

impairment [Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg, 2001].  As is the case with many traits of ASD, the 

language impairment seen in ASD probands is highly variable with some individuals having 

normal language and others who are severely impaired.  The performance profile of ASD 

probands with language impairment is similar to that seen in Specific Language Impairment 

(SLI).  SLI is a neurodevelopmental disorder that is defined as the failure to acquire and/or use 

language normally in the absence of speech-motor or sensory deficits and mental retardation.   

SLI and autism are mutually exclusive disorders, however both included deficits in structural 

language such as difficulties with grammar and semantics, and low performance phonological 

tasks such as on non-word repetition.  Leyfer et al., 2008, assessed two groups of individuals 

with SLI and ASD with both the ADI-R and ADOS.  While the ASD group scored significantly 

higher (i.e. more severely affected) than the SLI group on both measures, there was overlap in 

domain scores for both groups.  Using the ADI-R, 14% of the SLI sample scored above the ASD 

cutoff for the social domain and 11% was above the cutoff for the communication domain.  

Using the ADOS, 18% of the SLI sample met the ADOS cutoff for the social domain and 25% met 

the cutoff for the communication domain.  The presence of these difficulties in each disorder 

may be due to some overlap in etiology.  

In addition to qualitative similarities in language impairment between SLI and ASD, there 

is strong evidence for a genetic link between the two disorders.  The linkage region on 

Chromosome 7q35-36 that was identified in linkage scans for the ‘onset of age of first word’ and 

the ‘onset of phrase speech in months’ variables in the ADI-R using the AGRE dataset is 

considered to be a strong link between language impairment and ASD [Alarcon et al., 2002].  

This region on Chromosome 7q contains CNTNAP2, which is a member of the neurexin family 

that functions in nervous system development and differentiation of axons and is down-
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regulated by FOXP2, a transcription factor that has been implicated in speech and language 

disorders [Vernes et al., 2008].  Alarcon et al., 2008 identified association of ‘age of first word’ in 

ASD to the C allele of rs2710102, a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) located within 

CNTNAP2.  The T allele of rs2710102 has been associated ‘nonsense-word repetition’ in 

developmental dyslexia [Peter et al., 2011].  Other SNPs in this gene have been associated with 

SLI and early language development in the general populations [Vernes et al., 2008; Newbury et 

al., 2011] and individuals who were homozygous for the T allele of rs779745 showed significant 

cerebral morphological variation [Zeeland et al., 2011].  In addition to language impairment, 

variants in CNTNAP2 have been associated with social behavior endophenotypes in autism 

populations [Leyfer et al., 2008; Steer et al., 2010].  For a current review of additional studies of 

CNTNAP2, see Peñagarikano and Geschwind, 2012.  The identification of linkage to CNTNAP2 in 

the AGRE dataset indicates the effectiveness of the use of language phenotypes to identify 

genetic loci that play a role in the language impairment aspect of ASDs.  It is important to note 

that while these studies used multiplex autism families, the affection status utilized was the 

language phenotype, not autism diagnosis.  

While many individuals on the autism spectrum develop language skills, it is estimated 

that 20-50% of individuals with autism do not acquire functional language [Lord et al., 2004; 

Bailey et al., 1996].  While some individuals with ASD may not develop adequate functional 

expressive language due to an underlying social impairment, others may have language 

processing impairments or motor speech deficiencies making speech extremely effortful or 

unintelligible, similar in character to deficits seen in severe cases of Childhood Apraxia of Speech 

(CAS).  CAS is a neurological childhood speech sound disorder in which the precision and 

consistency of movements underlying speech are impaired in the absence of neuromuscular 

deficits that affects 1 to 2 children per 1000 [Shriberg et al., 1997]. There has been limited study 
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of CAS in terms of its genetic origins; however, in their family and genetic studies of speech 

sound disorders, Lewis et al., 2004 looked at a small sample of children with a diagnosis of CAS 

and reported that 59% had at least one parent with some type of speech sound disorder.  

Moreover, in 86% of the families, at least one nuclear family member reported either a speech 

sound disorder or a language disorder.  In a recent related study of speech sound disorders 

Lewis et al., 2007 report that 36 of 147 (24%) of parents of children with speech sound disorders 

also report similar problems as children.  The presence of speech-sound disorders and language 

impairments in first-degree relatives of CAS probands suggests a genetic component.  The 

degree of motor-speech impairment in non-verbal and minimally verbal children with autism 

reflects behaviors seen in the most impaired end of the CAS spectrum. It is not unreasonable to 

use CAS symptoms to define motor speech phenotypes of ASD much like genetic studies have 

done with SLI and language phenotypes of autism.   

Rationale for Thesis Experiments 

Autism is characterized as a range of symptom severity in the three domains: 

communication impairment, social impairment, and the presence of restricted/repetitive 

behaviors.  Susceptibility to autism may be the result of a collection of variants contributing to 

the specific phenotypic domains of autism and reflected in a spectral range of patterns and 

behaviors.  In particular, impairments in communication can be present in several different 

linguistic levels.   Communication impairment involves the structure of speech and language and 

how phonology, grammar, and word meaning are used to convey information to others.  In 

autism, communication impairments can also include the social aspects of verbal and non-verbal 

language; the use of language to communicate desires, and a general need to communicate 

with the world.  All of these domains of speech and language have also been implicated in 

subgroups of individuals with autism.  Furthermore, these impairments are distinct from each 
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other and have been shown to be heritable in the general population.  The purpose of the 

studies in this thesis is to examine the genetics underlying specific communication phenotypes 

in two autism cohorts. 

Nonverbal Motor Speech Disorder in AGRE 

The first study presented in this thesis investigates the genetics of a non-verbal motor 

speech phenotype identified in the AGRE database that is similar to the characteristics of CAS.  

Using information from the ADI-R, 46% of individuals with ASD in AGRE are nonverbal or are 

unintelligible to others.  While there is not a direct measure of CAS-like characteristics in the 

AGRE database, several ADI-R variables asses the level of language and articulation.  The 

variables ‘overall level of language’, ‘current articulation’, ‘articulation at age 5’, ‘comprehension 

of simple language’, and  ‘comprehension of simple language at age 5’ were used to define two 

nonverbal motor speech disorder (NVMSD) phenotypes in the AGRE database.  The first 

phenotype, NVMSD:ALL, includes individuals who have fewer than five words or are 

unintelligible to others.  The second phenotyped, NVMSD:C, is a subset of individuals from the 

NVMSD:ALL group who have comprehension of simple language, modeling CAS-like 

characteristics in an ASD cohort. 

The study in Chapter 2 conducted linkage and association analysis of these two NVMSD 

phenotypes in families in the AGRE database.  This study used only families who were multiplex 

for the NVMSD phenotypes and individuals who had existing genotype data available from 

AGRE.  Following linkage analysis, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) was used to select candidate 

genes for further analysis. 

Chapter 3 presents a follow-up study to Chapter 2.  The initial linkage scan for 

NVMSD:ALL was updated with genetic information from AGRE families who met criteria for 
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NVMSD:ALL but were not included in the initial study.  The candidate genes selected in Chapter 

2 were fine mapped for association analysis.  This study also determined the power of the 

sample to detect association. 

New Jersey Language and Autism Genetics Study 

 The connection between autism and SLI contributes to the rationale for the New Jersey 

Language and Autism Genetics Study (NJLAGS).  Over the past decade, NJLAGS has collected a 

cohort of families that contain at least one ADIR/ADOS-confirmed autism proband and another 

proband with testing-confirmed SLI.  This study design allows for the extensive characterization 

of the genetic connection between ASD and SLI by increasing the genetic loading for language 

impairment in these families.  Each family contains at least five individuals who have been 

extensively phenotyped using a comprehensive neuropsychological testing battery that 

measures characteristics all three domains of autism with an emphasis on the communication 

domain.   The phenotypic information collected from the testing battery measures language 

skills, reading ability, social impairments and obsessive-compulsive behavior in the family 

members and can be used to develop categorical and quantitative endophenotypes of ASD.   

 Chapter 4 describes the analysis of the phenotypic data collected from the testing 

battery in the NJLAGS sample.  This study analyzes the correlation of testing scores between 

groups affected for language impairment, reading impairment, language and reading 

impairment, and the autism probands. 

 The study in Chapter 5 analyzed the heritability of each language subtest in the NJLAGS 

families while controlling for the influence of the autism and SLI proband on lower testing 

scores.  The heritability was used in hierarchical clustering analysis of the language subtests to 

reduce the amount of quantitative variables.   
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 Chapter 6 presents genome-wide linkage and association analysis of the 53 NJLAGS 

families who met the strictest definition of at least one narrowly defined autism proband and 

another SLI proband.  These analyses investigated linkage and association for each of the 

phenotypes defined in Chapter 4 and the quantitative factors defined in Chapter 5. 

 Chapter 7 is a fine mapping association analysis of candidate genes selected from the 

linkage regions identified in Chapter 6.  The candidate genes were selected using a scoring 

method derived to prioritize information from Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). 

 The over-arching goal of this thesis is to use communication impairments to create 

endophenotypes of autism in order to reduce the heterogeneity of our genetic analyses.  The 

studies presented here approach communication impairments from two perspectives: speech 

and language.  Speech is the verbal means of communicating that includes articulation, voice, 

and fluency.  Language, on the other hand, refers to understanding what words mean, how to 

put words together, and the use of the appropriate word combinations in different situations.  

The communication domain of autism can manifest as either a speech (nonverbal) or language 

(receptive/expressive) impairment and can range in severity.  The NVMSD endophenotypes 

focus on speech (or lack thereof in subjects who are non-verbal), while the NJLAGS phenotypes 

place emphasis on language impairments.  NJLAGS takes this a step further by investigating oral 

language impairments (syntax, semantics, phonology, and pragmatics) and written language 

impairments (decoding, comprehension, reading fluency, and spelling), as both represent 

discreet forms of language impairments.  By identifying phenotypes for each of these areas, we 

hope to also identify distinct genetic etiologies for these traits in families ascertained for autism. 
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Abstract  

Using behavioral and genetic information from the Autism Genetics Resource Exchange 

(AGRE) data set we developed phenotypes and investigated linkage and association for 

individuals with and without Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) who exhibit expressive language 

behaviors consistent with a motor speech disorder. Speech and language variables from Autism 

Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) were used to develop a motor speech phenotype 

associated with non-verbal or unintelligible verbal behaviors (NVMSD:ALL) and a related 

phenotype restricted to individuals without significant comprehension difficulties (NVMSD:C). 

Using Affymetrix 5.0 data, the PPL framework was employed to assess the strength of evidence 

for or against trait-marker linkage and linkage disequilibrium (LD) across the genome. Ingenuity 

Pathway Analysis (IPA) was then utilized to identify potential genes for further investigation. We 

identified several linkage peaks based on two related language- speech phenotypes consistent 

with a potential motor speech disorder: chromosomes 1q24.2, 3q25.31, 4q22.3, 5p12, 5q33.1, 

17p12, 17q11.2, and 17q22 for NVMSD:ALL and 4p15.2 and 21q22.2 for NVMSD:C. While no 

compelling evidence of association was obtained under those peaks, we identified several 

potential genes of interest using IPA. Conclusion: Several linkage peaks were identified based on 

two motor speech phenotypes. In the absence of evidence of association under these peaks, we 

suggest genes for further investigation based on their biological functions. Given that autism 

spectrum disorders are complex with a wide range of behaviors and a large number of 

underlying genes, these speech phenotypes may belong to a group of several that should be 

considered when developing narrow, well-defined, phenotypes in the attempt to reduce genetic 

heterogeneity. 
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Introduction 

Over the past 10 years there has been compelling evidence supporting a genetic basis 

for autism using a combination of behavioral family studies and genetic linkage and association 

studies. However, these studies have produced results that are often inconsistent and 

sometimes contradictory [Newbury et al., 2002]. Some linkage studies have identified peaks 

based on the presence or absence of autism or autism spectrum disorders (ASD), while other 

studies have concentrated on more specific phenotypic and clinical characterizations such as 

onset age of first words, family language history, sex of proband, obsessive compulsive and 

ritualistic behaviors, and social skills ([Alarcon et al., 2002; Auranen et al., 2003; Bradford et al., 

2001; Buxbaum et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2008; Shao et al., 2003]; See [Abrahams and Geschwind, 

2012] for a current linkage review). 

Of particular interest for several research groups has been the attempt to define and 

then replicate significant linkage signals using language-based phenotypes in ASD probands with 

the objective of finding genes that are associated with a specific language-related phenotype. 

An area on chromosome 7 (q34–36) has been linked to both autism and expressive language 

impairments. A gene for a contactin associated protein, CNTNAP2, that is down regulated by 

FOXP2 and is known to influence early brain development in humans, has been associated with 

both ASD and language [Alarcon et al., 2008; Arking et al., 2008; Vernes et al., 2008]. While 

chromosome 7q continues to be an area of intense interest for both autism and language, other 

linkage signals have been reported that are also based on language phenotypes in the ASD 

population.   Alarcón et al., 2005 reported linkage on chromosomes 3q and 17q using onset of 

first words and phrases as the behavioral phenotype while linkage on chromosome 13q21 was 

reported by Bradford et al., 2001 for ASD probands and family members with a history of 

language-related problems.  Bartlett et al., 2004 identified linkage in the same region for a 
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sample of families with a history of Specific Language Impairment (SLI) without ASD. SLI is a 

failure to develop language normally without explanatory factors such as low IQ, gross 

neurological impairment, or inadequate environment. They suggest that although SLI and ASD 

are distinctly different disorders, both are genetically complex and may share specific 

susceptibility genes or variants of genes.  Spence et al., 2006 stratified expressive language 

characteristics into word and phrase speech delay in ASD probands and family members in an 

attempt to better define the language endophenotype and reduce phenotypic heterogeneity. 

They found evidence for link- age in several already identified locations supporting the idea that 

more discretely defined characteristics of ASD, specifically language endophenotypes, may 

improve localization of linkage signals and strengthen existing findings. 

Speech and language in ASD 

Speech and language impairments constitute a broadly defined area. In their mildest 

forms they may be characterized by a minor phonological or speech impairment that can affect 

speech production and possibly reading ability. On the more severe end of the language and 

speech continuum, a person might be unable to comprehend or process spoken language 

and/or be non-verbal or unintelligible. This vast scope of speech and language disabilities seen 

in the ASD population has been documented in detail [Rapin and Dunn, 2003; Tager-Flusberg et 

al., 2005]. While some research supports the notion that there may be multiple relations among 

the language problems seen in SLI and autism, others feel that there is not enough evidence to 

support a genetic link [Lindgren et al., 2009] and that ASD and SLI are distinctly different 

disorders that do not share the same genes. 

Previous reports indicate that approximately 50% of all children with autism never 

acquire functional language by middle childhood [Bailey et al., 1996] while more current 
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estimates place this value as closer to 20% [Lord et al., 2004]. Yet little is known about why 

some individuals, despite years of intervention, never develop language while many others 

develop enough spoken language to communicate at least minimally. Often the underlying 

cause is not clear and may be presumed to be a social/interaction issue. But what if language 

processing problems make incoming verbal information difficult or impossible to understand 

and severely limit verbal output? Conversely, what if problems with speech output make speech 

very effortful, resulting in vocalizations that include only vowels sounds or verbalizations that 

are unintelligible to those around them, as in the case of childhood apraxia of speech (CAS)? 

CAS is a motor speech disorder that involves poor motor planning and results in speech 

output with compromised intelligibility ranging from its most severe form of expressive 

language production, which is characterized by very limited consonant production, to full phrase 

production with multiple omissions, substitutions, distortions, and reversals of speech sounds. 

While good epidemiologic data on the prevalence of CAS is lacking, population estimates 

derived from referral data suggest that approximately one to two children per 1,000 are 

affected with CAS [Shriberg et al., 1997]. There has been limited study of CAS in terms of its 

genetic origins, however, in their family and genetic studies of speech sound disorders, Lewis et 

al., 2004 looked at a small sample of children with a diagnosis of CAS and reported that 59% had 

at least one parent with some type of speech sound disorder. Moreover, in 86% of the families, 

at least one nuclear family member reported either a speech sound disorder or a language 

disorder. In a recent related study of speech sound disorders Lewis et al., 2007 report that 36 of 

147 (24%) of parents of children with speech sound disorders also report similar problems as 

children. 

Very little has been reported about individuals with autism whose vocalizations are 
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effortful, unintelligible, or non-existent. One of the few studies [Gernsbacher et al., 2008] was a 

retrospective study of children’s oral-motor skills that compared toddlers with autism to 

matched controls. Using videotapes and a detailed questionnaire, they determined that the 

quality of oral motor skills during the early years was associated with the level of speech 

intelligibility of the individuals with autism in later years. Minimally verbal older children had 

poorer oral motor skills as toddlers. 

In the current Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE) dataset, approximately 16% of 

the individuals who were evaluated with the Autism Diagnostic Interview- Revised (ADI-R) [Lord 

et al., 1994; Rutter et al., 2003] are non-verbal or minimally verbal at the time of their 

evaluations. Another 16% of the individuals in the dataset have speech that is unintelligible to 

most people. 

Based on our review of the speech and language characteristics of the subjects in the 

AGRE database, we suggest that there is a subset of individuals with and without ASD who 

exhibit an expressive language problem that ranges from being non-verbal to having expressive 

language that is unintelligible to others and may actually be described as a severe motor speech 

disorder such as verbal apraxia. As these speech and language behaviors are seen in only a 

subset of individuals with autism but also seen in individuals who do not meet ASD criteria, we 

investigated linkage and association for this behavior as part of a broader phenotype. 

Methods 

Participants 

Subjects in this study were obtained from families who are part of the AGRE database. 

Unlike many of the other studies that use the AGRE data for linkage analysis and require at least 

two affected siblings with an ASD diagnosis, we targeted AGRE families who had at least two 
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individuals who were either non-verbal, minimally verbal, or who had speech that was 

unintelligible to others, regardless of ASD diagnosis. 

Responses to specific questions from the ADI-R for all families with available Affymetrix 

5.0 data were used (N= 723). Motor-speech phenotypes were then developed to explore linkage 

and association based on the hypothesis that a subset of individuals on the autism spectrum 

with little or no expressive language may be part of a distinct phenotype common to autism but 

also potentially common to other speech and language disorders. 

Motor speech phenotypes 

Responses by parents and caregivers to the ADI-R were used as variables to develop the 

phenotypes used for the current analyses. The ADI-R is a semi-structured clinical review for 

caregivers of children and adults who are suspected of being on the autism spectrum. The ADI-R 

focuses on three areas of behavior: (a) social interaction; (b) communication; and (c) interests 

and behaviors that are stereotyped or restricted and repetitive. Variables from the 

Communication Scale were used to develop the current motor-speech phenotypes and are 

available in Supplemental Table A1.1; Appendix 1. 

Family members who received the ADI-R (irrespective of their diagnosis of autism, ASD, 

or not ASD) were included in the evaluation of phenotype status. Any family member who was 

at least 2 years old and non-verbal or minimally verbal or was at least 4 years old, verbal, but 

very difficult to understand due to poor sound production, was considered affected for the 

NVMSD:ALL phenotype (Non-Verbal Motor Speech Disorder:All). The NVMSD:C phenotype (Non-

Verbal Motor Speech Disorder:Comprehension) represented a subset of the NVMSD:ALL 

phenotype and included subjects who were non-verbal or unintelligible but had at least minimal 

language comprehension (i.e. could at least follow simple directions) as reported in the ADI-R. 
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Figure 2.1 reflects the decision process used to assign affection status for the two motor speech 

phenotypes: Non-Verbal, Motor Speech Disorder (NVMSD:ALL) and Non-Verbal, Motor Speech 

with Comprehension (NVMSD:C). 

There were 203 families (1,146 individuals) from the AGRE dataset who had both ADI-R 

data and Affymetrix 5.0 genotyping data and contained at least two individuals that met our 

criteria for the NVMSD:ALL phenotype. Among the 427 affected individuals for NVMSD: ALL 

 

 

Individuals who lacked functional language (LEVELL = 2) or had poor speech intelligibility (CARTIC or 

ARTIC5 = 2 or 3) were AFFECTED for the NVMSD:ALL phenotype. If the language level was fair/good 

(LEVELL=0 or 1) and current intelligibility was fair/ good (CARTIC = 0 or 1) they were labeled 

UNAFFECTED, otherwise they were labeled UNKNOWN. Note the CARTIC ADI-R score took 

precedence over the ARTIC5 score (as long as ARTIC5 was not 2 or 3 which was established by the 

previous test) then its contribution was not considered for this distinction. Only those individuals 

that were affected according to the NVMSD:ALL phenotype were evaluated on their level of spoken 

language comprehension (NVMSD:C pheno- type).  Individuals with some language comprehension 

(CCOMPSL= 0, 1 or 2) were labeled AFFECTED, those with very little to no comprehension (CCOMPSL 

= 3 or 4) were labeled UNKNOWN, and the remainder as UNAFFECTED. * Note that individuals had 

to be at least 2 years old to have a LEVELL score and had to be at least 4 years old to have a CARTIC 

score but could potentially be older. Also, if an individual scored 2 for the LEVELL variable, they did 

not receive a score for CARTIC or ARTIC5 since they did not produce enough language to be 

evaluated. 

 

Figure 2. 1: Diagnostic Criteria for NVMSD:ALL and NVMSD:C using variables from the ADI-R 
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(79% male), 383 met criteria for the narrow definition of autistic disorder (AD) based on the ADI-

R and came from 202 families. The mean age at ADI-R assessment was 98.83 months (s.d. 63.18 

months). Of these 203 NVMSD:ALL families, 135 families (778 individuals) contained at least two 

family members who, irrespective of their final autism diagnosis, met criteria for the NVMSD:C 

phenotype. Among the 281 affected individuals (80% male), 249 met criteria for the narrow 

definition of AD based on the ADI-R and came from 133 families. For this phenotype the mean 

age at ADI-R assessment was 107.02 months (s.d. 52.40 months) (See Supplemental Table A1.2; 

Appendix 1). While all families were used in the Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) analyses, 35 

NVMSD:ALL families were uninformative for linkage (19 in the case of NVMSD:C). This was due, 

in part, to affected sib-pair families in which the sibs turned out to be MZ twins. 

Genotypes 

Genotype data were downloaded from the AGRE site for all AGRE families with 

Affymetrix 5.0 data. Data on 443,106 SNPs were available for download. In preparation for 

linkage analysis, genotypic data were cleaned for missingness by marker (≤5% missing retained) 

and by individual (≤15% missing retained) (the average missingness rate was 1.5%, while the 

highest observed rate of missingness was 11%) and for relationship issues using RelCheck 

[Broman and Weber, 1998] (no families were dropped based on RelCheck identified problems). 

Data were then screened for Mendel errors and any SNP showing a Mendel error in a particular 

family was zeroed out for the entire family (the average number of Mendel errors per family 

was 2,605). However, there were no families excluded due to excessive Mendelian errors. 

In preparation for linkage analysis, markers were dropped if the minor allele frequency 

was <5% or if they showed any signs of departure from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p < 0.05). 

A subset of these markers was selected at 0.3 cM intervals resulting in a marker map comprising 
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11,100 SNPs. 

For LD analyses, SNPs were dropped if the minor allele frequency was <1%, or if they 

failed a test of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at the p=10−10 level. This left a total of 263,334 SNPs 

in the analysis. 

Statistical analyses 

Analyses were conducted using the software package KELVIN that implements the PPL 

(posterior probability of linkage) class of models for measuring the strength of genetic evidence 

[Huang et al., 2006; Vieland, 1998, 2006]. Below we report the PPL, the PPLD (posterior 

probability of trait-marker linkage disequilibrium (LD) and linkage) [Yang et al., 2005] and the 

PPLD|L (posterior probability of LD given linkage) [Wratten et al., 2009b]. We report genome-

wide PPLD results, and use the PPLD|L to evaluate the evidence for LD under linkage peaks only. 

The PPL is parameterized in terms of a general approximating likelihood, and all 

parameters of the trait model are then integrated out permitting the use of Bayes’ theorem to 

compute the posterior probability of the hypothesis of interest. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium has 

been assumed throughout. The genetic map is based on the Rutgers Combined Linkage-Physical 

Map, http://compgen. rutgers.edu; [Matise et al., 2007] release 10/09/06. Because KELVIN is at 

present Elston-Stewart based [Elston and Stewart, 1971] , the (multipoint) linkage analyses 

utilized LOD scores computed in Merlin [Abecasis et al., 2002; Lander and Green, 1987] as input 

to PPL calculations [Vieland, 1998] using Merlin’s SNP clustering (with r2 ≥ 0.2) to further reduce 

potential inflation due to residual LD in the marker map. (We experimented with marker effects 

by varying the density of the map, the particular markers included in the maps, and the r2 

threshold for clustering SNPs, and the results were virtually identical in all cases; results not 

shown.) 
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All analyses shown here utilize a simple dichotomous trait model, with parameters α 

(the standard admixture parameter of Smith, 1963 representing the proportion of ‘linked’ 

pedigrees), p (the disease allele frequency), and the penetrance vector fi (representing the 

probability that an individual with genotype i develops disease, for i = 1..3). All trait parameters 

are integrated out of the final statistic; while the gene frequency is integrated over its full range, 

an ordering constraint is imposed on the penetrances such that f1 ≥ f2 ≥ f3. This model provides 

a robust approximation for mapping complex traits in terms of the marginal model at each 

locus, and because the parameters are integrated over, no specific assumptions regarding their 

values are required. Uniform prior distributions are used for all trait parameters (with 

adjustment for the ordering constraint). This model implicitly allows for dominant, recessive, 

and additive models, along with an explicit allowance for heterogeneity. In secondary analyses, 

we additionally allowed for imprinting or other parent-of-origin effects by allowing the 

penetrances to depend on the sex of the transmitting parent. 

The PPL is on the probability scale. For instance, a PPL of 40% means that there is a 40% 

probability of a trait gene at the given location based on these data. For biological reasons, the 

prior probability of linkage at each location is set to 2% [Elston and Lange, 1975] so that PPLs 

>2% indicate (some degree) of evidence in favor of the location as the site of a trait gene, while 

PPLs <2% represent evidence against the location. The prior probability of LD|L is also set to 2%, 

so that the prior probability of LD and L is 0.04%. 

The PPL and PPLD are measures of statistical evidence, not decision making procedures; 

therefore there are no “significance levels” associated with them and they are not interpreted in 

terms of associated error probabilities [Vieland, 1998; Royall, 1997; Taper and Lele, 2004]. 

Similarly, no multiple testing corrections are applied to the PPL or the PPLD, just as one would 
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not “correct” a measure of the temperature made in one location for readings taken at different 

locations [Vieland, 1998]. Nevertheless, it may assist readers to have some sense of scale 

relative to more familiar frequentist test statistics. In a simulation of 10,000 replicates of 200 

affected sib pairs per replicate under the null hypothesis (no trait gene at the location being 

tested) allowing for the observed pattern of missing data, PPLs of 5%, 15%, 25%, 50%, and 80% 

were associated with Type 1 error probabilities of 0.031, 0.0018, 0.0001, 0.00005, and 0.00001, 

respectively. 

The “null” behavior of the PPLD is moot given the results of the analysis of the 

experimental data; however, we note that in these same 10,000 replicates no PPLD >5% was 

observed. Given the sample size, we did not expect to detect LD at unlinked locations in this 

small set of families assuming low genotypic relative risks (RR’s). However, RR’s under linkage 

peaks might be expected to be considerably higher in which case power to detect LD under a 

linkage peak could actually be quite good. But power is entirely a function of the underlying 

generating model, which remains unknown. For example, fixing the RR at 2.5 and assuming 

D’=0.7 between the trait allele and marker allele, we simulated data under two different 

models: (a) we assumed locus homogeneity and dominant inheritance; (b) we assumed that 

only 20% of families carried the associated disease variant and that the mode of inheritance was 

recessive. In the first case, 96% of replicates showed PPLD ≥20%, 88% showed PPLD ≥50%, and 

78% showed PPLD ≥80%. Thus for a model like this, “power” is excellent in this sample and 

failure to find LD under the linkage peaks is an interesting finding (assuming relatively good 

marker coverage). In the second case, however, only 2% of replicates showed PPLDs ≥20%, and 

<1% of replicates showed PPLDs ≥50%. Hence if this latter model is closer to the truth, our 

failure to detect LD under the linkage peaks may simply reflect the fact that the sample is still 

quite small. 
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Identifying susceptibility genes 

Following the linkage and LD analyses, we used the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis—IPA 

software (Ingenuity® Systems, www.ingenuity.com) to identify potential autism susceptibility 

genes that might fall within our linkage regions. In order to characterize the peaks in our linkage 

analyses, we used three definitions of peak endpoints. The genome-wide PPL values were 

ranked (based on calculations done every 1 cM) in ascending order, and the highest 1%, 2.5%, 

and 5% PPL scores were used to define the narrow, intermediate, and broad regions, 

respectively. 

The narrow regions consisted of PPL values greater than 20%, the intermediate regions 

were greater than 15%, and the broad regions were greater than 5%. The genes within these 

regions were identified using the UCSC Genome Browser (NCBI Build 36.1,[Kent et al., 2002]) 

and were analyzed using the Core Analysis in IPA. The Core Analysis identified the biological 

functions and/or diseases that were most significant to each linkage analysis. A right-tailed 

Fisher’s exact test was used to calculate a p-value determining the probability that each 

biological function and/or disease assigned to that linkage analysis was due to chance alone. We 

selected genes with functions related to Nervous System Development and Function, 

Neurological Disorders, Genetic Disorders, and Psychological Disorders from the list of functions 

with significant p-values as possible candidate genes for our phenotypes. 

As a control experiment to assess the uniqueness of our significant findings, we 

conducted IPA analyses on randomly selected sets of 645 genes, to model the number of genes 

obtained in our intermediate-peak definition analysis of NVMSD:ALL. We first identified regions 

of the genome centered about 2% PPL (evidence neither for nor against linkage) under the 

intermediate NVMSD:ALL scan and randomly selected 645 genes from these regions (Control: 
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Gene Number—C:GN). However, as a total of only 3,549 genes were present in the areas with 

approximately 2% PPL values, this frequently led to partially overlapping sets of genes. In order 

to create more independent samples, a second set of control analyses were also conducted by 

selecting 645 genes at random from the entire genome (Control: Gene Number Genome—

C:GNG). We conducted core analyses on 10 C:GN and 10 C:GNG control datasets and compared 

the results to the gene set defined by our intermediate linkage analysis results of NVMSD:ALL. 

Results 

Linkage and association 

Figure 2.2 shows genome-wide PPL results for the NVMSD: ALL phenotype. As can be 

 

 

The PPL is on the probability scale. Values >2% represent evidence in favor of linkage, while 
values <2% represent evidence against linkage. 

 

Figure 2. 2: Genome-wide PPL results for the NVMSD:ALL phenotype.  
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seen, while most of the genome shows evidence against linkage (PPL <2%) or very close to 

baseline (2%), there are several salient peaks. Table 2.1 shows all PPL peaks >15% for the 

NVMSD:ALL phenotype. On chromosome 17 there appear to be multiple peaks (Figure 2.3). 

Figure 2.4 shows results by 

individual chromosomes for the 

NVMSD:C phenotype as well as the 

NVMSD:ALL phenotype. Because the 

families that are multiplex for 

NVMSD:C are a subset of those that 

are multiplex for the NVMSD:ALL 

phenotype, and because the two 

phenotypes themselves overlap by 

design, we expect correlation in the genome scans for the two phenotypes in these families. 

Moreover, because the NVMSD:C sample is smaller, we would expect to see smaller linkage 

signals in this group. As Figure 2.4 

shows, across almost all of the 

genome, this is exactly what we 

see: peaks in the same places as 

in Figure 2.2, but lower. One 

notable exception to this is on 

4p15.2, appeared to be silenced. 

The exceptions for NVMSD:C 

were on chromosome 4 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 3: PPL across chromosome 17 for the 
NVMSD:ALL phenotype. 

Table 2. 1: Phenotype NVMSD:ALL linkage 
peaks with PPL >15% 
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(imprinting PPL=97% at 45 cM), and chromosome 14 (imprinting PPL=31% at 65 cM); in both of 

these cases penetrances appeared somewhat higher for paternal alleles but there was no 

indication of imprinting (full silencing) per se. 

The PPLD accumulates evidence against LD as well as in favor of LD. Hence at a SNP that 

is not in LD with the trait, the larger the sample size the smaller the PPLD will become. For this 

 
Figure 2. 4: Individual chromosome PPL results for NVMSD:ALL (in black) and NVMSD:C 
(in red). 
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reason, the smaller NVMSD:C data set yields a noisier GWAS plot around baseline. As discussed 

above, we were not expecting to see large PPLDs in a sample this size, and indeed, we do not 

see any. (Supplemental Figure A1.1; Appendix 1) 

Of greater interest than the genome-wide PPLDs, however, are the PPLD|L results under 

the linkage peaks. However, for NVMSD:ALL we did not find any evidence of LD under the 

linkage peaks. Considering any genomic locations where the PPL was ≥20%, the largest PPLD|L 

was less than 5%. While the small sample size may make it difficult to detect LD under the 

peaks, assembling a very large sample of families with this phenotype is difficult. Thus, whether 

for underlying biological reasons or simply due to practicalities, it does not appear that fine 

mapping via LD analysis under these linkage peaks is likely to uncover the underlying genes. For 

NVMSD:C, there were 13 SNPs under the NVMSD:C-specific peak on chromo- some 4 

(considering all locations where the PPL >20%) which yielded PPLD|L >5%; the maximum PPLD|L 

was where the large peak in the NVMSD:C analysis (PPL=84% at 45 cM) is quite far from the 

NVMSD:ALL peak, as 

shown in Figure 2.5. 

Also of possible interest 

are the NVMSD: C peaks 

on 21q22.2 (PPL = 32% 

at 55 cM) and 14q24.2 

(PPL=20% at 65 cM). 

Notably, an 

allowance for 

imprinting did not 

 
Figure 2. 5: PPL results across chromosome 4 for NVMSD: ALL (in 
black) and NVMSD:C (in red). 
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produce any new peaks or substantially change results at most loci seen under the non-

imprinting analyses. In most cases, allowance for imprinting slightly depressed peaks. The 

exceptions for NVMSD:ALL were on chromosome 17, where the peaks rise to 86% at 48 cM, 64% 

at 55 cM, and 47% at 80 cM; in all three cases inheritance from the father 15%. However, these 

were distributed across a 20 cM region, complicating the interpretation for this (even smaller) 

sample. Two of these SNPs fall in genes, and one of these genes (KDNIP4, PPLD|L = 6% at 

rs1763197, located at physical location 20,692,185bp or approximately 36.6 cM) is of potential 

interest for its possible role in regulation of neuronal excitability and interactions between its 

protein product and presenilin. 

IPA core analysis under linkage peaks 

Using the output from the core analysis, we selectively identified genes with functions 

related to Nervous System Development and Function, Neurological Disorders, Genetic 

Disorders, and Psychological Disorders. For NVMSD:ALL, a total of 25 genes were selected from 

261 genes input to IPA for the narrow definition (highest 1% of PPLs), 52 of 645 for the 

intermediate definition (2.5% highest PPLs), and 62 of 1371 for the broad definition (highest 5% 

of PPLs). The functions that were most represented overall were neuronal development, 

myelination, and axonal guidance. Likewise for NVMSD:C, 23 of 111 genes were selected for the 

narrow definition, 51 of 388 for the intermediate definition, and 147 of 954 for the broad 

definition. There was an increase of molecules involved in axonal guidance in NVMSD:C. 

Analyses for both phenotypes reported genes involved in motor function and various psychiatric 

and neurological disorders including Schizophrenia, Bipolar Disorder, and Alzheimer’s disease 

(Supplemental Table A1.3a, b; Appendix 1). 
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IPA core analysis in control regions 

The IPA core analysis of the C:GN (control based on gene number) datasets resulted in a 

different distribution of relevant significant functions than did the analysis of the linkage data. In 

contrast to the NVMSD:ALL intermediate analysis, each C:GN analysis resulted in several 

relevant functions with at least 20 contributing genes (Supplemental Table A1.4b; Appendix 1). 

Likewise, the number of multi-function control candidate genes is different in the C:GN analyses 

than in our linkage analyses. In our linkage analysis, there was one gene that contributed to 21 

functions and the rest of the genes contributed 10 functions or less (Supplemental Table A1.4a; 

Appendix 1). In the C:GN analyses, there were multiple genes that contributed to more than 15 

functions and the rest contributed to 5 or less functions. The most common functions identified 

in the C:GN analyses were synaptic transmission, neurotransmission, and various psychological 

disorders (Supplemental Table A1.4b; Appendix 1). 

To overcome the potential bias introduced by restricting our control analysis to the 

relatively small percentage of the genome with PPL values tightly centered around 2%, we 

repeated this analysis using genes selected from the entire genome (C:GNG). A similar overall 

pattern of significant functions and multi-function candidate genes to the C:GN results was seen 

in the C:GNG analyses (see Supplemental Table A1.4c; Appendix 1). Like the C:GN results, the 

most common functions identified in the C:GNG analyses were various psychological disorders 

and synaptic functionality. It should be noted that genes identified by our linkage analyses were 

not excluded from the C:GNG datasets (Supplemental Table A1.4b and c; Appendix 1). 

Overall, the most common diseases seen in both control analyses were neuropsychiatric 

disorders, such as Huntington’s Disease and Schizophrenia, and the most common functions 

were neurotransmission/synaptic transmission and development of neurons and neurites. The 
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presence of these diseases and functions in our control analyses suggest that while they may be 

related to our phenotypes of interest, these functions are not unique to the core analysis of our 

linkage study, and may be an artifact of the extensive published research in these areas. 

Interestingly, only eight specific functions identified by the control analyses over- lapped with 

those identified from the genes from our linkage analysis. Each of these functions (cell death of 

neuroglia and oligodendrocytes, learning by mice, plasticity of synapse, survival of cortical 

neurons, development of dentate gyrus, motor neurons, and peripheral nervous system) 

appeared only once in the control analyses. While there is some commonality in functions, it is 

important to note that the candidate genes described below are not implicated by functions 

identified in the control analyses. 

Discussion 

Linkage and association 

We have identified several peaks that represent strong evidence of linkage using two 

novel and relatively narrow behavioral phenotypes for non-verbal language and motor speech 

problems; characteristics that are associated with autism but not exclusive to the autism 

spectrum. While some of the peaks overlap with previously reported linkage locations [Alarcón 

et al., 2005; Bartlett et al., 2005; Cantor et al., 2005; McCauley et al., 2005; Schellenberg et al., 

2006; Yonan et al., 2003], others are novel. In some cases, where results overlap, different 

behavioral phenotypes have been reported for those peaks. This is not surprising since, by 

definition, an individual with autism might share behaviors and belong to several phenotypic 

subgroups within the spectrum as well as share behaviors with individuals who do not meet 

criteria for ASD. Additionally, there have been multiple studies looking at language and autism 

using the AGRE sample and the potential for overlapping subjects is impossible to avoid. 

However, the strength of the peaks and the specificity of the phenotype lend support to the 
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idea that there could be genes of interest under these peaks that warrant further investigation. 

We included all individuals from the AGRE data set who had ADI-R diagnostic 

information and Affymetrix 5.0 genetic data regardless of their final ASD diagnosis. A percentage 

of those identified as meeting criteria for one or both phenotypes did not meet the ASD cut-off 

criteria. Yet at some point, they must have demonstrated behaviors compatible with a potential 

ASD diagnosis or they would not have received the AGRE ASD study battery in the first place. 

This lends support to the notion that in families with ASD probands, there may be other family 

members that share behavioral characteristics and genes and fall into some kind of broader 

autism phenotype. 

Evidence of linkage based on PPL values greater than 15% for the NVMSD:ALL 

phenotype was identified on chromosomes 1q24.2, 3q25.31, 4q22.3, 5p12, 5q33.1, 17p12, 

17q11.2, and 17q22. Linkage on 3q25 and 17p supports previous findings in the same area 

where loci linked to word and phrase speech delays were identified by Alarcón et al., 2005. In 

that study, the authors identified a region on chromosome 3 (126–170 cM with a peak at 147 

cM) that overlaps one of our peaks and was identified with an onset of first words phenotype. In 

addition, they identified a region on chromosome 17 (13–96 cM) that coincides with one of our 

peaks and is suggestive of linkage for first words and phrases. Since delayed first words, and/or 

delayed first phrases might also apply to a number of our probands, because they are 

nonverbal, one could speculate that there was overlap across our samples. In fact, our finding at 

chromosome 1q24 (PPL=74%) was located in the same region as previously reported by our 

group [Bartlett et al., 2005]. In the current study, 88 AGRE families also satisfied the diagnostic 

criteria for the Bartlett et al. study (i.e., the affected phenotype was based on delayed speech 

onset in two affected siblings). 
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For many previous autism linkage studies a more formal diagnostic phenotype was used 

that ranged from a narrow definition of autistic disorder to an autism spectrum disorder that 

included Asperger’s disorders and PDD-NOS. Since we already know that a significant number of 

individuals with autism can be non-verbal or have speech that is significantly unintelligible, it is 

not surprising that overlapping linkage peaks were observed.  McCauley et al., 2005 identified 

linkage on 17q11 for sib pairs consisting of at least one proband with autistic disorder and one 

on the spectrum. Using a broader definition of autism, Yonan et al., 2003 identified linkage in 

the same regions of 17q and 5p as our study.  Studying male-only families has been another 

approach [Cantor et al., 2005; Schellenberg et al., 2006] resulting in linkage peaks on 

chromosomes 4 and 17. When Schellenberg et al., 2006 stratified their families by male-only, 

they identified linkage at 4q22 and Cantor et al., 2005 identified the 17q21 region (67 cM) when 

doing fine mapping of the area. Similarly, our families were enriched for affected male subjects; 

we had 128 male-only families with the remaining 75 families having at least one female 

affected for our phenotype, bringing our rate of affected males to approximately 80% in our 203 

families. Buxbaum et al., 2004 identified a peak on 1q24 as well and another peak suggestive of 

linkage on chromosome 4 for an obsessive-compulsive phenotype, thus another example of 

overlapping linkage based on different phenotypes but behaviors that are part of the ASD 

profile.  In summary, even though samples varied and descriptions of phenotypes differed, the 

fact that most of our linkage peaks have been previously identified in ASD populations, lends 

support to the idea that these particular locations are a source for continued investigation. 

The NVMSD:C phenotype was created to narrow and better define the motor-speech 

characteristics that are found in a subset of individuals with ASD as well as other individuals with 

speech and language impairments. It was based on the premise that probands who have some 

language comprehension but display minimal or unintelligible expressive language, might belong 
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to a phenotypic group specifically characterized by a motor speech impairment that is seen in 

apraxia of speech. Using these criteria we identified similar, but weaker, linkage signals to the 

NVMSD:ALL phenotype, which is not surprising given the smaller sample. Moreover, we 

hypothesize that our stronger findings with NVMSD:C on chromosomes 4p15.2, 14p15.2, and 

21q22.2 might actually be better capturing those individuals who have a more well-defined 

motor-speech disorder like apraxia. 

Notably, we did not find a linkage signal on 7q, a location that has been strongly 

implicated in linkage and association with both ASD and speech and language impairments 

[Alarcon et al., 2008; Arking et al., 2008; Vernes et al., 2008; Lai et al., 2001; Feuk et al., 2006]. 

This was true even allowing for imprinting, which has been suggested for FOXP2 on 

chromosome 7 [Feuk et al., 2006] (Supplemental Figure A1.2; Appendix 1). However, imprinting 

gene candidates have been reported in regions where we did see evidence for linkage with 

imprinting.  Luedi et al., 2007 report maternal expression of TRIM16 (17p12), TIAF1 (17q11.2), 

HOXB2 (17q21.32), and HOXB8 (17q21.32). All of these genes match the pattern of imprinting 

supported by our linkage results on chromosome 17 and so they represent higher priority 

positional candidates; the homeobox genes are of particular interest due to their role in 

development patterns in the brain [Fanarraga et al., 1997; Matis et al., 2007; Grados et al., 

2003]. 

Potential genes of interest using IPA 

NVMSD:ALL phenotype 

When we used IPA to identify potential autism susceptibility genes that might fall within 

our linkage regions, we identified several genes associated with translation and transcription 

factors, brain development, nervous system development, and multiple psychiatric disorders. 
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We also took into consideration the overlap of functions between the control and linkage 

analyses. The candidate genes de- scribed below meet our criteria for the IPA core analysis of 

the linkage regions and have been filtered for overlap with the control analysis functions. 

Our linkage region on 4q22.3 contains NKX6-1, which encodes a transcription factor that 

binds to AT-rich regions in the promoters of its target genes. NKX6-1 plays an important role in 

differentiation of motor neurons and the regulation of muscle nerve formation [Lee and Pfaff, 

2001; Bohl et al., 2008; De Marco Garcia and Jessel, 2008]. Six gene targets of NKX6-1 (ATOX1, 

GPX2, HIF1A, HMOX2, IGFBP4, and PHB) fall within the broad linkage regions for the NVMSD:ALL 

analysis and one gene (ANAPC4) falls within the broad linkage regions for the NVMSD:C analysis. 

The linkage peak on 5p (66 cM) contains GHR, which encodes a growth hormone 

receptor shown to be involved in brain development and neuronal differentiation [Harvey, 

2001; Harvey et al., 2002; Ransome et al., 2004; Baudet et al., 2007]. A second linkage peak on 

5q (154– 156 cM) contains two candidate genes: DPYSL3, which is involved in neurite outgrowth 

and guidance and shows a decreased expression in individuals with Down syndrome 

[Weitzdoerfer et al., 2001] and HTR4, which is a serotonin receptor that has been associated 

with Schizophrenia, Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, and Bipolar Disorder [Hirata et al., 

2010; Suzuki et al., 2003; Hayden and Nurnberger, 2006; Elia et al., 2009]. The regions on 17p 

and 17q contain NCOR1 and NOS2, which are involved in NOTCH signaling and the NOS 

pathway, respectively. NOS2, in particular, has been implicated in various neurological disorders 

such as Alzheimer’s disease, and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis [Colton et al., 2009; Chen et al., 

2010]. The peak at 17p12 (PPL = 77%) also contains PMP22, which encodes a protein that 

comprises 2–5% of peripheral nervous system myelin. Most recently, Pinto et al., 2010   

identified a rare maternally inherited copy number variation (CNV) that contains PMP22 in an 
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individual with ASD, however this CNV was not experimentally validated. 

NVMSD:C phenotype 

Our linkage analysis of NVMSD:C resulted in two novel regions, which we further 

investigated with the core analysis in IPA. Overall, there was a notable increase in genes 

involved in Down syndrome, which is primarily due to the inclusion of 21q22.2. IPA identified 

two genes on chromosome 4 involved in axonal guidance: SLIT2 [Hammond et al., 2005] and 

CRMP1 [Yamashita et al., 2006]. SLIT2 is of particular interest as both the SLIT1 and SLIT2 

proteins have been identified as selective inhibitors and repellents for dorsally projecting cranial 

motor axons [Colton et al., 2009].  In addition to these axonal guidance genes, the core analysis 

also identified STIM2 on chromosome 4 (45 cM, PPL= 88%), which regulates calcium entry into 

neurons [Berna-Erro et al., 2009]. Like the NVMSD:ALL analysis, molecules involved in 

psychiatric disorders such as Schizophrenia, Panic Disorder, and Social Impairment were also 

identified as genes involved in the NOTCH Signaling and NOS pathways. Both analyses identified 

molecules that are involved in motor function, however IPA analysis of NVMSD:C did not 

produce significant findings within regions of our strongest linkage signals. 

IPA control analyses 

Our control analyses (C:GN and C:GNG) served as a test of the reliability of our IPA 

analysis which we will use to guide our future investigations of autism genes. As seen in 

Supplemental Table A1.4b and c; Appendix 1, the numbers of functions and candidate genes 

obtained for the C:GN and C:GNG analyses were comparable to those obtained in our linkage 

regions. The functions identified by IPA are not presented in a hierarchical order, which leads to 

the identification of several similar functions that are, in fact, subsets of one overall function. 

This is seen commonly in our control analyses (as demonstrated in analysis 9, Supplemental 
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Table A1.4b; Appendix 1) and also occurs in our linkage analyses. While there was some overlap 

in general function categories, there were only eight specific functions identified in the control 

analyses that were also identified in the linkage analysis. Despite this overlap in functions, viable 

candidate genes were identified from the core analysis of our linkage regions after filtering for 

these common functions. This filtering of the linkage analysis helps to ensure that the functions 

and genes/molecules identified in the core analysis of the linkage regions are unique to that 

analysis. Overall, the IPA core analysis used in this study functions primarily as a data reduction 

tool and was effective in identifying genes in our linkage analysis that require further 

investigation. 

One limitation of this study concerns the variables available to us from the AGRE data 

set to define a motor speech disorder. To make a clinical diagnosis of such a disorder, a speech 

language pathologist would use converging information including an extensive language history, 

a complete oral motor exam, and a comprehensive speech and language assessment that would 

include specific information about the phonological abilities of each proband. Yet, our strong 

linkage findings suggest that at this stage of investigation we have defined this disorder well 

enough to continuing pursuing the genes, gene interactions, and gene variants under the peaks. 

Conclusion 

We have identified several unique loci, based on two specific motor speech phenotypes, 

that are present in, but not exclusive to, a subset of individuals within families with autism 

spectrum disorders. In addition, we have identified several loci that had been previously isolated 

on the basis of somewhat different diagnostic criteria. Family members who are non-verbal or 

verbal but have speech that is unintelligible may or may not meet criteria for ASD but may share 

genes and behaviors that are also seen in other speech and language disorders. Although we 
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found no compelling evidence of association under our linkage peaks, we were able to suggest 

genes for further investigation based on their biological functions using IPA. It is well recognized 

that autism spectrum disorders are complex with a wide range of behaviors and, potentially, a 

large number of underlying genes, so that these particular sets of behaviors might fall into a 

broader phenotype and further emphasize the need to develop narrow well-defined phenotypes 

to reduce genetic heterogeneity. 
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Abstract: 

Background:  Using behavioral and genetic information from the Autism Genetics Resource 

Exchange data set we investigated linkage and association for individuals with and without 

Autism Spectrum Disorders who exhibit expressive language behaviors consistent with a motor 

speech disorder. Speech and language variables from the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised 

were used to develop a motor speech phenotype associated with non-verbal or unintelligible 

verbal behaviors (NVMSD:ALL). We previously identified several linkage peaks using the PPL 

framework to assess the strength of evidence for or against trait-marker linkage across the 

genome using Affymetrix 5.0 genotype data. As evidence for linkage disequilibrium was limited, 

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis was then utilized to identify candidate genes for further 

investigation.  

Methods: 1) The SNPstream assay was used to genotype 450 SNPs from our linkage regions in 

87 families that met criteria for NVMSD:ALL but did not have Affymetrix 5.0 data available at the 

time of ascertainment.  The initial PPL analysis was sequentially updated to include evidence for 

or against linkage in the extended sample.  2) Tag SNPs were selected from our genes of interest 

and were genotyped using an Oligonucleotide Ligation Assay.  Genotype information was 

analyzed for association using an extension of the PPL that detects linkage disequilibrium 

(cPPLD). Prior to analysis, all genotype information was checked for missingness, Mendelian 

inconsistencies, unlikely double recombination events, and departures from Hardy-Weinberg 

Equilibrium.   

Results:  The sequential update of our linkage analysis increased evidence for linkage in the 

following regions: 1q24.2, 3q25.31, 4q22.3, 5p12, and 17q22.  Evidence for linkage decreased in 
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the following regions: 5q33.1, 17p12, and 17q11.2.  Overall, evidence for linkage disequilibrium 

was limited in our candidate genes of interest, with the highest signals in TRPV2 (cPPLD = 7%).   

Conclusions:  While evidence for linkage disequilibrium remained limited, the additional 87 

families added to the power of our PPL analysis.  These families increased evidence for linkage in 

several regions, while the evidence decreased in other areas.  The strong replication of our 

findings indicates that NVMSD:ALL is a stable phenotype for genetic analyses and is an effective 

endophenotype of autism for the reduction of genetic heterogeneity. 
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Background: 

  Autism is a complex neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by communication 

deficits, social impairment, and the presence of restrictive and repetitive behaviors.  While there 

has been compelling evidence supporting a genetic basis for autism, behavioral family studies, 

genetic linkage analyses, and association studies have produced inconsistent and often 

conflicting results [Geschwind, 2011; Spence et al., 2006].  Due to the heterogeneity of autism 

spectrum disorders (ASD), linkage studies, based on the presence or absence of ASD, are difficult 

to replicate.  Researchers have employed several strategies for addressing this issue.  One 

method is to concentrate on more specific phenotypic and clinical characteristics of ASD by 

separating the study sample into more clinically similar groups.  Another method is to derive 

phenotypes that may be etiologically more related to ASD from phenotypic measures used in 

ASD diagnosis, such as the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R).  The study presented in 

this paper utilizes a hybrid of both methods by analyzing a subset of the Autism Genetic 

Resource Exchange (AGRE) database that meets criteria for a nonverbal motor speech 

phenotype derived from several variables in the ADI-R.  Both aforementioned strategies have 

had success in identifying linkage to language phenotypes developed from quantitative data 

available in autism cohorts [Alarcón et al., 2002; Auranen et al., 2003; Bradford et al., 2001; 

Buxbaum et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2008; Shao et al., 2002; Abrahams and Geschwind, 2008].   

The first method has allowed investigators to reduce the phenotypic heterogeneity 

within the AGRE database with the intent of genetically differentiating subgroups of ASD based 

on a language delay phenotype. This method was particularly successful in separating AGRE 

families based on the presence or absence of phrase speech delay (PSD) in autism probands, 

which is defined as the development of phrase speech after 36 months [Buxbaum et al., 2001].  

This study identified linkage to ASD on chromosome 2q24-32 using 49 families that contained 
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two individuals with ASD who also met the criteria for PSD [Buxbaum et al., 2001].   This finding 

was later replicated using 45 sib-pair families affected for PSD from the Collaborative Autism 

Team dataset [Shao et al., 2002].   Linkage to ASD has also been identified on chromosomes 

7q22-32 and 13q21-22 using a subset of sib-pair families (n = 50) from the Collaborative Linkage 

Study of Autism cohort where both probands met the criteria for PSD [Bradford et al., 2001].  

While linkage to these regions has not been replicated using PSD, the finding on Chromosome 

13q has also been linked to Specific Language Impairment (SLI) [Bartlett et al., 2002, 2004; 

Simmons et al., 2010].   

Investigators have also been successful using the second method of reducing phenotypic 

heterogeneity by developing language phenotypes using variables from the ADI-R.  Linkage to a 

region on Chromosome 7q36 was identified in linkage scans for the ‘onset of age of first word’ 

and the ‘onset of phrase speech in months’ variables in the ADI-R using the AGRE dataset 

[Alarcón et al., 2005, 2002].    This region on Chromosome 7q contains a gene encoding a 

contactin associated protein, CNTNAP2, which has been implicated in language impairment in 

non-ASD individuals [Alarcon et al., 2008; Arking et al., 2008; Vernes et al., 2008] and is down-

regulated by FOXP2, a transcription factor that has been implicated in speech and language 

disorders  [Vernes et al., 2008].  For a current review of additional studies of CNTNAP2, see 

Peñagarikano and Geschwind, 2012.  The identification of linkage to CNTNAP2 in the AGRE 

dataset indicates the effectiveness of the use of language phenotypes to identify genetic loci 

that play a role in the language impairment aspect of ASDs.  It is important to note that while 

these studies used multiplex autism families, the affection status utilized was the language 

phenotype, not autism diagnosis. 
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Although many individuals on the autism spectrum develop language skills, it is 

estimated that 20-50% of individuals with autism do not acquire functional language [Lord et al., 

2004; Bailey et al., 1996].  While some individuals with ASD may not develop adequate 

functional expressive language due to an underlying social impairment, others may have 

language processing impairments or motor speech deficiencies making speech extremely 

effortful or unintelligible, similar in character to deficits seen in Childhood Apraxia of Speech 

(CAS).  In the AGRE database, 11.6% of individuals with ADI-R data are considered to be non-

verbal or unintelligible to others.  There is limited information about the genetics of CAS, but 

Lewis et al., 2004, reported that 86% of children with CAS had at least one nuclear family 

member with a speech sound disorder or a language disorder.  Additionally, 59% of children 

with CAS had at least one parent with a speech sound disorder, suggesting a genetic 

component.   

While there have been few studies involving the presence of CAS-like behaviors in ASD 

populations, there has been a clinical focus on the effectiveness of early motor skill deficiencies 

as a predictor of language acquisition and intelligible communication [Maski et al., 2011] and 

most recently a study on articulatory features and function being a possible early marker for 

ASD [Sullivan et al., 2013].  A retrospective study that compared toddlers with autism to 

matched controls showed that minimally verbal older children with ASD had poorer oral motor 

skills as toddlers [Gernsbacher et al., 2008].  Similarly, MacNeil and Mostofsky, 2012, have 

shown that impairments in perceptual-motor action consistent with dyspraxia appears to be 

specific to individuals with ASD when compared to individuals with Attention-Deficit 

Hyperactivity Disorder.   With behavioral information supporting a potential link between CAS 

and ASD, it is not unreasonable to use CAS symptoms to define motor speech phenotypes of 

ASD with the objective of finding genes that are correlated with these subphenotypes.   
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Shriberg et al., 2011, investigated the presence of CAS in a sample of 46 verbal children 

aged 4-7 years diagnosed with an ASD.  Individuals with ASD did have a higher prevalence of 

speech errors when compared to population estimates; however, they did not display the core 

features of apraxia of speech.  These individuals did display increased vocal repetition and 

inappropriate pitch, stress and volume which are typical in ASD.   This study does not support 

the concomitance of the classical definitions of CAS and ASD; however, the participants selected 

for the study were verbal individuals with ASD with relatively fluent language production.  The 

sample did not include those individuals with autism whose lack of expressive language was 

characterized by effortful attempts to verbalize, resulting in unintelligible vocalizations 

comprised of either: (a) only vowel sounds with or without minimal consonant production or (b) 

those with severely unintelligible expressive language.    

The study presented in this paper is a follow-up to the linkage and association analyses 

reported in Flax et. al., 2010, where a nonverbal motor speech phenotype was defined in a 

sample of families from the AGRE dataset. The motor speech phenotype NVMSD:ALL was 

developed using responses to three specific questions on the ADI-R assessing the overall level of 

expressive language and articulation [Lord et al., 1994; Rutter et al., 2003].  All families were 

required to have at least two individuals, who were either non-verbal, minimally verbal, or who 

had speech that was unintelligible to others, regardless of their ASD diagnosis.  The original 

sample identified in AGRE included 203 families (1147 individuals, 427 affected) and contained 

only individuals with Affymetrix Genome-wide Human SNP Array 5.0  genotype data available at 

the time of the initial study.  A subset of 11,100 SNPs was analyzed for linkage using the 

Posterior Probability of Linkage (PPL).  Linkage peaks were identified on chromosomes 1q24.2, 

3q25.31, 4q22.3, 5p12, 5q33.1, 17p12, 17q11.2, and 17q22 for NVMSD:ALL.  Genome-wide 

association analysis of 263,334 SNPs using the Posterior Probability of Linkage Disequilibrium 
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(PPLD) did not yield strong evidence for association.  However, the absence of evidence for 

linkage disequilibrium (LD) could have been the result of a modest sample size or from 

insufficient SNP coverage of common haplotypes in our regions of interest.  We hypothesized 

that by sequentially updating the original sample with new subjects, linkage signals would 

increase due to increased genetic evidence.  We also hypothesized that analysis of a higher 

density marker map under the linkage peaks could result in stronger evidence for association.   

This paper presents the results of both of the above hypotheses, sequentially updating our 

original linkage regions and the subsequent fine mapping and association analysis of genes 

selected from our initial regions of linkage.   

Methods: 

Participants 

Subjects were selected from families who are part of the AGRE database and met the 

original study criteria for NVMSD:ALL but were not included in the original study because no 

Affymetrix 5.0 genotype data were available at the time of this study (87 families, 421 

individuals).  To be included in this study, each family was required to have at least two 

individuals who met criteria for NVMSD:ALL.  The NVMSD:ALL phenotype includes  individuals 

who are non-verbal, minimally verbal, or have speech that was unintelligible to others, 

regardless of their ASD diagnosis.  For more details on the NVMSD:ALL criteria see the 

Supplemental Methods (Appendix 2) and Flax et al., 2010.  A total of 216 individuals were 

affected for NVMSD:ALL (82% male) and 234 individuals meet criteria for ASD.  The overall 

sample includes the 203 families described in Flax et al., 2010 yielding a total of  290 families 

(1567 individuals, 643 affected for NVMSD:ALL) in the final linkage analysis.  Fine mapping of 

candidate genes for association analysis was conducted on the original 203 NVMSD:ALL families.   
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Genotypes 

New genotype data was generated for family members who did not have Affymetrix 5.0 

data available.  SNPs were selected from linkage regions that were identified in the original 

genome scan and genotyped by the Rutgers University Cell and DNA Repository (RUCDR) Infinite 

Biologics at Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ using SNPstream single base pair extension 

genotyping technology [Bell et al., 2002].  Initially, 450 SNPs were selected from these linkage 

regions.  However, 170 of these SNPs failed to have genotyping probes designed by the 

dedicated Autoprimer application (Beckman Coulter, http://www.autoprimer.com), primarily 

due to extensive masking of repeats in their flanking regions.  To select replacements, candidate 

SNPs in high LD (r2 >= 0.8) with an original SNP were grouped into bins and a representative SNP 

was chosen from each based on filtering criteria recommended by Autoprimer’s template 

preparation protocol.  Specifically, the 301 bp sequence centered on each SNP was extracted 

from the current build of the human genome (hg19, Feb. 2009) and was submitted to a local 

RepeatMasker executable [Smit et al., 2010] that employed the WU-BLAST alignment engine 

[Gish, 2003] and default parameter settings.  The SNP from each bin that had a minimal degree 

of proximal masking and whose flanking GC percentage was closest to 50% was chosen.  In all, 

173 replacement SNPs were found, bringing the total number genotyped by SNPstream to 453 

SNPs. 

In preparation for linkage analysis, the genotype data were cleaned for missingness by 

marker and by individual.  A total of 28 SNPs were removed due to total assay failure and an 

additional 17 SNPs were removed for manifesting more than 5% missingness.  The average 

missingness for partial assay failure was 11%.  A total of 11 markers that showed departures 

from Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (p < 0.01) were dropped from further analysis.  The highest 

rate of missingness for an individual after removal of these SNPs was 4.53%.  As the missingness 
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cutoff for an individual was 15%, no individuals were excluded from analysis for this reason.  

PedCheck [O’Connell and Weeks, 1998] was used to identify Mendelian errors and Merlin 

[Abecasis et al., 2002]  was used to identify unlikely double recombination events yielding an 

overall error rate of 1.2%.  While any SNP showing an error was removed for the entire family, 

no families were eliminated due to excessive Mendelian or recombination errors.  Following this 

cleaning procedure, genotypes for 397 SNPs were included for linkage analysis.   

Fine mapping genes of interest 

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA, Ingenuity® Systems, www.ingenuity.com) was used to 

categorize and prioritize candidate genes identified in our linkage regions by their function [Flax 

et al., 2010] (See Supplement for more details; Appendix 2).  Candidate genes were further 

prioritized by the strength of their PPL values, resulting in a total of 11 genes selected for further 

analysis from the original 645 genes located within our linkage regions (Table 3.1).  HapMap was 

used to select tag SNPs (HapMap Data Rel 24 Phase 1 & 2 – full dataset, NCBI B36 assembly,  

dbSNP b126) using the CEU population with a minor allele frequency (MAF) ≥ 0.05 and r2 < 0.80 

for each gene region including 10kb upstream and downstream flanking regions.  Tag SNPs were 

supplemented with markers from SNPbrowser  (version 4.0, Applied Biosystems) and the 1000 

genomes database [The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2010] for a total of 201 SNPs (Table 

3.1).  

Multiplex PCR design templates were prepared for each SNP by extracting 500 bp of 

flanking upstream and downstream sequences from the current human genome build (hg19, 

Feb. 2009) and substituting all known neighboring SNPs obtained from dbSNP (Database of 

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (dbSNP), Bethesda (MD): National Center for Biotechnology 

Information, National Library of Medicine. (dbSNP Build ID: 131)) with their respective IUB 
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codes.  Candidate primers were extracted from these flanks based on several criteria: (1) they 

did not overlap with neighboring SNPs; (2) they lacked simple tandem and inverted repeat 

elements; (3) their predicted melting temperatures fell within a 2°C range; and (4) they yielded a 

minimal number of secondary alignments when subjected to local BLAST [Altschul et al., 1997] 

analysis.  These filtered candidates were used to generate multiplex PCR primer sets for panels 

that ranged in size from 14 to 36 SNPs.  For each multiplex panel, primer compatibility was 

enforced by requiring that no two PCR primers shared 3’-to-3’-end homology greater than 2 bp 

and that no given PCR primer had greater than 6 bp of homology between its 3’ terminus and 

the internal region of any other primer.  Amplicon sizes ranged from 98 bp to 434 bp. 

SNPs were genotyped using the oligonucleotide ligation detection assay described in 

Bruse et al. 2008, that has been optimized to work in the 384 microtitre format.  The 30 µL PCR 

 

 

 

Genes are listed by PPL evidence and their respective functions identified by IPA are listed. 
SNPs were selected using HapMap, SNPbrowser and 1000 genomes. 

 

Table 3. 1: Candidate genes selected for fine mapping. 
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reaction was scaled down to 20 µL to accommodate the smaller well volume of the 384 

microtitre plate.  The smaller reaction mixture contained 40 ng of genomic DNA, 1U AmpliTaq 

Gold® DNA polymerase, 10x reaction buffer (provided with AmpliTaq Gold®), 2.5 mM MgCl 

(Applied Biosystems), 200 µM dNTPs, and 3.33 pmol of each PCR primer, though thermocycling 

conditions remain unchanged. The OLA reaction volume was scaled up to 20 µL from 15 µL to 

allow for the use of a Perkin Elmer – Janus® Automated Workstation, again using the original 

thermocycling conditions [Bruse et al., 2008].  The increased OLA reaction mixture contains 2 µL 

of the PCR product, 3 U of Taq DNA Ligase (New England Biolabs), 10 nM of each OLA probe, and 

a 10X reaction buffer (provided with the Taq DNA Ligase). The bead hybridization and 

fluorescent labeling steps remain as described in Bruse et al., 2008.  

Ten SNPs were removed from the analysis due to total assay failure.  After removal of 

these SNPs, this method resulted in an overall fail rate of 1.1% for the remaining SNPs.  As 

above, genotypes were cleaned using PedCheck and Merlin.  Two families were removed from 

the dataset due to excessive error rates resulting in an overall error rate of 0.3% for the 

remaining dataset.  Four SNPs were removed due to departures from Hardy-Weinberg 

Equilibrium (p–value <0.01).  With an overall missingness rate of 1.5%, no individuals or markers 

were removed due to an excessive amount of missing data. 

Statistical methods 

All analyses were conducted using the software package KELVIN. Evidence for linkage 

was calculated using the PPL [Huang et al., 2006; Vieland, 2006, 1998]; the PPLD  was used to 

calculate evidence for association.  Genetic distances were obtained from the Rutgers genetic 

map (http://compgen.rutgers.edu/mapopmat; release 10/09/06; [Matise et al., 2007]). 

http://compgen.rutgers.edu/mapopmat
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The PPL is a Bayesian statistical measure of linkage that is designed to accumulate 

evidence for or against linkage for complex traits [Vieland, 1998].  The PPL is parameterized in 

terms of a general approximating likelihood and utilizes a dichotomous trait model with an 

admixture parameter (α) representing the proportion of ‘linked’ pedigrees, the disease allele 

frequency (p), and the penetrance vector (fi).  The parameters of the trait model are integrated 

out of the algorithm, making this method of linkage analysis essentially model-free.   The 

likelihood also contains the recombination fraction ( ) and the standardized LD parameter (D’) 

as two additional parameters.  The PPL incorporates a prior probability of linkage of 2% [Elston 

and Lange, 1975], therefore, PPL values greater than 2% indicate evidence in favor of linkage, 

while PPL values less than 2% indicate evidence against linkage for that particular locus.  As this 

measure can be interpreted directly as a probability, corrections for multiple testing are not 

required.  Furthermore, the PPL is a measure of evidence without inherent significance levels.  A 

PPL of 40%, therefore, can be directly interpreted as evidence that there is a 40% probability of 

a trait locus at the given marker[Vieland, 2006].  

The PPL is designed to accumulate evidence over multiple datasets through sequential 

updating.  This approach was used to update the original multipoint PPL scan of the Affymetrix 

5.0 data from the AGRE dataset [Flax et al., 2010] with the SNPstream genotype data for the 87 

additional families.  Multipoint linkage analysis was performed on each the original family set 

and the additional 87 family set independently as described in Flax et al 2010.  For each linkage 

region identified with the NVMSD:ALL phenotype, the original PPL distribution was used as the 

prior probability of linkage.  This prior distribution was updated with evidence obtained from 

the Bayes ratio calculated for the additional 87 families in each linkage region.  The increased 

power obtained by expanding the sample size to a total of 290 families provides stronger 

evidence for or against linkage for the combined NVMSD:ALL phenotype. 
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As all markers selected reside within an identified region of linkage, evidence for 

association was calculated using Combined Posterior Probability of Linkage Disequilibrium 

(cPPLD) [Huang, 2011].  This function uses the PPL values identified in the NVMSD:ALL linkage 

analysis as the prior probability of linkage.  Additionally, a cPPLD analysis was conducted using 

autism diagnosis as a liability class [Huang et al., 2007; Vieland and Huang, 2003].  KELVIN treats 

the liability class traits (affected or unaffected) individually to allow for separate penetrance 

calculations for each category.  For a given marker, an increase in evidence for association while 

using the liability class indicates an interaction between the NVMSD:ALL phenotype and autism 

affection status.  The cPPLD was also calculated using autism diagnosis as the affection status to 

rule out an increase solely driven by the autism diagnosis as opposed to its interaction with the 

NVMSD:ALL phenotype.   

Determination of Sample Power 

To assess the power of the sample to detect association, KELVIN was run using 

genotypes simulated by SLINK [Weeks et al., 1990].   Haplotypes that included one SNP disease 

marker and a SNP in LD with the disease marker (D’ = 0.80) were generated for the NVMSD:ALL 

family set.  The disease gene frequency (DGF) of the disease marker was simulated at 

percentages of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30.  The disease allele risk was varied for both 

recessive and dominant models (Supplemental Table A2.1; Appendix 2).  The percentage of 

unlinked families was also varied from 0% to 100% in increments of 10% to model the 

heterogeneity of the NVMSD:ALL dataset (average  = 0.62; range 0.1 to 1.0).  Each set of 

parameters was replicated 100 times and was analyzed for association using the KELVIN 

framework described above.  All replicates were conducted using two estimations of the 

prevalence of NVMSD in the population.  The first prevalence, 11.4%, was calculated as the 

percentage of individuals in the AGRE database who met the criteria for NVMSD:ALL phenotype, 
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regardless of the study criteria of multiplex families for NVMSD:ALL.  The second prevalence is 

an estimation of the NVMSD:ALL phenotype in the general population.  This estimation was 

derived from the percentage of individuals with an autism diagnosis in AGRE who met the 

criteria for NVMSD:ALL (46%) and the prevalence of ASD in the general population (1%,[CDC, 

2012]), resulting in a prevalence of 0.46%.  This is a reasonable estimation based upon the 

literature, which estimates the rate of nonverbal individuals with autism as between 25% and 

50% [Lord et al., 2004; Bailey et al., 1996].  See the Supplemental Methods and Supplemental 

Table A2.1 (Appendix 2) for more details. 

Results: 

Sequential Updating 

Our initial multipoint linkage analysis was sequentially updated with genotype data from 

the 87 additional families identified from the AGRE database who met our criteria for the 

NVMSD:ALL phenotype.  There was increased evidence for linkage at loci 1q24.2, 3q25.31, 

4q22.3, 5p12 and 17q22.  The PPL signal at locus 4q22.3 remained stable while evidence for 

linkage decreased at loci 5q33.1, 17p12, and 17q11.2.   Results of the updated NVMSD:ALL 

genome-wide linkage scan are shown in Figure 3.1A-3.1E and summarized in Table 3.2. 
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The Original PPL analysis (blue line) and Updated PPL analysis (red line) is plotted for each linkage 

region: Figure 1A) Chromosome 1, Figure 1B) Chromosome 3, Figure 1C) Chromosome 4, Figure 

1D) Chromosome 5, and Figure 1E) Chromosome 17. 

Figure 3. 1: Sequential Update of NVMSD:ALL families.   
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Fine Mapping Results 

The cPPLD results are listed in Table 3.3.  The marker with the highest cPPLD value was 

rs12938762 (cPPLD = 7%), located within the region on chromosome 17 containing the gene 

 

 

The original linkage regions were updated with genetic information from an additional 87 families 

(NVMSD:ALL).  The original PPL values and updated PPL values are listed for each linkage peak. 

Table 3. 2: Sequential update of linkage scan. 

 

Association results are listed for each SNP with a cPPLD > 2%.  The cPPLD is for NVMSD:ALL as the 

affection status.  The cPPLD-LC uses NVMSD:ALL as the affection status and autism diagnosis as the 

liability class.  The cPPLD-Aut represents the use of autism diagnosis as the affection status. 

 

Table 3. 3: Association Analysis Results for NVMSD:ALL 
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TRPV2 at 48.35 cM.  The two addition SNPs that showed modest evidence for linkage 

disequilibrium in TRPV2 were rs35612940 (cPPLD = 4%, 48.35cM) and rs11650682 (cPPLD = 3%, 

48.10cM).   All other SNPs analyzed did not show evidence for linkage disequilibrium (cPPLD ≤ 

2%).  When the cPPLD was calculated using autism as a liability class for NVMSD:ALL, evidence 

for linkage disequilibrium was unchanged for these three SNPs.   Using autism diagnosis as the 

affection status resulted in decreased evidence of linkage for rs12938762 (cPPLD = 4%) and 

rs35612940 (cPPLD = 2.42%) but slightly increased it for rs11650682 (cPPLD = 4%).  While these 

results indicate that there is not a strong interaction between NVMSD:ALL phenotype and 

autism diagnosis, they show that NVMSD:ALL is the driving force of the evidence seen for 

association. 

Determination of Sample Power 

Simulations were conducted to test the power of our sample to detect association.  

Using the prevalence of NVMSD:ALL in the AGRE database, association can be detected using 

either a semi-recessive model or a semi-dominant model.  For the semi-recessive model, 

association cannot be detected for disease markers with DGFs less than 5% (Supplemental 

Figure A2.2; Appendix 2).  For disease markers with DGF = 5%, models with high disease allele 

risks had 80% power to detect association when 0-10% of the families were unlinked.  The 

power to detect association increased as the gene frequency increased.  For disease markers 

with DGF = 10%, models with disease allele risks above 5 had 80% power to detect association.  

For models where the disease allele risk was 8 or higher, association was detected with as high 

as 80% unlinked families.  This trend persisted and at a DGF = 30%, models with disease allele 

risks ≥ 3 had 80% power to detect association.  For disease allele risks above 8, association was 

detected for models with up to 80% unlinked families.    
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These effects were less pronounced using a dominant model (Supplemental Figure A2.3; 

Appendix 2).  Association was detected with DGFs as low as 1% and the percentage of unlinked 

families only had an effect at a low disease risk.  When the DGF = 5%, models with disease allele 

≥ 3 had 80% power to detect association.  When the risk was above 7, association was detected 

for models with up to 70% unlinked families.  For a DGF = 10%, models had 80% power when 

the disease allele risk was above 3.  Models with a disease risk above 8 had 80% power to detect 

association with up to 80% unlinked families.  This trend was echoed for models with a DGF = 

30%, however a lower percentage of unlinked families was tolerated (disease risk ≥ 6 yielded 

80% power with up to 60% unlinked families).   Similar results were seen for both recessive and 

dominant models using the estimation of NVMSD:ALL prevalence in the general population 

(data not shown).  Since this prevalence is much smaller, the presence of the disease allele 

muted the effects of varied DGFs.  This set of simulations was most affected by the percentage 

of unlinked families and extreme relative risks.   

Discussion: 

In this follow up study to Flax et al., 2010, the inclusion of the 87 additional families that 

met criteria for NVMSD:ALL increased the statistical power of our linkage analysis and increased 

evidence of linkage to the NVMSD:ALL phenotype identified within the AGRE database.  Fine 

mapping of candidate genes did not result in strong evidence of association.  This could be the 

result of several possibilities including selection of a small number of candidate genes, low 

sample power to detect association, or the presence of rare variants that could dampen 

association signals and be contributing factors to autism spectrum disorders at these loci.    

With an average increase of 10%, evidence for linkage was strengthened in novel linkage 

regions on 3q25.31, 4q22.3, 5p12 and 17q22.  Evidence for linkage also increased on 1q24.2, 
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which is a region where a chromosomal deletion was identified in one AGRE family [Davis et al., 

2009].  Evidence for linkage decreased in other linkage regions.  While 5q33.1 was a novel 

linkage finding to this study, the inclusion of the 87 additional families decreased the PPL value 

from 25% to a 21% chance of linkage.  The regions on 17p12 and 17q11.2 had previously been 

identified in several linkage analyses that used AGRE samples [Yonan et al., 2003; McCauley et 

al., 2005; Ylisaukko-oja et al., 2006]; however, linkage findings in this region have been 

inconsistent and vary with the inclusion of different subsets and phenotypes of the AGRE 

database[Yonan et al., 2003; McCauley et al., 2005; Ylisaukko-oja et al., 2006; Cantor et al., 

2005; Allen-Brady et al., 2010; Alarcon et al., 2008; Benayed et al., 2005; Molloy et al., 2005; Liu 

et al., 2008].  The inclusion of the additional 87 families in this study reduced the PPL values in 

this region by an average of 6%.  Taken together, these findings suggest that there is a 

considerable amount of genetic heterogeneity in the AGRE database and the identification of 

endophenotypes, such as NVMSD:ALL, can reduce the heterogeneity of the sample set and 

identify loci associated with more specific characteristics of ASD. 

Unlike our linkage analysis, our initial association analysis did not produce strong 

evidence for association [Flax et al., 2010].  The Affymetrix 5.0 SNP array may not have a SNP 

density that is comprehensive enough to tag all common haplotypes.  In order to investigate 

association within our linkage regions, candidate genes were fine mapped.  Modest association 

signals were obtained in an intron of TRPV2 (rs12938762, 48.35 cM, cPPLD = 7%).  TRPV2 

encodes a temperature sensitive ion channel protein and is implicated in ‘Nervous System 

Development and Function’ by IPA’s core analysis and has Gene Ontology annotations related to 

axonal growth and axon growth cones [Carbon et al., 2009].  Shibasaki et al., 2010, showed 

expression of TRPV2 in motor neurons and implicated their function in axon outgrowth 

regulation.   
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The overall lack of strong evidence for association in the fine mapping analysis could be 

accounted for by three potential hypotheses.  The first possibility is that the candidate gene list 

identified using IPA needs to be expanded.  Of the 645 genes located within our linkage regions, 

11 were selected for fine mapping analysis.  While IPA is effective in identifying molecules that 

contribute to known functions, the analysis is limited by the availability of published data for 

these molecules.  The causative loci may lie within a gene that has not been studied extensively 

or within an intergenic region.   

The second possibility is that while the sample size is of sufficient power to detect 

linkage, perhaps the power is not sufficient enough to detect association.  Results from 

simulated genotype data in this dataset confirm the ability to detect association in this sample 

with a few caveats.  Recessive models with DGF = 10% had 80% power to detect association 

models with a moderate to high disease allele risk.  As the DGF increased, the disease allele risk 

required to detect association decreased.  This sample had greater power to detect association 

with dominant models than recessive models at lower disease allele risks.  As current methods 

that are used to detect association can have difficulty detecting association for disease risks 

below 2 [Nsengimana and Bishop, 2012], it is not surprising that our sample lacked power for 

low risk models.  Overall, the simulation analysis showed that the NVMSD dataset has sufficient 

power to detect association for models with a moderate disease allele risk with a high degree of 

unlinked families.   

Given the simulation results, there are two scenarios that could contribute to the lack of 

detectable association in this dataset.  The first would be the presence of a high percentage of 

unlinked families for the given genomic region(s).  Although, this could be applicable to the 

linkage regions containing EIF4E and GHR as the heterogeneity in these regions is high (  = 
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0.25), the maximized DGF for these regions is 10%, which has a high probability of detecting 

association with heterogeneity in this dataset according to our simulations.  The second scenario 

is that the disease risk of the causative allele is too low to detect in this dataset.  While the PPL 

is essentially model free, the algorithm calculates the maximum likelihood of each model 

parameter.  The maximized models for each gene of interest are listed in Table 3.4.  With the 

exception of LMX1A and NKX6-1, the maximized models correspond to low disease risk and have 

less than 80% power to detect association in the NVMSD:ALL dataset (see Supplemental Figure 

A2.4; Appendix 2).   Low risk could be attributed to the low disease penetrance that is predicted 

by the maximized model or the interaction of multiple causative loci, both of which would cause 

a lack of evidence for association.   

The maximized model for the linkage peak containing LMX1A is correlated with a high 

disease risk with all families linked and a DGF of 1% (Table 3.4).  Our simulations indicate that 

association, if present, is detectable using dominant conditions.  However, a strong dominant 

model with 99% penetrance is not likely in the NVMSD:ALL dataset.  As NVMSD:ALL phenotype 

is based on variables from the ADI-R, which is a parental report on affected children, the parents 

in our sample are, by default, unaffected for the phenotype.  The overwhelming lack of affected 

parents renders the strong dominant model unlikely, resulting in low power to detect 

association (see Supplemental Figure A2.4; Appendix 2).  Why, then does the PPL maximize at 

this model?  LMX1A resides along the edge of this linkage region (PPL = 15%) and its maximized 

model is unique to this section of the linkage region.  The maximized model for the region 

directly under the linkage peak has a high allele risk (DGF = 1% and P(DD) = 0.8, P(Dd) = 0.8, 

P(dd) = 0.1); the NVMSD:ALL dataset has 80% power to detect association.  Perhaps the 

unlikeliness of the LMX1A model also decreases the evidence for linkage. 
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The maximized disease model for NKX6-1 has a high disease risk and the NVMSD:ALL 

dataset has sufficient power to detect association for this model.  Three tag SNPs were 

identified for this candidate gene and, after genotype cleaning, only one was retained for 

association analysis.  This SNP did not show evidence for association, indicating a true lack of 

association at this locus.  Overall, the NVMSD:ALL dataset has enough power to detect 

association under most models.  However, simulations indicated that the regions selected for 

fine mapping are the result of low disease risk that result in the inability to detect association in 

this dataset. 

Lastly, the lack of strong evidence for association seen in this study also supports the 

hypothesis that allelic heterogeneity and/or rare variants are major contributing factors to ASDs.  

Due to the general lack of positive and replicative findings in genome-wide association studies, 

this hypothesis has become increasingly more popular.  While linkage is a family based statistic, 

association is a population statistic that is based upon the segregation of alleles that originate 

from a common ancestor.  Allelic heterogeneity, where multiple variants within the same gene 

 

 

The maximized model consists of the following parameters:  is a measure of heterogeneity, DGF is 

the disease gene frequency, P(dd) is the penetrance of a homozygous non-risk allele, P(Dd) is the 

penetrance for a heterozygous genotype, P(DD) is the penetrance for a homozygous risk allele. 

Table 3. 4: Maximized PPL models for each linkage region.   
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cause the same phenotype, is not a limitation to linkage analyses as an individual variant would 

segregate within a family.  However, if a different causative variant resides in each family there 

would not be a universal variant for the entire population.  This would cause the gene to be 

linked, but not associated for the given population. This is also true for recent or rare mutations 

that appear in a small percentage of individuals, but not in the population as a whole.  However, 

with the acquisition of larger datasets and meta-analyses, the effect size of these rare mutations 

and allelic heterogeneity may increase as statistical power increases and multiple instances are 

discovered [Allen et al., 2010; Ke, 2012; Maher et al., 2010].  Additionally, many recent 

investigations have identified rare de novo mutations by directly sequencing autism candidate 

genes (reviewed in [Devlin and Scherer, 2012]), including CNTNAP2 [O’Roak et al., 2012] which 

has been implicated in both autism and language impairment.  In addition to focusing on known 

candidate genes, many investigators have identified mutations in new candidate genes and 

protein networks through whole exome sequencing of autism probands [O’Roak et al., 2012; 

Sanders et al., 2012; Neale et al., 2012].  A study by  Neale et al., 2012, showed that while the 

rate of variants in ASD cases was only moderately higher than expected, protein-protein 

interaction analyses showed that proteins encoded by genes with de novo missense or nonsense 

mutations had a high rate of interconnectivity.  This is consistent with results seen by O’Roak et 

al., 2012, in the Simons Simplex Collection.  Exome sequencing revealed an interconnected 

network of disrupted β-catenin/chromatin remodeling proteins as well as a strong paternal bias 

for de novo mutations.  Both Sanders et al., 2012 and O’Roak et al., 2012, identified a correlation 

between increased parental age and the rate of de novo single nucleotide variants.  Another 

study from the Simons Simplex Collection by Sanders et al., 2012, identified several genes with 

disruptive de novo mutations in multiple probands.  When conditioned for genes involved in 

brain function, the effect size for these mutations increased significantly.  Similarly, Ben-David 
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and Shifman, 2012, identified networks of neuronal genes that were enriched for known rare 

and common variants in three autism samples. 

Conclusion:  

The linkage peaks that were first identified in Flax et al., 2010, and updated in this paper 

support the hypothesis that there may be a speech/language phenotype associated with autism 

that is also seen in other developmental disabilities without autism although often with 

different degrees of severity.  The NVMSD:ALL phenotype is a behavioral biomarker that can be 

used to reduce the heterogeneity of ASD samples, especially in the communication domains and 

to allow for the identification of candidate loci.  Despite strong evidence for linkage, allelic 

heterogeneity and rare variants may explain the lack of evidence for association in these linkage 

regions.  The combination of well-defined phenotypes and genome sequencing are 

promising techniques that may help to identify causative variants in autism that have been 

overlooked by current association studies. 
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Abstract 

Background: Autism and Specific Language Impairment (SLI) are complex and distinctly 

disorders, yet some individuals with autism who are verbal share both oral and written language 

characteristics with individuals diagnosed with SLI. It remains a question whether these 

similarities arise from a shared genetic etiology or if they are just descriptively similar to each 

other. In this paper we describe language phenotypes characterized for a genetics study of 

autism that support the idea of partial shared genetic etiology.  

Methods: Language phenotypes were developed from verbal subjects with autism and family 

members who met criteria for language impairments.  Fifty-three (53) nuclear and extended 

families received a battery of cognitive, oral, and written language assessments. Each nuclear 

and extended family had at least one proband with a diagnosis of autism and another who met 

criteria for Specific Language Impairment (SLI).  Other family members with language issues 

were further characterized as meeting criteria for oral language impairment (LI), and/or written 

language impairment (RI). 

Results: Family members who met criteria for LI and those who met criteria for both LI and RI 

did not differ significantly from verbal autism spectrum probands on most oral and written 

language measures regardless of the specific language constructs compared.  Those family 

members who met criteria for RI alone performed significantly different from the verbal ASD 

probands on several higher order language measures.  

Conclusion: The language impairment profiles seen in a subset of family members with a 

diagnosis of ASD and those with oral and written language impairments support a hypothesis 

suggesting partial  shared  genetic etiology between the two disorders  thus, supporting the  

development and application of language phenotypes in genetic studies of ASD.  
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Introduction 

Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) are complex neurodevelopmental disorders 

encompassing a large behavioral continuum that includes 1) social interaction deficits, 2) 

communication deficits, and 3) excessive restricted and repetitive behaviors.  The characteristics 

of ASD can range in severity across all three domains.  While 20-40% of individuals with ASD fail 

to develop functional verbal language [Bailey et al., 1995; Lord et al., 2004], verbal individuals 

with ASD can have difficulty with pragmatic language, structural language, and phonological 

short-term memory (PSTM) [Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg, 2001; Lewis et al., 2007; Joseph et 

al., 2002; Rapin et al., 2009].  Even though the social aspects of communication deficits 

associated with ASD are defining in terms of ASD diagnosis, 39-61% of verbal individuals on the 

autism spectrum may present with communication deficits on the segmental level of language 

similar to the profiles that are seen with individuals with a diagnosis of Specific Language 

Impairment (SLI) [Rapin and Dunn, 2003].  SLI is a neurodevelopmental disorder that is 

characterized by delayed language development in the absence of intellectual, sensory, or other 

neurological abnormalities.  ASD and SLI are distinct disorders, but the qualitative overlap in 

segmental language patterns in some individuals on the autism spectrum support the 

hypothesis that there may be some shared etiology between the two disorders.   

The literature is clear that SLI is not a milder form of ASD and that the same genetics do 

not universally underlie both disorders.  The critical gap in the literature is the limited 

knowledge of what modulates language ability within the ASD population to induce these high 

rates of communication deficits.  Characterizing the language impairments observed in ASD in 

relation to those observed in SLI can play a significant role in addressing the issues of shared or 

partial etiology between these two disorders which in turn, from a behavioral standpoint, can 

play a significant role in the development of behavioral biomarkers for genetic linkage and 
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association studies that can be then follow up by the search for common and rare variants 

associated with ASD.  The study presented in this manuscript analyzes these traits in a cohort of 

families that were ascertained for the presence of at least one autism proband and another SLI 

proband.   

Studies of Autism and SLI  

The definitions of ASD and SLI draw distinct lines between the two disorders.  The 

communication impairment seen in ASD is primarily social and pragmatic, while SLI is 

predominantly structural.  If ASD and SLI are truly separate and non-overlapping then 

impairments in structural language and pragmatic difficulties would not be displayed in both 

disorders, which is not the case.  SLI-like structural language impairments have been reported in 

several ASD cohorts [Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg, 2001; Lewis et al., 2007; Rapin et al., 2009] 

and subsets of children with SLI also meet the criteria for social and communication 

impairments using ASD diagnostic tools [Leyfer et al., 2008].   The increased prevalence in 

overlapping characteristics suggests that the two disorders are not completely independent and 

some hypothesize that there is an etiological overlap in subgroups of individuals with these 

disorders [Roberts et al., 2004; Rapin and Dunn, 2003].  Other groups speculate that the 

qualitative overlap of characteristics in both disorders is superficial and the fundamental causes 

of these characteristics are distinct [Whitehouse et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2008].  The most 

common approach to addressing these hypotheses has been to compare the language profiles 

of individuals with ASD to those of SLI. 

During the 1980’s and 1990’s Rapin and colleagues [Rapin, 1996; Tuchman et al., 1991] 

studied the language behaviors of children with ASD with concomitant language issues and 

children with Developmental Language Disorders (DLD), which are developmental disorders 
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where individuals have no other obvious behavioral, cognitive or neurological issues other than 

significantly deficient language proficiency.  Their findings supported the concept that subsets of 

children with ASD who were verbal and children with DLD were parallel in language behaviors 

that include severe problems in language comprehension (with emphasis on impoverished and 

unintelligible speech) and higher order processing of language.  Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg, 

2001, reported similar findings when comparing the structural aspects of language in a group of 

verbal children with ASD to the types of language profiles that might be seen in a group of 

children with SLI.  Especially noteworthy was the finding that children with ASD who performed 

poorly on a comprehensive test of language and vocabulary also performed poorly on a non-

word repetition task, a task that has since been replicated and identified as representing a 

potential biomarker for both SLI and autism [Vernes et al., 2008].  

More recently, McGregor et al., 2012, looked at the semantic language abilities of a 

group of children with SLI and a group of verbal children with ASD who had syntactic deficits 

(ASDLI).  Both groups performed poorly on tasks of syntax, vocabulary, word definitions and 

word association while there were differences in the group in terms of pragmatic abilities.  

Leyfer et al., 2008 explored pragmatic abilities in both groups by comparing the scores on the 

Communication and Social Scales of the ADI-R and the ADOS for children with ASD and children 

with SLI (without a diagnosis of autism/ASD) who were matched for non-verbal IQ.  They 

reported that 41% of the children with SLI also met the ASD cut-offs in the Social and 

Communication domains of either assessment.  This overlap also exists in adolescents and 

young adults [Howlin et al., 2000; Mawhood et al., 2000; Conti-Ramsden et al., 2006]. These 

studies support the notion that both disorders may share some etiological factors.   

Conversely, there are studies suggesting that similarities found in the language 

behaviors observed in ASD and SLI may not be supportive of shared underlying genetic risk with 
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differences being reflected in the rates of impairment in families and behavioral differences 

primarily in social language and pragmatics skills.  One of these, Lindgren et al., 2009, compared 

ASD and SLI probands as well as their nuclear family members on a series of cognitive, language 

and reading measures. The profiles of children with ASD with structural language impairments 

and those with SLI looked quite similar and 16-35% of the nuclear family members of the ASD 

group did poorly on the language measures.  However, a majority of the family members of the 

SLI cohort did more poorly on most of the tasks than the nuclear family members of the ASD 

group.  This finding supports a similar finding in a comparison of parents of ASD probands (Par-

A), parents of SLI probands (Par-L), and parents of typically developing individuals (Par-T) 

[Whitehouse et al., 2007].  This study found that the Par-T group was most similar to the Par-A 

group for language tests and the Par-L group for pragmatic difficulties.  Overall the Par-A group 

performed better on the language tests than the Par-L group, but presented with more 

pragmatic difficulties.  Most recently, using questionnaire history data, Pickles et al., 2012, 

compared the first-degree relatives of children with ASD, SLI, and Down Syndrome (DS). Like the 

previous studies, they reported that nuclear family members of children with SLI presented with 

more communication deficits and fewer social deficits, while the families members of children 

with ASD had more social deficits.  These studies support the hypothesis that any overlap in 

qualitative traits between ASD and SLI is superficial and is not the result of an underlying shared 

etiology. 

All of these studies examined SLI and ASD using a more traditional case-control study 

design.  By convention, researchers studying SLI and ASD define these to be mutually exclusive 

and therefore each group of the case-control design has distinctly different diagnostic entities in 

terms of behavior.  However, both ASD and SLI are genetically complex, raising the possibility 

that some individuals within each disorder who share similar language characteristics may also 
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share specific susceptibility genes or variants of genes.  Further investigation using alternative 

study designs is required to identify the role of shared genetics between ASD and SLI.  

Relations Among Oral and Written Language Impairments and ASD 

It is now widely accepted that oral and written language impairments may result from 

the same underlying deficits with both behavioral and genetic findings suggesting a shared 

etiological component [Newbury et al., 2011].  This evidence is supported by two sources.  There 

is extensive research of longitudinal studies of children who are followed from the preschool 

years to adulthood.  Typically, these studies report on children who were identified with oral 

language issues during the preschool years and who have difficulties learning phonics or have 

difficulty with sight word reading during the earlier grades.  These individuals often have reading 

comprehension and spelling issues in later school years and adulthood, even after some oral 

language issues have resolved [Ek et al., 2012; Ricketts, 2011; Whitehouse et al., 2009].  The 

second source comes from family studies.  In these studies, a subject is ascertained based on 

either a language or reading impairment.  Direct testing and/or history report data yield rates 

and co-occurrence of reading and/or language-based learning disabilities in other family 

members that is significantly greater than what is found in the normal population or in a 

designated control group ([Flax et al., 2003]; see Stromswold, 2008 for a review).  Further 

evidence of this link comes from genetic association studies.  Newbury et al., 2011, reported 

trends toward association on several genes in SLI families using family members presenting with 

reading and/or language impairments.  They concluded that at the very least there are some 

shared genetic effects across SLI and dyslexia. 

There is great variability in behaviors and level of function of all characteristics of 

individuals on the autism spectrum. This variability is also evident in the reading abilities of 
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individuals on the spectrum.  Reading ability in individuals with ASD can include non-readers, 

those with exceptional phonological or sight reading skills with poor comprehension 

(hyperlexia), and those who have overall exceptional reading abilities.  As oral language and 

reading may share some underlying deficit and some individuals with ASD present with oral 

language deficits similar to those identified in SLI, the examination of written language 

behaviors in ASD should be included when exploring the genetics of language and autism.  

Language Impairment as a Genetic Biomarker 

Over the past ten years, attempts to use language phenotypes as genetic biomarkers in 

ASD have produced inconsistent findings.  Family studies of linkage and association have been 

the primary model for study.  An area on chromosome 7 (q34–36) and the gene CNTNAP2 have 

been linked to both autism and expressive language impairments.  CNTNAP2  encodes a protein 

that is known to influence early brain development in humans [Alarcon et al., 2008; Arking et al., 

2008; Vernes et al., 2008].  Using language phenotypes such as onset of first words, onset of first 

phrases, and unintelligible speech in ASD probands or delayed language in other family 

members, genetic linkage has been reported on several other chromosomes [Alarcón et al., 

2005; Bartlett et al., 2004; Bradford et al., 2001; Flax et al., 2010].  In an attempt to better 

define the language endophenotype and reduce phenotypic heterogeneity, Spence et al., 2006 

stratified expressive language characteristics into word and phrase speech delay in ASD 

probands and history of language delay or reading difficulties in their parents.  They found 

nominal evidence of linkage in several already reported areas but not for locations on 

chromosomes 7 and 13 where several other research groups had identified significant linkage 

findings.  Stratification by parental history did not strengthen linkage, resulting in the conclusion 

that more discretely defined characteristics of ASD, specifically language endophenotypes, may 

improve localization of linkage signals and strengthen existing findings.  
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One approach to the genetic links that may exist between autism and SLI was explored 

using the “common variant-multiple disease” hypothesis first suggested by Becker, 2004, and 

then related to autism and SLI by Stromswold, 2008.  Becker’s theory proposed that common 

alleles that contribute to a disease under certain genetic and environmental conditions may 

present as a completely different disease under different genetic and environmental conditions.  

Stromswold related this theory to autism and SLI where particular etiological factors and 

behaviors may be specific to a disorder  (i.e. repetitive behaviors in autism) while other factors 

and behaviors may transcend disorders and be present in two or more neurodevelopmental 

disorders (i.e. language in this case).  This could explain the current difficulties for both SLI and 

autism genetic research where a variety of specific language phenotypes may be present in a 

subgroup of individuals in both disorders (i.e. grammar or phonology) resulting in overlapping 

findings.  

Rationale for NJLAGS design 

Many groups have examined the role of language impairment as part of the broader 

autism phenotype, others have looked at the roles and rates of language-learning impairments 

in the families of children with ASD, and still others have compared these rates to rates in other 

developmental disabilities and rates in control families.  While hypotheses and results differ, 

much may be attributed to variation in definitions of language impairment, the distinction 

between individuals with pure SLI versus individuals with autism who have an associated 

language impairment (ALI), and the size and description of the samples.  To date, case-control 

studies of separate ASD and SLI cohorts have been used to investigate the clinical overlap in 

symptoms.  However, by design these studies may miss the role of partial genetic etiology by 

selecting for specific subsets of individuals with ASD or SLI that do not overlap clinically.  As 

there are subsets of individuals with ASD who have SLI-like communication impairments, and 
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vice versa, it is reasonable to hypothesize that these subsets of individuals may have some 

genetic variants in common.  Similarly, linkage and association studies based on language 

phenotypes have resulted in few replications of results based on ASD probands and/or family 

member phenotypic characterization.  We have taken all of these issues under consideration in 

this first study to intentionally ascertain families for ASD and SLI within the same family.  In all 

families, the SLI probands have no evidence of ASD and the ASD probands may or may not 

present with a language impairment but do not meet strict criteria for SLI.  We report the 

methods involved in the creation of communication phenotypes and the disproportionate rates 

of language issues in these families even after accounting for ascertainment bias.  The results of 

the behavioral and molecular correlations and heritability data will support the argument that a 

subset of individuals on the autism spectrum may share some genetic and behavioral 

vulnerability to communication disorders also seen in individuals with SLI. 

Methods 

The New Jersey Language and Autism Genetics Study (NJLAGS) has as its over-arching 

goal advancement in the development of behavioral and genetic biomarkers for autism 

spectrum disorders.  One of the primary aims of the study is to characterize language in families 

with at least one person with the diagnosis of Autism and at least one other person with a 

diagnosis of SLI.  

Subject Selection  

Criteria for family recruitment for the NJLAGS study included: 1) at least one individual 

with a diagnosis of Autism or Autistic Disorder with no known genetic cause (i.e. Fragile X or 

Rett’s), 2) at least one individual who met criteria for SLI (and not on the autism spectrum), 3) at 

least three other family members willing to participate, and 4) English as the primary language 

of all individuals participating.  All family members also agreed to submit a blood sample for 
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DNA extraction that was then processed and genotyped at the Rutgers University Cell and DNA 

Repository (RUCDR) Infinite Biologics, Rutgers University in Piscataway, NJ.  All research for the 

NJLAGS study was approved by the Rutgers University Institutional Review Board with all eligible 

subjects consented or assented based on university guidelines. 

To be identified as the Autism Proband, the individual was required to meet the cut-off 

for Autism or Autistic Disorder on at least two of the three following measures: 1) Autism 

Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) (Lord et al., 1994), 2) Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale 

(ADOS ) (Lord C, et al., 2000), and 3) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-IV (DSM-IV) (American 

Psychiatric Association, 1994).  An autism diagnosis was chosen as the proband criteria for 

induction into the study rather than the more general criteria of ASD in order to reduce 

phenotypic and genetic heterogeneity.  For this study, 60 individuals met the diagnostic criteria 

for autism and were identified as autism probands.  Ten other family members met the 

diagnostic cut-off for ASD (total ASD= 70).  Thirty-two of the 70 subjects with autism and ASD 

(45.7%) had sufficient language skills to participate in a portion of the behavioral testing battery 

along with all other family members.  The 38 individuals who met criteria for autism or ASD but 

did not participate in the testing battery were non-verbal, minimally verbal or unable to 

participate in testing due to associated behavioral issues.  

An individual qualified as the SLI Proband if the individual obtained the following scores: 

1) an age appropriate Comprehensive Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-4 (CELF-4) [Semel 

et al., 2003] or CELF Preschool-2 [Wiig et al., 2004] core standard score ≤ 85, or 2) at least 1 SD 

below the standard score on ≥ 60% of all language subtest scores with a significant history of 

language/reading difficulties and/or a significant history of language and reading difficulties  

(childhood diagnosis of language and/or reading impairment and/or at least 2 years of 

intervention).  All SLI probands passed a hearing screening (20dB at 1000, 2000, 4000 Hz and 
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Table 4. 1: Nuclear and extended family profiles 
for the 53 NJLAGS families with at least one ASD 
proband and one SLI proband. 

30dB at 500Hz) and an oral motor exam to rule out expressive language difficulties resulting 

from neuromuscular involvement.  See Supplementary Table 3A.1 (Appendix 3) for a description 

of the full testing battery.  Additionally, the proband must have had a non-verbal IQ ≥ 80 and 

always greater than the CELF-4 core standard; no individuals were excluded from the analyses 

presented here due to low IQ.  Importantly, the SLI proband had no history or diagnosis of any 

other developmental or neurological disorders, including ASD.  A total of 62 non-ASD individuals 

met criteria for the SLI proband. 

Once the Autism and SLI probands had been identified, the entire family (including all 

verbal family members with ASD) received the neuropsychological battery that included 

multiple tests of spoken and written language, cognition, phonological processing, and scales of 

social functioning and associated ritualistic and rigid behaviors (Supplementary Table 3A.1; 

Appendix 3).  Trained professionals administered assessments in clinical settings or in the family 

home.  From a previous family study of SLI, there is evidence that behavioral testing in either the 

home or the clinic is equally reliable [Flax et al., 2003; Tallal et al., 2001].  

In this paper we are reporting 

results from 53 families to date that have 

been genotyped and have participated in 

most of the behavioral testing program.  

Due to minimum age requirements of 

some assessment some family members 

were unable to complete the entire testing 

battery.  Table 4.1 represents the 

breakdown of the nuclear and extended 
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family subjects in those 53 families and the numbers of individuals meeting study criteria.  

Oral and Written Language Assessments  

The comprehensive testing battery of language-based and cognitive assessments was 

used to develop behavioral phenotypes.  Although tasks varied as a function of the age of family 

members, the same or similar language constructs were tested for all subjects capable of 

receiving the assessments.  While it is recognized that, in some cases, parents and other adult 

family members fell outside the standardized scoring range of the tests used (age > 18-21 years), 

there was no evidence of ceiling effects in this sample when administered to ages beyond the 

normative data.  

The language assessment battery targeted multiple areas and constructs associated 

with language development.  Segmental Language is involved in the basic comprehension and 

expression of syntax, morphology and vocabulary at the sentence level.  Phonological 

Awareness has been associated with difficulties in listening and reading.  Higher Order and 

Pragmatic Language addresses issues in abstraction, metaphor, intention, ambiguity, and real 

world knowledge.  Higher Order language measures were included to evaluate language abilities 

often not captured in traditional language tests but that may reflect undetected language issues 

present in older children and adults.  Written Language included tests of single word reading, 

nonsense word reading, reading comprehension, rate, accuracy, and spelling. 

All family members who were able to participate in the testing battery were classified as 

unaffected for oral and written language or affected for language using the following acronyms: 

oral language impaired (LI) or written language (reading) impaired (RI) Note: The acronyms of LI 

(for oral language impairment) and RI (for written language impairment) were used to better 

match the current literature in this area.   
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 Oral Language Impairment Criteria (LI): defined as an age appropriate CELF-4 core 

standard score ≤ 85, or at least 1 SD below the standard score on ≥ 60% of all language subtest 

scores with a significant history of language/reading difficulties.  The language subtests included 

age appropriate CELF-4 subtests, Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken Language (CASL) 

subtests (Ambiguous Sentences, Inferences, Nonliteral Language, Pragmatic Judgment, and 

Meaning from Context) [Carrow-Woolfolk, 1999], and Comprehensive Test of Phonological 

Processing (CTOPP) subtests (Elision and Nonword Repetition) [Wagner et al., 1999]. 

 Written Impairment Criteria (RI): defined as a score of at least SD below the standard 

mean on at least 60% of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests (WRMT) subtests (Word 

Identification and Word Attack) [Woodcock, 1987], the Gray Oral Reading Test - 4 (GORT-4) 

[Wiederholt and Bryant, 2001] comprehension standard score, and overall reading quotient. 

 The breakdown of individuals affected for LI and/or RI is listed in Table 4.2.  A total of 10 

verbal autism probands also met criteria for LI only, 3 met criteria for RI only, and 11 met criteria 

for both LI and RI.  All autism probands who met criteria for LI or LI+RI were included as affected 

for ALI (N = 21) where noted.  As only 3 autism probands met the criteria for RI, ARI was not 

included as an independent comparison group. 

Determination of Impairment Rates 

 The rates of language-based learning impairments were determined for the 53 NJLAGS 

families who met the strictest criteria of having at least one Autism proband and at least one SLI 

proband.   First, the rates of language-based learning impairments in nuclear families were 

determined for individuals who met criteria for LI ONLY, RI ONLY, and those who met criteria for 

both impairments (LI+RI).  Rates were then determined in both nuclear and extended families by 

including and then excluding the ASD probands who met criteria for ALI.   
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Comparison of Group Test Performance 

 SPSS [IBM Corp, 2012] was used to conduct independent t-tests to compare the mean 

language subtest scores of the LI group to the ASD group as well as the RI group to the ASD 

group.  Individuals who were affected for LI+RI were included in both the LI group and the RI 

group in order to maximize our statistical power.  Differences, confidence intervals, and nominal 

p-values were obtained for both comparisons.  Bonferroni adjustments for multiple testing 

made separately for the ASD/LI and ASD/RI comparisons gave a threshold for significance of 

0.002 for the nominal p-value.  

Random-Effects Linear Model 

Differences, confidence intervals, and nominal (i.e., unadjusted for multiple-testing) p-

values were also obtained via a random-effects linear model.  Individuals were considered as 

ASD, LI, or unaffected (for the variables on which we tested ASD/LI differences) or ASD, RI, or 

unaffected (for the variables on which we tested for ASD/RI differences).  After blocking on 

family, considered as a random effect, the ASD versus LI or RI contrasts were estimated and 

tested. By blocking on families, we reduced confounding caused by variable numbers of LI or RI 

subjects per family. Bonferroni adjustments for multiple testing made separately for the ASD/LI 

and ASD/RI comparisons gave a threshold for significance of 0.002 for the nominal p-value. 

Results 

Rates of Oral and Written Language Impairment Among Family Members 

We examined the actual rates of language-based learning impairments in study families 

looking specifically at LI ONLY, RI ONLY, and then those who met criteria for both impairments  

(LI+RI); keeping in mind that by design all 53 families had at least one individual with an SLI 

diagnosis (Table 4.2).  The total number of individuals within the nuclear families who met 
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criteria for LI and/or RI was 64, meaning that there was an increase of 11 non-designated 

probands with language issues in the nuclear families. When both nuclear and extended family 

members were included in the calculations but ASD probands who met criteria for ALI were not 

included, the numbers of LI and/or RI increased to 81, representing 28 non-designated probands 

(increase of 53%). Finally, when nuclear and extended family members as well as the ALI 

probands were included the numbers almost doubled to 105, or 52 non-designated probands 

(increase of 98%).  

Comparison of Mean Performance on Language Tests 

 Supplementary Table 3A.2 (Appendix 3) shows group mean scores and standard 

deviations on all standardized measures for all family members including those who were 1) 

unaffected for ASD, LI, or RI, 2) affected for ASD, 3) affected for LI only, or 4) affected for RI only.  

Scores were broken down by segmental language, phonological processing, higher order 

language, and written language.  It is important to note that for the following comparisons, the 

LI and RI groups were not mutually exclusive since there were impaired family members who 

met criteria for both oral and written language impairments.   

 

 

 

Table 4. 2: Rates of Oral Language Impairment only (LI only), Written Language 

Impairment only and Oral and Written Language Impairment (LLI). 
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Comparisons that are significant after a Bonferroni correction are shown in red. 

CELF-4 Subtests: CLFCFD = Concepts and Following Directions, CLFWS = Word Structure, CLFRS = Recalling 

Sentences, CLFWCT=Word Class Total, CLFWD = Word Definitions; CASL Subtests: CASLAS = Ambiguous 

Sentences, CASLIN = Inferences, CASLMC = Meaning from Context, CASLNL = Non-Literal Language, CASLPJ = 

Pragmatic Judgment; C-TOPP Subtests: C-TOPPEL = Ellison, C-TOPPNR = Non-word Repetition; GORT 4 Subtests: 

GRTACC = Accuracy, GRTCOMP = Comprehension, GRTFLU = Fluency, GRTORQ = Reading Quotient, GRTRATE = 

Rate; WASI PIQ=Performance IQ; WRAT = Spelling; Woodcock Reading Mastery: WRMWA = Word Attack, 

WRMWID= Word Identification. 

 

Table 4. 3: T-test comparisons of oral and written language scores for individuals with ASD 
(who are verbal) and individuals with LI or RI. 

Table 4.3 represents the results of comparing those family members who met criteria 

for LI and ASD on the subtest scores of segmental language, higher order language, phonological 

processing, and written language (For full table see Appendix 3; Supplementary Table 3A.3).  

Based on nominal p-values, the LI and ASD groups did not differ on any measures of oral 
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language (segmental measures) except for the Elision (deletion) task of the CTOPP with the ASD 

group performing significantly better than the LI group on this task (ASD = 8.14, LI = 5.25, p = 

0.008).  However, since several of the same measures used to categorize family members as LI 

are included in this table, we chose to look more closely at the measures that were not used to 

define the LI.  The LI and ASD groups did not differ on most written language measures except 

for the WRMT- Word Identification task, with the ASD group performing significantly better than 

the LI group (ASD = 99.12, LI = 88.12, p= 0.042).  

Table 4.3 also represents the results of comparing the RI and ASD groups on all language 

measures.   The RI group did not differ from the ASD group on any measures of written 

language.  There were differences in oral language performance between the ASD and RI 

groups, with the RI group performing better on several segmental and higher order language 

measures.  Based on nominal p-values, differences were seen on the following CELF-4 subtests: 

Formulated Sentences (RI = 9.09, ASD = 5.70, p < 0.001), Recalling Sentences (RI = 6.9, ASD = 4.6, 

p = 0.005), Word Classes (RI = 9.15, ASD = 6.31, p = 0.001 and Word Definitions (RI = 10.5, ASD = 

7.7, p = 0.013).  Differences were also seen on the Pragmatic Language task of the CASL (RI = 

88.95, ASD = 70.32, p < 0.001) and the following higher order language tasks: CASL-Inference (RI 

= 88.2, ASD = 70.1, p = 0.021) Meaning from Context (RI = 91.07, ASD = 71.09, p < 0.001), and 

Non-literal Language (RI = 88.70, ASD = 70.80, p < 0.001).  

In order to account for the confounding caused by variable numbers of LI or RI subjects 

per family, a random-effects linear model blocked by families was used to further compare 

these means.  Table 4.4 represents the results of comparing those family members who met 

criteria for LI, RI and ASD on the subtest scores of segmental, phonological processing higher 

order language, and written language assessments.  Like the results of the t-test analyses, there 
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was no evidence of statistical difference on any measures of oral language (segmental, higher 

order language and phonological processing) except for the Elision (deletion) task of the CTOPP 

with the ASD group performing significantly better than the LI group on this task (ASD = 8.14, LI 

 

 

Comparisons incorporate blocking for families. Nominal p-values are shown; comparisons significant after a 

Bonferroni correction are shown in red. 

CELF-4 Subtests: CLFCFD = Concepts and Following Directions, CLFWS = Word Structure, CLFRS = Recalling 

Sentences, CLFWCT=Word Class Total, CLFWD = Word Definitions; CASL Subtests: CASLAS = Ambiguous 

Sentences, CASLIN = Inferences, CASLMC = Meaning from Context, CASLNL = Non-Literal Language, CASLPJ = 

Pragmatic Judgment; C-TOPP Subtests: C-TOPPEL = Ellison, C-TOPPNR = Non-word Repetition; GORT 4 Subtests: 

GRTACC = Accuracy, GRTCOMP = Comprehension, GRTFLU = Fluency, GRTORQ = Reading Quotient, GRTRATE = 

Rate; WASI PIQ=Performance IQ; WRAT = Spelling; Woodcock Reading Mastery: WRMWA = Word Attack, 

WRMWID= Word Identification. 

 

Table 4. 4: Comparisons of oral and written language scores for individuals with ASD 
(who are verbal) and individuals with LI or RI with blocking for families.  
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= 5.33, nominal p = 0.001).  There was still no evidence of a statistical difference on any of the 

written language measures between the ASD and LI groups.  

There was no evidence of statistical differences for RI and ASD on written language 

measures.  However, as with the LI and ASD groups, written language measures were used for 

impairment classification so that oral language performance was of more interest.  There were 

substantial subtest differences when oral language performance between the ASD and RI groups 

was examined.  The RI group performed better on several segmental, phonological, and higher 

order language measures.  Differences were seen on the following CELF-4 subtests: Formulated 

Sentences (RI = 9.17, ASD = 5.70, p < 0.001), Recalling Sentences (RI = 7.02, ASD = 4.64, p < 

0.001), Word Classes- Total (RI = 9.24, ASD = 6.31, p < 0.001 and Word Definitions (RI = 10.51, 

ASD = 7.73, p = 0.001).  Differences were also seen on the Pragmatic Judgment task of the CASL 

(RI = 88.95, ASD = 70.32, p < 0.001) and the following higher order language tasks: CASL- 

Inference (RI = 88.18, ASD = 70.10, p < 0.001), Meaning from Context (RI = 91.04, ASD = 71.09, p 

< 0.001), and Non-literal Language (RI = 88.76, ASD = 70.80, p < 0.001).   

The LI and RI groups were not mutually exclusive since there were impaired family 

members who met criteria for both oral and written language impairments.  The RI group was 

then divided into those family members who met criteria for just written language impairment 

(RI ONLY, n = 43) and those who met criteria for both oral and written language, (LI+RI, n = 34). 

When RI ONLY family members were compared to family member with ASD, the RI ONLY group 

performed significantly better on several segmental language measures and most of the higher 

order language measures.  However, when the ASD probands were compared to those language 

probands who were affected for LI+RI, results were strikingly different.  The ASD group and the 
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LI+RI groups only differed on the single word reading task (Word Identification) with the ASD 

group performing significantly better than the LI+RI group (See Appendix 3 for more details). 

Since approximately two thirds of the family members with ASD who received the test 

battery met criteria for LI, we examined those who were affected for ASD with a language 

impairment (ALI) to see how closely their language performance resembled the family members 

with LI without autism and whether the result was any different than when the entire ASD 

cohort was analyzed.  After correcting for multiple testing, the two groups did not differ on any 

measures of segmental, higher order language, or phonological processing (all used to classify 

them as LI), or on any of the written language measures (see Appendix 3 for more details).  

Discussion 

The study described in this paper was designed specifically to explore the possible 

behavioral, etiological, and genetic relations that exist among language behaviors seen in 

individuals with ASD and those who meet criteria for oral or written language impairment by 

intentionally ascertaining for ASD and SLI within the same family.  In all families, the SLI 

probands have no evidence of ASD but the ASD probands may or may not present with language 

impairment but do, by definition, not meet the strict criteria for SLI.  As there are subsets of 

individuals with ASD who have SLI-like communication impairments, and vice versa, it is 

reasonable to hypothesize that these subsets of individuals may have some genetic variants in 

common.  By creating well-characterized language phenotypes in families where both ASD and 

language impairment were present, reliable language biomarkers for genetic analyses could be 

generated while questions concerning shared genetic etiology in language and autism could be 

further elucidated.  
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If there is any shared etiology in language and autism, the qualitative nature of these 

language phenotypes should be similar in both the ASD proband and other affected family 

members affected for language but not ASD.  In fact, few differences were found in any 

language domains for family members who met criteria for LI when they were compared with 

verbal family members with ASD.  Moreover, as a group the subset of ASD probands with 

language impairment (ALI) did not significantly differ from the LI group on any segmental, 

phonological, higher order, or written language measures.  Specifically, for the language profiles 

of family members diagnosed with ASD and those who met criteria for LI, the only task in which 

they differed was the Elision task of the C-TOPP, which is a phonological task that requires 

verbal and mental manipulation of sounds.  The ASD subjects performed significantly better 

than the LI subjects.  When the family members who were identified as having a RI were 

compared to those with ASD, there were several significant group differences in oral language 

measures with the RI group always performing significantly better than the ASD group.  The RI 

group was sub-categorized into two groups: those who met criteria for RI ONLY and those who 

met criteria for LI+RI.  The RI ONLY group differed from the ASD probands on several measures, 

while the LI+RI group’s performance was not different than ASD group in both oral and written 

language suggesting that the RI ONLY group is distinct from the other probands in the sample.  

This finding indicates that we might be observing two different types of written language 

impairments.  One type of impairment was associated with a strong oral language base including 

a history of oral language problems in the past and potentially another type of language 

impairment associated with a more traditional orthographic base; important information to 

consider when developing behavioral phenotypes for genetic analyses.  

Interestingly, scores on the C-TOPP Non-word Repetition task were not significantly 

different for our ASD, LI, or RI family members.  This assessment has been identified as a marker 
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that has been strongly associated with SLI on both the behavioral and genetic levels [Bishop et 

al., 1996, 1999, 2004].  The similarity in scores between the ASD probands and the individuals 

affected for LI or RI in the NJLAGS sample suggests that this test may be a useful marker for 

shared etiology between ASD and SLI.  These findings provide support for the notion that 

identifying discrete language phenotypes within families and using probands with different 

overall clinical diagnoses but similar language patterns, is a reasonable approach to address 

issues of shared etiology of the two disorders as suggested by [Williams et al., 2008]. 

Additional support for shared etiology of ASD and SLI is the increased rate of language 

impairment within the NJLAGS dataset.  Since these families were deliberately ascertained for 

language impairment, rates of LI and RI were naturally higher than those reported in the 

literature.  However, even when the designated probands were excluded from the rates of 

language impairments, there was an increased rate considerably higher than what would be 

expected in the general population [Tomblin et al., 1997] but consistent with the rates of SLI in 

family members of SLI probands [Tallal et al., 2001; Tomblin, 1989].  The increased rates are 

indicative of an increased loading for language impairment in these families, supporting a role of 

some shared etiology for ASD and SLI. 

Two genetic studies of the NJLAGS families provide additional support for our 

hypothesis that ASD and SLI may share some genetic etiology.  The first study used heritability 

calculations to examine the familial associations of segmental, higher order language, pragmatic 

language, and written language constructs within the family sample described in this paper 

(Bartlett et al., 2012; Chapter 5).  They calculated heritability estimates of individual language 

and communication tasks with and without the ASD probands.  All measures included in this 

study were shown to be heritable (h2 > 0) and Non-word Repetition and Word Identification had 
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the highest heritability (h2 > 0.8) (see Chapter 5 and Appendix 3; Supplemental Table 3A.4).  

They reported that when ASD probands were removed from the analysis the heritability 

increased for the higher order and pragmatic language constructs but not for the individual 

segmental and written language constructs.  This suggests that there is evidence for some 

shared language abilities between the two classifications of developmental disabilities but also 

some constructs that are unique to each disorder.  This is not surprising as the literature 

generally reports that pragmatic deficits are near universal in autism but occur close to the 

population rate in subjects with SLI.  The second study identified novel linkage regions using the 

LI and RI phenotypes described in this study (Bartlett et al., 2013; Chapter 6).  In order to 

investigate the shared etiology for language and ASD, both the language probands and ASD 

probands were coded as “affected” for phenotype.  Evidence for linkage was identified on 

15q23-26 (LI) and 16p12 (RI).  Taken together, these findings support our hypothesis of some 

shared etiology between SLI and ASD in a subset of individuals with ASD who display segmental 

language problems. 

Considerations 

Although other investigators have reported similar findings to this study [Bishop et al., 

2004; Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg, 2001], more recent studies [Whitehouse et al., 2008] argue 

that any similarities are superficial and that careful examination of error patterns suggest that 

the kinds of errors made for their SLI and ASD subjects were qualitatively different.  NJLAGS 

differs significantly from previous studies that have compared language behaviors among 

individuals with SLI and those with ASD.  It is the first study of entire nuclear families (and in 

some cases extended family members) where both the SLI and autism probands were identified 

within the same family.  Perhaps the studies that most parallel this study are Lindgren et al., 

2009 and Pickles et al., 2012.  These two studies compared ASD and SLI probands as well as their 
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nuclear family members but not within the same families.  Lindgren et al., 2009, compared 

nuclear family members on a series of cognitive, language and reading measures for three 

family types: 1) those with an ASD proband with no language impairment (ALN), 2) those with 

an ASD proband with language impairment (ALI), and 3) those with an SLI proband.  The profiles 

of children with ASD with structural language impairments and those with SLI looked quite 

similar.  However, the rates of impairment on most language tasks for family members of the SLI 

cohort (42%- 60%) were greater than the nuclear family members of the ASD group with 

language impairment (16%- 35%), suggesting that their findings do not support similar genetic 

loading for ASD and SLI.  The NJLAGS study, on the other hand, found that the rate of language 

impairment was consistent with the rates of SLI in family members of SLI probands [Tallal et al., 

2001; Tomblin, 1989].   

Pickles et al., 2012, compared communication behaviors in three family groupings: 1) 

those with an SLI proband, 2) those with an ASD probands, and 3) those with Down Syndrome 

(DS).  Their study differed from both the current study and the Lindgren et al., study in that 

questionnaire data, rather than direct testing, were used to evaluate communication status of 

relatives of the ASD and SLI probands.  They conclude that “communication and social deficits 

breed true in SLI and ASD,” meaning that the increased rates of structural language issues in SLI 

families and increased rates of social language deficits in the ASD families support the idea of 

distinct etiologies.  However, Pickles et al., 2012, found no differences in the communication 

domains of the SLI only and the SLI+ASD relatives, thus leading them to combine their data for 

subsequent analyses.  Just combining their data for these two groups suggests that the 

possibility of shared genetics could exist.   
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As the study design of NJLAGS is unique from previous studies of SLI and ASD, we 

hypothesize that increasing the genetic loading for language impairments within families will 

identify any shared variants that contribute to the language phenotypes defined in this study.  

While the SLI proband of the NJLAGS sample excludes an ASD diagnosis, the ASD proband may 

present with language and or reading impairments. There are, however, confounding effects 

that are inherent to family studies such as this one.  One confounding effect could be the 

increased shared genetics by the virtue of being related.  We investigated the confounding 

effect of familiality in pairs of related SLI-ASD probands (N = 55 pairs).  A mixed effects linear 

model was used to regress the absolute differences of assessment scores in a pair against 

estimate of the proportion of SNPs that identical by descent (see Appendix 3).  While the sample 

size for this analysis may limit our statistical power, familiality did not have a significant effect 

on the differences in scores for any subtest (Supplemental Table 3A.5).  A more problematic 

confounding factor is the role of shared environment in language acquisition for individuals 

within the same household.  This is an affect that cannot be directly measured given the 

constraints of this sample and should be included as an important caveat to all analyses. 

Another potential confounding effect is the stability of language phenotypes over time. 

While the initial SLI proband in the NJLAGS sample was identified by more conservative, 

standardized language measures, other family members were then identified as having oral or 

written language impairments based on combinations of test scores, subtest scores, and family 

history (a method which is particularly useful when addressing the history of older family 

members).  A battery of higher order language measures and a detailed family and personal 

history were included to capture the more subtle and challenging aspects of language where 

segmental tests are insensitive.  Because older children and adults may have learned to 

compensate for their language-based learning difficulties, identifying them as affected for 
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genetics studies with traditional standardized measures can be complicated.  We hypothesized 

that taxing the language system with tasks that include language abstractions, inferences, and 

double meanings would give us a better picture of innate language issues that cannot be 

compensated for over the years as is the case for more traditional language and reading tests.  

The ASD probands and the LI family members did not differ on any of the higher order 

measures, nor did they differ on the measure of pragmatic language on the CASL.  While we 

would like to attribute this lack of significance to the language similarities between the two 

groups, we realize that difficulties in these tasks may emanate from different causes.  One might 

hypothesize that the ASD probands had difficulty with the comprehension, conceptualization 

and abstraction of the tasks, while the LI group may have had more difficulty with the verbal 

short-term memory, verbal expression and formulation skills required for a correct response to 

the items.  Item analysis of responses would be required for this question to be addressed and is 

beyond the scope of this paper. 

What needs to be taken into consideration by our group or by any groups studying the 

genetics of language and autism is the status of those individuals with ASD who are non-verbal 

or minimally verbal and are unable to receive the language batteries in our study and similar 

studies.  In this study, 54% of family members with ASD (n=38) were non-verbal or minimally 

verbal.  This group may constitute yet another speech/ language phenotype that has not been 

extensively explored.  So the question still lingers.  How are non-verbal individuals with autism 

categorized when attempting to address questions of etiology or genetics?  One might conclude 

that they are affected for language since their language and reading abilities are untestable.  Yet 

there have been several instances of older, functionally non-verbal children, who found “their 

voices” through voice and text technology and consequently demonstrating sophisticated 

language comprehension and reading abilities [Mukhopadhyay, 2013].  Other questions may 
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then arise and need to be addressed related to the source of the non-verbal status such as 

seizure activity, regressive disorder, or even the potential of another language phenotype 

associated specifically with the inability to acquire intelligible spoken language because of a 

motor speech-related disorder [Flax et al., 2010]. 

Conclusion 

There is agreement that both SLI and ASD are complex disorders with multiple genetic 

and environmental risk factors, so it is not unreasonable to suggest that individuals with 

different clinical diagnoses may still share some genetic load for specific language disabilities. 

This approach fits comfortably into the “common variant-multiple disease” hypothesis 

addressed in the introduction of this paper [Becker, 2004; Stromswold, 2008] where common 

alleles that contribute to a disease under certain genetic and environmental conditions may 

present as completely different disorders under different genetic and environmental conditions.  

It is clear that ASD and SLI do not have identical genetic etiologies and therefore the focus of 

research on shared genetics cannot be viewed from an all-or-nothing perspective.  As described 

above, Bartlett et al., 2012, used heritability calculations to examine the familial associations of 

segmental, higher order language, pragmatic language, and written language constructs within 

the family sample described in this paper.  Their findings suggest that there is evidence for some 

shared language abilities between the two classifications of developmental disabilities but also 

some constructs that are unique to each disorder.    

Both Stromwold’s and Bartlett’s views reflect the recent framework proposed by 

Tomblin, 2011, where the co-morbidity of autism and SLI is dissected.  He concludes the paper 

by stating:  
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“They [children with SLI or ASD], like all children, develop from very complex 

developmental systems.  Some of these systems when perturbed in particular ways may 

tip the developmental trajectories of a child towards ASD or SLI, thus there are likely to 

be some unique factors associated with each, but also there are likely to be shared or 

common aetiological factors as well” (p.9).   

Taken to another logical level, if language profiles observed in family members with SLI and ASD 

are consistent with those observed in families with other neurodevelopmental disorders, then 

perhaps the genetic mechanisms involved in impaired language development may very well 

supersede the clinical labels of autism and SLI while remaining valuable in studying the genetic 

architecture of both disorders. 

In conclusion, in this sample of families specifically ascertained for both SLI and autism, 

verbal individuals with autism performed similarly to other nuclear and extended family 

members who were classified as LI, RI and to a subset of family members with LI+RI.  These 

results lend strong support to the notion that there is, at the very at least, evidence of shared, 

rather than identical, genetic load for language as characterized in SLI and language in autism. 

The issue of shared genetic etiology cannot be properly addressed with only behavioral 

information and requires that behavioral information be combined with family genetic studies 

as we are beginning to do.  Only then can questions of shared etiology of autism and language 

disorders; two complex disorders be answered. 
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Abstract 

Background: To examine the relationship between autism spectrum disorders (ASD) and 

specific language impairment (SLI), family studies typically take a comparative approach where 

families with one disease are examined for traits of the other disease. In contrast, the present 

report is the first study with both disorders required to be present in each family to provide a 

more direct test of the hypothesis of shared genetic etiology. 

Methods: We behaviorally assessed 51 families including at least one person with ASD 

and at least one person with SLI (without ASD). Pedigree members were tested with 22 

standardized measures of language and intelligence. Because these extended families include a 

nonshared environmental contrast, we calculated heritability, not just familiality, for each 

measure twice: 1) baseline heritability analysis, compared with; 2) heritability estimates after 

statistically removing ASD subjects from pedigrees. 

Results: Significant increases in heritability on four supra-linguistic measures (including 

Pragmatic Judgment) and a composite language score but not on any other measures were 

observed when removing ASD subjects from the analysis, indicating differential genetic effects 

that are unique to ASD. Nongenetic explanations such as effects ofASDseverity or measurement 

error or low score variability in ASDsubjects were systematically ruled out, leaving the 

hypothesis of non-additive genetics effects as the potential source of the heritability change 

caused by ASD. 

Conclusions: Although the data suggest genetic risk factors common to both SLI and 

ASD, there are effects that seem unique to ASD, possibly caused by nonadditive gene-gene 

interactions of shared risk loci. 
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Introduction 

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are a group of complex developmental disabilities that 

might include problems with: 1) social interaction, 2) communication, and 3) restricted interests 

and/or stereotypies. When there is profound impairment in all three areas, the individual is 

classified with autistic disorder, whereas deficits in one area paired with lesser impairments in 

two and/or three are considered as part of the autism spectrum. Specific language impairment 

(SLI) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that is characterized by significant limitations in language 

abilities occurring in the absence of any other frank neurological disorder or environmental 

cause. Both disorders share variable limitations of communication, making etiological overlap 

between the disorders possible. Initial studies indicated similar patterns of impairment in SLI 

and ASD, including in structural language (semantics and syntax) and phonological short-term 

memory (PSTM) in a subgroup of children with autism [Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg, 2001; 

Joseph et al., 2002]. Since that initial work, numerous studies have examined what might be 

grossly considered as three competing hypotheses explored in the following paragraphs: 1) 

incidental etiological overlap, where overlap is induced by the definitions of the two disorders; 

2) familiality of the two disorders but not necessarily due to shared genetics and; 3) shared 

genetics.  

Incidental Etiological Overlap  

A recent review proposed that the SLI and ASD might have incidental overlap without 

meaningful shared etiology [Tomblin, 2011]. This conclusion assumes that structural language— 

such vocabulary and grammar affected in SLI—and social  use of language—such as pragmatics 

and supralinguistic tasks known to be impaired in ASD—form two quantitative dimensions for 

language competence. Therefore, in this system, the hallmark deficits of SLI and ASD are on 

different axes. Persons with SLI (low structural language) will display the full range of social 
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language ability, and persons with ASD (low social language ability) will display the full range of 

structural language. Some overlap of SLI and ASD is inevitable in this bivariate system but not 

productively considered shared etiology, because the two dimensions might be independent. If 

SLI and ASD were unrelated, the prevalence of one estimated from a sample ascertained for the 

other would match the population estimate. Two such studies have been reported where 

families ascertained for SLI were examined for cases of ASD. The prevalence of autism was 

estimated to be 2.5 and 4.3 times higher than the prevalence in the general population [Conti-

Ramsden et al., 2006]. These studies, although limited in sample size, indicate that SLI and ASD 

are not independent. 

Familiality 

Most family studies recruit nuclear families ascertained through autism probands and 

then compare relatives of the autism proband with relatives in control families. Assuming that 

autism liability might not manifest in relatives as a distinct clinical entity, researchers assess 

differences in quantitative assessments of autism symptomatology. Quantitative differences 

relative to control families are defined as the broader autism phenotype (BAP). Several autism 

domains have well-replicated BAP features, including social and communication behaviors 

[Bishop et al., 2004b; Losh et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2000; Ruser et al., 2007] and restricted 

interests and rigidity [Losh et al., 2008]. Pragmatics, or how language context contributes to 

meaning, is the most replicated language domain within the BAP where parents of children with 

autism have lower mean scores than control subjects [Ruser et al., 2007; Whitehouse et al., 

2007, 2010]. Because SLI is defined by structural language deficits and not pragmatic deficits, it 

is not unexpected that, whereas pragmatics is consistently shown to be part of the BAP, results 

from structural language deficit studies have not generally been supportive of common etiology. 

Phonological short term memory deficit, a common marker for SLI, has not been consistently 
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found in ASD families [Whitehouse et al., 2007; Lindgren et al., 2009], regardless of the 

structural language impairment status of the autism proband (impaired vs. unimpaired). 

Comparisons of SLI relatives with relatives of typically developing probands or with mental 

retardation probands yield similar negative findings [Bishop et al., 2004b; Pilowsky et al., 2003]. 

To date, there is no compelling evidence that ASD and SLI are jointly familial.  

Shared Genetic Markers  

In 2008, a series of three articles provided converging evidence from independent study 

designs/methods that implicate CNTNAP2 in autism susceptibility [Alarcon et al., 2008; Arking et 

al., 2008; Bakkaloglu et al., 2008]. This striking result has since been followed up in SLI proband 

families with significant results for association of SLI with CNTNAP2 [Vernes et al., 2008]. It is not 

known whether the risk mutations are identical in the two disorders. CNTNAP2 is also associated 

with communication ability at age 2 in a general population sample [Whitehouse et al., 2011]. 

Further studies are needed to fully assess whether alleles within CNTNAP2 affect pragmatic 

aspects of language. It is unclear how much of the shared genetic liability between ASD and SLI 

is accounted for by CNTNAP2; these data provide evidence that shared genetic etiology is 

possible and remains to be fully explained. CNTNAP2 has also been implicated in other cognitive 

and neurological disorders, from intellectual disability to stuttering [Peter et al., 2011; Newbury 

et al., 2011; Gregor et al., 2011; Mefford et al., 2010; Petrin et al., 2010; Zweier et al., 2009; Elia 

et al., 2010; Friedman et al., 2008], making the ASD–SLI connection harder to disentangle. 

Hypothesis 

The present study presents a complementary study design that extends the ASD–SLI 

overlap literature in a novel direction. Our project was designed to address the question of 

shared genetic etiology in ASD and SLI by directly testing genetic overlap in pedigrees containing 
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both disorders. We have ascertained nuclear families with both ASD and SLI in mutually 

exclusive persons and then collected direct measurement of language in all family members, 

both affected and unaffected, including as many extended family members as possible. The 

extended family design is useful for quantitative genetic heritability studies, because extended 

families have relatives that share genetics but not environment (such as cousins), thus providing 

the key contrast that allows for dissociation of shared environment from additive genetics. We 

assessed the effect of ASD on heritability estimates by comparing an analysis using all subjects 

with one where ASD subjects are removed. We hypothesized that measures known to be 

associated with the language profile in autism, such as supralinguistic skills including pragmatics, 

would show differential heritability indicating genetic effects unique to autism. We were also 

specifically interested in nonword repetition and overall structural language ability, 

hypothesizing that both would be associated with differential heritability potentially indicating 

genetic effects unique to SLI. 

Methods and Materials 

Families 

Fifty-one families were ascertained through a proband with autism and with the 

additional requirements that each family have at least one additional family member meeting 

the study criteria for SLI and no less than five participants (affected and unaffected)/family 

(mean = 6.9, SD = 2.8, range = 5–20). Families were recruited from the greater New Jersey area 

for a total of 234 subjects with at least some quantitative language phenotypic data, including 

27 persons with ASD, 55 with SLI, and 152 unaffected. Subjects gave informed consent 

conforming to the guidelines for treatment of human subjects governed by the Institutional 

Review Board at Rutgers University.  
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Autism Proband Criteria  

To be identified as an autism proband, the following criteria were met: a diagnosis of 

autistic disorder on at least two of the following three measures: 1) Autism Diagnostic 

Interview—Revised (ADI-R) [Lord et al., 1994, 1989] score of “autism”; 2) Autism Diagnostic 

Observation Schedule [Lord et al., 1989; Gotham et al., 2007]  score of “autism”; and 3) DSM-IV, 

autistic disorder.  

Specific Language Impairment Proband Criteria  

To be identified as an SLI proband, the following inclusionary/exclusionary criteria were 

met:  

1. A core standard score of ≤ 85 on the age-appropriate version of the Clinical 

Evaluation of Language Fundamentals, Fourth Edition (CELF-4) [Semel et al., 2003; 

Wiig et al., 2004] and ≤ Performance IQ.  

2. Performance IQ ≥ 80 on the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale for Intelligence [Wechsler, 

1999].  

3. Hearing within normal limits (positive identification of 500 Hz at 30 dB [SPL]; and 

1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz at 20 dB [SPL]).  

4. No motor impairments or oral structural deviations affecting speech or nonspeech 

movement of the articulators.  

5. No history of autism spectrum disorders or frank neurological disorders such as 

intellectual disability or brain injury, as determined by parental interview.  

6. Native English speaker with English as the primary language spoken at home. 
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Measures 

All SLI probands, non-ASD non-SLI family members, and higher functioning family 

members with ASD received age appropriate measures of language (means and SD by diagnostic 

status in Table 5.1). The standardized language battery included:  

 

1. CELF-4 and CELF Preschool [Wiig et al., 2004; Semel et al., 2003]. Core 

standard scores were derived from 3–5 subtests scaled scores (age-

depending) that addressed areas of language comprehension, expression, and 

structure, including Word Structure, Recalling Sentences, Formulating 

Sentences, Word Classes (Expressive and Receptive), and Word Definitions. 

2. The Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken Language [Carrow-Woolfolk, 

1999]. The supralinguistic core of subtests addressed metalinguistic language 

skills, including abstraction, inference, and a subtest on the pragmatic aspects 

of language. These areas are of great relevance to older children, adults, and 

higher-functioning individuals with autism who might be challenged by 

meaning that cannot be accessed directly through lexical and grammatical 

information. Subtests include Meaning from Context, Nonliteral Language, 

Ambiguous Sentences, and Pragmatic Judgment (which has been shown to 

correlate [Reichow et al., 2008] with the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

[Sparrow et al., 1984]).  

3. The Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing (CTOPP) [Wagner et al., 

1999]. The Elision subtest was used to measure deletion and phonological 

manipulation of sounds in words, whereas the Non Word Repetition task 
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measured phonological short-term memory; both have a strong documented 

relationship with oral language abilities.  

Descriptive data for subjects with ASD capable of taking the language battery, SLI 

subjects, and all other family members are included in Table 5.1. Tested ASD and SLI subjects 

only differed on the Elision subtest (p < 0.05), where the average of SLI subjects is 2.5 points 

lower than ASD. On the Elision subtest, ASD subjects did no differ from all other family 

members. Families had an average 1.1 persons with language impairment and 1.3 with ASD 

(0.43 for subjects with ASD that had at least some language data). The total sample was 58% 

male, as is consistent with an increased male risk of ASD and SLI. Average age of all subjects was 

30 (range 5–80), with subgroups listed in Table 5.2. Although all ASD subjects were in the child 

 

 

Table 5. 1: Summary Statistics for Affected and Unaffected Family Members 
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generation, when interpreting the average age of SLI subjects, it should be noted that eight 

were parents, with the remainder in the child generation (bimodal distribution). Although our 

standard measures used normative samples not exceeding 18 years old, and in some cases 21 

years old, there was no evidence of ceiling effects in this sample when administered to ages 

beyond the normative data. 

Statistical Analysis 

Additive genetic heritability was estimated with procedures described in detail 

previously [Logan et al., 2011]. Heritability was calculated by the SOLAR package v4.3.1 

(http://solar.txbiomedgenetics.org/download.html) [Almasy and Blangero, 1998] through 

maximum likelihood procedures with information from the entire pedigree jointly (see 

Supplement 1; Appendix 4 for more methodological details). The 234 participants that had 

behavioral data comprised 498 nonmutually exclusive relative pairs, with 133 having shared  

genetics but no shared environment (Table 5.2), indexing the pedigree complexity relative 

power of the sample. This sample size is roughly comparable to our previous study of heritability 

in SLI pedigrees [Logan et al., 2011].  

Tests of heritability changes based on the presence of ASD in the pedigree were 

conducted by comparing the likelihood of two models with the likelihood ratio test (LRT). For 

the baseline heritability 

model we tested age, 

gender, and performance 

IQ as covariates (kept in 

model if p< 0.05). Baseline 

analysis used all available 

pedigree data, which we 

 

 

Table 5. 2: Relationships Used in Heritability Analysis by 
SOLAR 
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denote as ASD+. The likelihood of the baseline model was compared with the likelihood of a 

model that included ASD status as a covariate, which we denote as ASD-. The ASD status was 

coded as a binary variable, where persons with ASD were coded as 0 and unaffected persons 

were coded as 1. All pedigree members were coded in this way. This procedure statistically 

controls subjects for variation caused by ASD status, which has the net effect of removing ASD 

from the pedigree in a way that is less wasteful of valid information than artificially setting 

scores from ASD persons to missing values. Changes in heritability between the baseline model 

and comparison model are informative about the statistical fit of an additive genetics model for 

ASD. A parallel set of analyses controlling for SLI status was also conducted. We applied a 

Bonferroni correction for 14 LRTs, requiring a critical p-value < 0.0035 to reach overall (p < 0.05) 

significance. 

Interpretation of the Model.  

The statistical model (see Supplement 1; Appendix 4 for details) assumes only additive 

effects. Therefore data that are fully inconsistent with an additive model would therefore be 

expected to show no heritability. Data that are consistent with additive genetics would simply 

yield the heritability of the trait. In the present study, we tested for the presence of an in-

between case.  If heritability increases when excluding ASD subjects, this is an indication that 

subjects with ASD are reducing the additive heritability (i.e., an additive model is not the best fit 

for the data).  To reject the additive genetic model in favor of a nonadditive model, complicating 

features of the data must be ruled out (outliers, non-normal data, possible mediator variables). 

Nonadditive models include dominance (where carriers of ASD do not have intermediate 

phenotypes) and gene–gene interactions, also called epistasis. 
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Results 

Baseline 

Results for language measures are presented in Table 5.3. Estimates using the entire 

pedigree are called ASD+ and are used as a baseline reference for further comparisons. All 

measures showed significant evidence for an additive genetic component (h2 = .24 to .86). 

Removing ASD Subjects 

The effect of ASD status was statistically controlled to (operationally) remove all 

subjects with ASD (ASD- in Table 5.3). In examination of the distribution of all heritability 

estimates, ASD+ versus ASD-, a paired  t test was significant [t (13) = -3.94, p < 0.05], indicating 

differences in heritability estimates between conditions; because the changes in heritability 

cannot be thought of as truly independent observations, this result should be considered 

suggestive because the t test might be anti-conservative. Post hoc LRTs comparing the model 

likelihoods for ASD+ versus ASD- indicated that five heritabilities were significantly different (p < 

 

 

Table 5. 3: Heritability (SE) of Language and Reading Measures With/Without ASD 
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0.05), including all four supralinguistic tasks and the overall language score from the CELF 

(Figure 5.1).  In each case, heritability was higher when controlling for ASD (i.e., ASD- > ASD+). 

The largest change occurred in Meaning from Context, which increased 11.5 percentage points. 

The three other supralinguistic 

measures also showed 

significant increases in 

heritability of 5, 7, and 9 

percentage points. There was 

also a significant increase in 

heritability for overall language 

ability as measured by the CELF 

(10 percentage points) but not 

on any individual subscales, 

although semantics (Word 

Classes Total, 4%) and syntax 

(Recalling Sentences, 3%) both 

trended toward significance. 

Examination of Moderator Effects Potentially Causing Heritability Changes 

If scores from persons with ASD are associated with greater measurement error, then 

controlling for ASD should reduce the standard error of the heritability estimates (noise 

reduction). The average of the standard errors for models with significant heritability differences 

were identical in ASD+ and ASD- to 3 decimal places (0.181). This was also true of models that did 

not show heritability changes. Significant ASD effects on heritability were not accompanied by 

 

 

Although the correlation between heritability estimates from 
the baseline models versus the comparison models was high 
overall (p = 0.97, p<0.05), several measures clearly deviate 
from the overall trend that are statistically significant 
(denoted with asterisks). The bar chart demonstrates the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the results. CASL, Comprehensive 
Assessment of Spoken Language; CELF, Clinical  Evaluation of 
Language Fundamentals; CTOPP,  Comprehensive Test of 
Phonological Processing 

Figure 5. 1: Bar chart of changes in heritability caused by 
including autism spectrum disorder status as a covariate.  
Processing; PIQ, Performance IQ. 
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significant changes in standard errors for the models. The observed slight fluctuations in 

standard errors between ASD+ versus ASD- models seemed random (sign test, p = 0.14). 

Although mean scores in the ASD subjects were lower than the corresponding 

population means, the distribution of scores did not seem to play a role in heritability changes 

(Figure 5.2).  Inclusion of outliers 

could affect heritability 

estimation. Although the data 

from ASD subjects did not 

contain outliers, as defined by 

the absolute value of a score >3 

SD from the population mean, 

we did examine whether 

moderately extreme scores >2 SD 

had an effect. A total of eight 

datapoints across all five 

measures were moderately 

extreme, according to this 

definition, and removal of these 

scores by treating them as missing data did not change the five heritabilities for the ASD- 

models. Furthermore, all heritability changes remained significant (LRT, p < 0.05). 

We also examined ASD severity as a possible moderator of the heritability changes 

whereby increasing severity results in less reliable quantitative language scores. For this 

analysis, we applied Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule calibrated severity scores for 

Modules 1–3 as covariates [Gotham et al., 2009]. Because Module 4 does not have calibrated 

 

 
 

 

Although the average for each measure is below 
population levels, it is clear that changes in heritability 
are not driven strictly by universally low performance of 
ASD subjects.  Regression of ASD proband scores on 
changes in heritability (line in figure) yielded 
nonsignificant effects of both trait and quantitative value 
of the heritability difference. CELF, Clinical Evaluation of 
Language Fundamentals. 

 

Figure 5. 2: Scatter plot of scores from autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD) subjects (y-axis) on changes in 
heritability (x-axis).  
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severity scores, we also incorporated information about that module as an additional binary 

covariate (not administered = 0, administered = 1) to account for the lack of quantitative 

severity scores. Estimates of heritability were highly similar when Autism Diagnostic Observation 

Schedule severity was included as a covariate in the model, failing to support severity of 

impairment as a moderator of heritability changes. 

Removing Language-Impaired Subjects 

To examine whether the genetic etiology of ASD was similar to SLI, we compared 

(baseline) SLI+ analysis with SLI- analysis for all traits except the CELF core score, which by 

definition would be censored, in the analytical sense, because all SLI subjects scored below a 

fixed threshold, thus removing one tail of the distribution. Note that calculation of heritability 

on censored data in general pedigrees has not been developed in the literature. When the 

 
  

Changes in supralinguistic measure heritability, relative to a control condition, where unaffected 

individuals were randomly removed from the analysis with the same statistical procedure as for 

autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and specific language impairment. Our baseline analysis, ASD (all 

subjects), is equivalent to randomly removing individuals from the analysis as shown by the slight 

deviations from the control baseline (lightest gray).  Both ASD
-
 and SLI

-
 show large deviations on the 

supralinguistic measures, relative to the control condition.  The ASD
-
 and SLI

- 
induce similar changes 

in heritability for both ambiguous sentences (AS) and meaning from context (MC), whereas 

nonliteral language (NL) also shows changes in heritability, but SLI
-
 is greater than ASD

-
.  A notable 

difference is in pragmatic judgment (PJ), where SLI
-
 is consistent with the control condition (i.e., no 

effect of SLI on PJ heritability). 

 

Figure 5. 3: Changes in supralinguistic measure heritability.  
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remaining 13 traits are considered, only three of the supralinguistic measures showed significant 

differential heritability (Ambiguous Sentences, Meaning from Context, Non-Literal Language), 

whereas Pragmatic Judgment did not (Figure 5.3). 

Discussion 

When ASD in families ascertained for both ASD and SLI subjects are controlled for, 

heritability increases are seen for 5 of 14 measures, by as much as 11 percentage points. 

Changes occurred in the global language measure and all four supralinguistic measures. These 

results cannot be accounted for by potentially misleading properties of the data such as outliers, 

reduced variability in ASD subjects, measurement error, or severity of the ASD phenotype. We 

conclude that the heritability increases caused by exclusion of ASD family members are not 

consistent with a simple additive-genetics model of heritability.  The data, therefore, suggest 

that nonadditive genetic effects contribute to ASD.  The SLI heritabilities also show similar 

nonadditive effects for three of the supralinguistic measures excluding pragmatics.  Taken 

together, the results provide empirical support for a hypothesis initially articulated and 

validated through an extensive computer simulation study [Bishop, 2010], which stated that 

gene–gene interaction can account for molecular genetic findings shared between ASD and SLI 

while still allowing for phenotypic difference that give rise to the different diagnoses. The 

present dataset is not large enough to support direct estimation of the additional gene–gene 

interaction variance component parameters (additive-additive, additive-dominant, dominant-

dominant), although this could be accomplished with a larger sample size in future studies. 

The lack of nonadditive effects for pragmatics in SLI while present in ASD indicates that 

some genetic effects are unique to ASD, although only in this one domain of language. 

Pragmatic language has previously been shown to be heritable in twins ascertained for SLI with 

the Children’s Communications Checklist self/teacher report [Bishop et al., 2006], but this is the 
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first study to estimate the genetic variance on a wider range of supralinguistic skills through 

direct quantitative assessment. Such higher order linguistic tasks are associated with the limited 

ability of individuals with ASD to understand language abstraction and also the well-appreciated 

pragmatic deficits in ASD. All four supralinguistic scales from the Comprehensive Assessment of 

Spoken Language showed significant heritability, although inclusion of ASD individuals in the 

analysis significantly diminishes that heritability, implying that some differing etiologies are 

influencing the performance on these tasks in ASD versus non-ASD family members. Although 

diminished, the heritabilities for these traits are still substantial when considering all family 

members (ASD and non-ASD), implying that there are also genetic loci in common across all 

family members that contribute to these abilities. It is interesting to note that, in our sample, 

mean scores from persons with ASD are not significantly different from those of SLI subjects, 

and both groups are lower than population means. Reduced supralinguistic skills are not a 

defining characteristic of SLI, so this observation is unexpected and novel relative to the SLI and 

ASD published data. This is the first study to ascertain families with both disorders, and it is 

possible that, because supralinguistic skills are heritable, selecting a family into the study where 

at least one person has ASD (and thus is expected to have supralinguistic deficits) essentially 

selects for risk loci that might produce such deficits in family members without ASD. Under 

those selection demands, the subjects with SLI might be at greatest risk for reduced 

performance. 

The Core standard score of the CELF is less heritable when including ASD subjects in the 

analysis, whereas only a few individual subscales displayed that trend, and none were 

significant. It is possible that the nature of the composite CELF Core standard score, which 

weights data from multiple subscales, has greater variability and/or reliability than the individual 

subscales. If true, then the observed heritability results would be expected, because the 
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subscales have less reliability and/or variability for the analysis. Yet without strong results from 

the subscales, the standard score on the CELF is indeed quite broadly representative of language 

skills, making interpretation challenging. Further studies with greater sample sizes will be 

needed to identify which aspects of structural language are key to the observed decreased 

heritability.  

We hypothesized that heritability differences would be observed in PSTM, because this 

is a cognitive domain where ASD and SLI have notably divergent presentations in the types of 

errors that tend to manifest with low performance [Riches et al., 2011; Whitehouse et al., 2008]. 

Furthermore, PSTM deficits are quite common in SLI but occur only in a subgroup of subjects 

with ASD. Our data indicate that the same genetics that influence PSTM in subjects with SLI (and 

the rest of the pedigree) also influence PSTM in ASD, leaving the heritability estimates 

essentially the same. The PSTM performance was previously shown to differentiate ASD and 

SLI—not in overall performance as scored in the CTOPP but only when errors by syllable length 

were considered [Riches et al., 2011; Whitehouse et al., 2008]. It is possible that the quantitative 

score studied here is simply not suitable for detection of such qualitative differences in 

performance, making genetics that are unique to ASD possible. 

Overall, the presented heritability estimates are consistent with the literature with one 

qualified exception. Our nonword repetition heritability estimate from the CTOPP is higher than 

commonly reported for that measure [Raskind et al., 2000; Logan et al., 2011]. However, the 

Children’s Test of Nonword Repetition [Gathercole et al., 1994], a similar measure of PSTM, was 

estimated to have heritability >1.0 in twins with SLI [Bishop et al., 1996]. This estimate is higher 

than genetically possible, due to the nature of their chosen statistical formulation, but does 

indicate genetic effects much larger than 0 in SLI subjects. It is therefore possible that our 

CTOPP nonword repetition heritability is reasonable for pedigrees selected for SLI and autism. 
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Several aspects of statistical modeling should be considered when interpreting the data. 

The nature of pedigrees precludes holding age constant across all subjects. And although we 

applied age as a covariate to capture age effects, it is still possible that age effects, such as 

changes in additive genetics throughout the lifespan remain. Recently, we applied these 

pedigree methods to a collection of SLI pedigrees without ASD and found the results to be quite 

comparable to the literature on twin children, presumably due to generally modest sizes of age-

related changes in heritability [Logan et al., 2011]. Here too, the heritability estimates are very 

similar to previous literature on twin children. 

Heritability of the ASD diagnosis as a categorical trait shows wide variability, with high 

heritability [Taniai et al., 2008; Rosenberg et al., 2009; Lichtenstein et al., 2010] generally >80 in 

previous studies, whereas one recent study indicates a more modest effect of genetics 

[Hallmayer et al., 2011]. Additionally, ASD symptoms show considerable variation, even when 

considering the differences in study designs and sample sizes [Lichtenstein et al., 2010; 

Hallmayer, 1999; Robinson et al., 2012, 2011]. In contrast, our quantitative phenotype 

heritability results are consistent with the language genetics literature, which generally show 

much less variability [Stromswold, 2001] than has been shown in ASD [Lichtenstein et al., 2010; 

Hallmayer, 1999; Robinson et al., 2012, 2011]. The magnitude of the heritability changes 

observed in our study should therefore be interpreted relative to the stability of the language 

genetics literature rather than the variability associated with a categorical diagnosis of autism. 

Due to the limited number of persons with ASD in our pedigrees (many families have only 1) as a 

consequence of our ascertainment protocol, analysis of ASD as a categorical trait is not powerful 

enough to inform the ongoing debate about the heritability of the categorical ASD diagnosis. 

Lastly, although epistasis seems to be a likely explanation for how ASD differs from SLI despite 

shared genetics, it was not possible to formally estimate the necessary additional parameters 
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with the current sample size. Additional studies with much larger samples are necessary to test 

an epistasis model for ASD and SLI. 
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Abstract 

Objective: The authors conducted the first genetic linkage study of families that segregate both 

autism and specific language impairment (SLI) to find common communication impairment loci.  

The hypothesis was that these families have a high genetic loading for impairments in language 

ability, thus influencing the language and communication deficits of the subjects with autism.  

Comprehensive behavioral phenotyping of the families also enabled linkage analysis of 

quantitative measures, including normal, subclinical and disordered variation on all family 

members for the three general autism domains, social, communication and compulsive 

behaviors.  

Method: The primary linkage analysis coded persons with either autism or SLI as “affected” with 

language impairment.  The secondary linkage analysis consisted of quantitative metrics of 

autism-associated behaviors capturing normal to clinically severe variation, measured in all 

family members. 

Results: Linkage to language phenotypes was established at two novel loci including 15q23-26 

and 16p12.  The secondary analysis of normal and disordered quantitative variation in social and 

compulsive behaviors established linkage to two loci for social behaviors (on chromosomes 14q 

and 15q) and one locus for repetitive behaviors (on 13q). 

Conclusion: These data indicate shared etiology of autism and SLI at two novel loci. Additionally, 

non-language phenotypes based on social aloofness and rigid personality traits showed 

compelling evidence for linkage in this sample. Further mapping is warranted to elucidate these 

loci.   
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Introduction 

Autism is a severe neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by altered functioning in 

three domains: 1) social interaction, 2) communication, and 3) stereotyped behavior and/or 

restricted interests and activities.  Separately, there is a well-known classification in language 

disorders for children who have difficulties in acquiring language but are otherwise 

neurologically and psychologically normal, known as specific language impairment or SLI.  Given 

that both disorders have a language component to their diagnosis, previous work has suggested 

that SLI and autism could have shared genetic contributors.  This hypothesis is supported by a 

series of genetic mapping studies examining the relationship between autism and language 

impairment in complementary ways [Bartlett et al., 2002, 2004; Bradford et al., 2001; Buxbaum 

et al., 2001; Shao et al., 2002; Simmons et al., 2010; Spence et al., 2006; Lord et al., 1994; 

Alarcón et al., 2005, 2002; Alarcon et al., 2008; Warburton et al., 2000]. 

Autism linkage mapping studies have examined the relationship of language and autism 

with two paradigms. The first paradigm used language delay status of autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD) probands to stratify families into two groups, most often based on presence/absence of 

phrase speech by 36 months of age.  Stratification on phrase speech delay postulates that there 

are subgroups of autism that can be genetically differentiated by language status. The language 

stratification paradigm has yielded autism findings on chromosomes 2q24-32 [Buxbaum et al., 

2001; Shao et al., 2002], 7q22-32 [Bradford et al., 2001] and 13q21-22 [Bradford et al., 2001]; 

this 13q region is also linked to SLI in non-ASD samples [Bartlett et al., 2004, 2002; Simmons et 

al., 2010].  At all three locations, stratifying ASD families on phrase speech delay nearly perfectly 

separated families that were linked to the given locus versus families that were not, in an a 

priori fashion.  Some loci were linked only in families including a person with autism and phrase 

speech delay and other loci were only linked in families without phrase speech delay. In 
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contrast, a replication study used both stratification of families and determination of affection 

status in non-ASD parents based on self-report of language impairment history in childhood 

[Spence et al., 2006].  This study found that the coding of parents as affected based on a history 

of language intervention or language delay minimally impacted the results, and while the group 

with phrase speech delay did have increased evidence of linkage, the chromosomes 2, 7 and 13 

findings were not replicated.   

The second paradigm used language phenotypes to directly map language quantitative 

trait loci or language impairment as a dichotomous trait within families with autism.  

Genomewide language quantitative trait locus mapping in ASD was performed using two items 

from the Autism Diagnostic Interview- Revised (ADI-R) [Lord et al., 1994], “age in months of 

onset of first word” and “age in months of onset of phrase speech”; both showed linkage to 

7q36 [Alarcón et al., 2005, 2002].  CNTNAP2, a gene also associated with both SLI and normal 

language development, was later shown to be the most likely candidate responsible for this 

linkage [Alarcon et al., 2008], thus providing evidence that genetic variation relevant to both 

ASD and SLI can occur within the same gene.   

This is the first linkage/association study to present a novel paradigm that complements 

both stratification and quantitative trait locus approaches, described above, in order to better 

understand the relevance of language variation in ASD.  We selected families for the presence of 

both autism and SLI under the hypothesis that if autism and SLI are etiologically related then this 

sampling scheme will enrich our sample for loci related to language difficulties in autism and 

also reduce the genetic heterogeneity of ASD.  Within these families, we collected state-of–the-

art language phenotypes on relatives, and whenever possible, individuals with ASD.  This study 
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thus represents the most comprehensive family-based language phenotyping in a molecular 

genetic study of ASD.  

We tested the hypothesis of genetic overlap by performing our analysis assuming that 

ASD and language impairments have the same underlying genetic etiology (i.e., we considered 

phenotypes from both disorders as equally affected) and then performed genome-wide linkage 

scans.  Our analyses coded individuals with oral or written language impairments without ASD, 

as well as individuals with similar types of oral and written language impairments and ASD, as 

“affected.” Additionally, persons with ASD who could not be evaluated using quantitative 

language measures were incorporated into the analysis using a method for censored data (i.e., 

systematically missing data), which in this case assumed the censoring was due to low language 

ability [Hou et al., 2012] (see also Supplemental Methods; Appendix 5).  Our study design is 

most effective for mapping loci that are etiologically relevant to both ASD and language 

impairment.  If ASD and language impairment are genetically unrelated in these families, then 

coding both disorders as “affected” in the same analysis will reduce evidence for 

linkage/association.  Given this, positive findings were formally hypothesis-tested to determine 

if autism or SLI or both jointly contributed to detected linkage signals.  

Further, the phenotypic battery included seventeen quantitative population-normed 

language assessments, and quantitative measures of social and compulsive behaviors.  As a 

secondary objective, we performed linkage analysis using these quantitative data to capture 

both normal variation and clinically severe variation on the same scale, an analysis generally 

considered to be more powerful than analysis of only affected/unaffected.  These analyses 

included the first use of the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale in a molecular genetic study 

of autism. 
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Methods 

Overview of Design 

Our primary goal was to find genetic variation relevant to both language impairments 

and ASD, using a set of previously described families recruited for the presence of persons with 

autism and separate individuals with SLI [Bartlett et al., 2012].  To accomplish our goal, we 

created subgroups from 79 families (Supplementary Table 5A.1; Appendix 5) according to 

phenotypic characteristics.  We established three groups of families that we denoted Tier I-III. 

Tier I (N=46) consisted of families with both an autism proband and a different proband with SLI, 

as defined in this sample previously [Bartlett et al., 2012], or in a few cases, one autism proband 

and one ASD proband with low language often called “autism language impaired” in the 

literature [Lindgren et al., 2009; De Fosse et al., 2004].  Autism language impaired individuals are 

contrasted with ASD probands who are language normal (“autism language normal”), and ASD 

probands who are nonverbal (“autism nonverbal”), with this last category often ignored in the 

literature since language cannot be quantitatively assessed.  

Tier I had an internal contrast since any observed linkage could be further examined by 

excluding either the SLI proband or the autism proband to understand the connection between 

SLI and autism to the linkage signal on a locus-by-locus basis. The other two tiers included 

autism families that did not have an SLI or autism language impaired proband after direct 

testing.  Tier II (N=15) consisted of multiplex ASD families without an SLI proband where neither 

ASD proband were operationally defined as language impaired (neither normal structural 

language deficits nor nonverbal).  Tier III contained families (N=9) with an ASD proband and at 

least one relative who scored in the impaired range on either the Social Responsiveness Scale, a 

well-studied inventory of social functioning [Constantino and Todd, 2005; Constantino et al., 

2003], or the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsiveness Scale, used to evaluate OCD in psychiatric 
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evaluations [Goodman et al., 1989b, 1989a; Scahill et al., 1997, 2006].  For association analysis, 

an additional nine autism trios (N=9) were added to Tier III.   

Prior to behavioral testing all subjects gave informed consent conforming to the 

guidelines for treatment of human subjects at Rutgers University. All family members as well as 

higher functioning family members with ASD received age appropriate measures of language 

and reading (Supplementary Table 5A.2; Appendix 5).  Descriptive statistics by diagnostic group, 

SLI, autism and other, have been previously published [Bartlett et al., 2012] (see Chapters 4 and 

5).  Observed correlations between measures are in the Supplement (Supplementary Table 5A.3; 

Appendix 5). 

For the purpose of categorical phenotype linkage/association analysis, we define oral 

language impairment, called “LI” in our previous papers [Bartlett et al., 2004, 2002; Simmons et 

al., 2010], as either an age appropriate Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals – Fourth 

Edition (CELF-4) core standard score of ≤ 85, or at least 1 SD below peers on ≥ 60% of all oral 

language subtest scores and a significant history of language/reading difficulties, defined as >2 

years of intervention and/or childhood diagnosis of language and/or reading impairment.  For 

purpose of finding loci that jointly influence oral language impairment and autism, we define 

“LI*” as a phenotype that includes as affected persons affected with our definition of language 

impairment as well as persons affected with ASD (i.e., etiological equivalence).   

In our previous studies of multiplex language impairment families, we observed many 

instances of semi-compensated adults with a childhood diagnosis of language problems and 

currently presenting with weak language skills who did not meet the cut-off for language 

impairment but did meet the cut-off for reading impairment [Bartlett et al., 2004, 2002; 

Simmons et al., 2010].  Based on our prior successful mapping of an SLI locus with that reading 
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impairment phenotype [Bartlett et al., 2004, 2002; Simmons et al., 2010], we defined written 

language (reading) impairment, called “RI” in our previous publications [Bartlett et al., 2004, 

2002; Simmons et al., 2010; Bartlett et al., 2012], as >=1 SD below the population mean on 60% 

of all reading tests and subtests.  For purpose of finding shared loci that jointly influence written 

language impairment and autism, we define “RI*” as a phenotype that includes as affected 

persons affected for our definition of reading impairment as well as persons affected with ASD 

(i.e., etiological equivalence).  Throughout this paper, LI* and RI* refer to our specific diagnostic 

definitions of language impairment and/or autism and reading impairment and/or autism, 

respectively, while the term language impairments is meant in a more general sense to apply to 

oral and/or written language impairments, in context.   

Genotyping 

Affymetrix Axiom 1.0 arrays were used to generate 567,893 SNP genotypes on 440 

individuals from the 79 families.  Quality control on SNP genotypes was conducted as described 

previously [Simmons et al., 2010], with additional details included in the Supplementary 

Methods, based on individual/SNP genotype completion, relationship checking, Mendelian 

errors and ancestry. A subset of 8086 SNPs was chosen for linkage analysis to minimize marker-

to-marker LD and retain high minor allele frequency to provide suitable genomic coverage of 

recombination events in the pedigrees.  Association analysis used all SNPs that met quality 

control standards and had a minor allele frequency > 0.05, yielding 529,874 SNPs.  Validation 

genotyping was conducted on a Luminex 200 machine using a custom oligonucleotide ligation 

assay [Bruse et al., 2008], with allele calling and quality control as described elsewhere 

[Simmons et al., 2010; Hou et al., 2011].   
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Statistical Analysis 

Overall data analysis plan.  We first conducted genomewide linkage scans with follow-

up association analysis in the linkage regions.  We also conducted a genomewide association 

analysis over the remainder of the genome.  Given the depth of phenotyping, it was not 

considered reasonable to perform univariate analyses of all 21 cognitive measures on a 

genomewide basis due to the difficulty of interpreting results from analyses of many correlated 

traits.  Instead, we opted for a mix of empirically and theoretically driven phenotypes.  We used 

two categorical phenotypes, LI* for oral language impairment and RI* for written language 

(reading) impairment, the latter being a strong indicator of an unresolved oral language 

impairment in multiplex SLI pedigrees (reading deficits caused by an underlying language deficit) 

based on our previous studies [Bartlett et al., 2004, 2002; Simmons et al., 2010].  We also 

derived three quantitative traits using a factor analysis (see Supplemental Methods; Appendix 5) 

to reduce the phenotypic data, which we called factors one through three (F1, F2, and F3; factor 

loadings in Supplementary Table 5A.4; Appendix 5). To elucidate possible shared etiology in 

language phenotype linked regions, follow-up analyses were conducted to assess if ASD or 

language impairment or both were required to detect the linkage peak. The non-language traits 

were analyzed as quantitative traits, which included the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsiveness 

and the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS-QT).  The Social Responsiveness Scale was also 

analyzed as a dichotomous trait (SRS-DT) using a mild impairment threshold (see Appendix 5). 

Linkage/association analysis methods.  Linkage and association analyses were 

conducted with the KELVIN 2.3.3 package (http://kelvin.mathmed.org/;(26)).  KELVIN implements 

the posterior probability of linkage (PPL) metric to measure the probability that a genetic 

location is linked with the trait of interest and the combined posterior probability of linkage 

disequilibrium (cPPLD) metric to measure the probability that a single nucleotide polymorphism 

http://kelvin.mathmed.org/
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(SNP) is in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the trait of interest conditional upon the evidence for 

linkage at a given locus.  It is important to note that the PPLD uses a pedigree likelihood that 

explicitly accounts for family structure while assessing the evidence that LD is present between 

the SNP and the disease [Huang, 2011; Yang et al., 2005]. For quantitative trait analysis where 

some ASD subjects lacked data due to inability to participate in some cognitive tests, the 

measures for those individuals were treated as censored data, meaning the “true scores” were 

unknown but known to be below a threshold. These analyses were handled using the PPL model 

for censored data [Hou et al., 2012] as described in the Supplemental Methods (Appendix 5). 

The sex-averaged marker map for linkage was obtained from the Rutgers Combined Linkage-

Physical Map of The Human Genome [Matise et al., 2007].   

 Primary linkage analysis of language phenotypes was conducted on each of the three 

tiers separately and the linkage evidence was sequentially updated across the three tiers to 

provide a single metric for linkage evidence. Follow-up family-based association analysis was 

conducted similarly; however, families that contained persons that were not of European 

ancestry (N=1 in Tier III) were dropped from the association analysis, since combining samples 

with different genetic ancestries can generate false positive results [Hou et al., 2011].  For non-

language phenotypes, all families were run as a single dataset.  

Statistical Correction for Multiple Phenotypes.  In order to assess the effect of 

performing multiple genome-scans using correlated phenotypic traits, we simulated 3000 

genomes without regard to phenotypes to create an empirical null distribution for estimating p-

values. We simulated chromosomes using the same SNP allele frequency and genetic distances 

as our linkage dataset.  For each simulated genome, we conducted analysis with the five 

phenotypes, saving the overall maximum PPL per replicated genome.  This list of maximum PPLs 
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The posterior probability of linkage (PPL) is scaled such that PPL values < 2% represent evidence 
against linkage to that location while values > 2% represent evidence for linkage to that location.  A 
PPL value of exactly 2% indicates that the data are not informative for linkage.  The peaks on 
chromosomes 15 and 16, which represent oral language impairment and/or ASD (LI*) and written 
language (reading) impairment and/or ASD (RI*), respectively, clearly stand out from the rest of the 
genome, and overall the PPL displays a high signal to noise ratio for linkage mapping.  While the 
three factor scores derived from 21 standardized measures of language (F1, F2 and F3) lack strong 
peaks, several regions of potential interest are identified. 

 

Figure 6. 1: Genomewide linkage analysis of the 5 language-related traits.   

is the null distribution accounting for analysis with our five phenotypes, using our specific 

pedigree configuration and patterns of missing data etc.  After correcting for multiple 

phenotypes, a PPL of 3.47% or greater retains a genome-wide error rate consistent with p < 

0.001, a PPL of 2.69% corresponds to p < 0.01, and a PPL of 1.04% to p < 0.05.  Note these 

threshold values are slightly higher than two previous studies of the false positive rate of the 

PPL [Bartlett et al., 2002; Logue et al., 2003] due to correcting for multiple phenotypes in the 

present study. 

Results 

Initial Linkage Results for Language.  We performed genomewide linkage analysis using 

two categorical definitions of language impairment (affected/unaffected status) and three 

quantitative language scores from a factor analysis of all 21 language measures, which we 

denote F1, F2 and F3 (see Appendix 5).  The first trait, abbreviated LI*, defined individuals as 
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PPL is the posterior probability of linkage. LOD is the fully maximized LOD score, sometimes 
referred to as a MOD score.  -/-, +/-, and +/+ are the estimated genotypic effects for the locus; for 
categorical analysis these quantities are penetrances and for quantitative traits they are genotypic 

means on a z-score scale.  DGF is the disease gene frequency and  is the heterogeneity parameter 
in the admixture likelihood at the maximizing model.   

Phenotypes are: YOBCS=Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale, SRS-DT=Social Responsiveness 
Scale- Dichotomous trait, LI*=Oral Language Impairment and/or ASD, SRS-QT=Social 
Responsiveness Scale-Quantitative Trait, RI*= Written Language (Reading) Impairment and/or ASD. 

 

Table 6. 1: Linkage Peaks with PPL > 0.35 from All Analyses. 

affected if they possessed either an oral language impairment or an ASD.  The second trait, 

abbreviated RI*, defined individuals as affected if they possessed either a written language 

impairment or an ASD.  LI* produced clear evidence of linkage to chromosome 15 and RI* to 

chromosome 16, as shown in Figure 6.1 (with a summary of all large linkage peaks given in Table 

6.1).  The posterior probability of linkage (PPL) is scaled such that genomewide plots show very 

clear signal-to-noise ratios as seen in the figure.  The magnitudes of both signals (> 35%) have 

Type I error rates appropriate for establishing linkage in a genome-wide scan, even after 

accounting for testing of multiple phenotypes (see Methods).  Table 6.1 also includes the fully 

maximized LOD score (or MOD score) to allow comparison of the PPL to a statistic with a more 

commonly used scale; the estimated disease gene frequency and risk probabilities by genotype 

(penetrances) for the linkage peak are also included in the table including the estimate of the 

proportion of families linked to a given locus ( ).   

Chromosome 15q23-26.2 was linked to LI* with a maximum PPL of 57% and implicating 

a region of 24.1 Mb from 73 cM to 106 cM.  As can be seen in Figure 6.2A, the linked region has 
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a 15 cM high confidence linkage region with a much larger low confidence region (to the right) 

that accounts for about half of the total implicated region.  Non-verbal IQ was not linked at this 

locus, indicating a dissociation of language and intelligence at this locus, as expected, since SLI 

does not include deficits in intelligence.  We next wanted to assess how the level of language 

impairment in the ASD subjects (autism language impaired, autism language normal, and autism 

nonverbal) in each family modulates the linkage signal.  We therefore defined a metric to 

quantify the relative contribution of the three language levels, which indicated homogeneous 

contributions from all three groups to the linkage at this peak (see Assessing the relative 

contribution of the three proband types to the final PPL in Appendix 5). 

Family-based 

association analysis of all 

available SNPs with minor 

allele frequency  > 0.05 in the 

linked region yielded only 

weak evidence of association, 

with a maximum combined 

posterior probability of 

linkage disequilibrium (cPPLD) 

of 6%.  These results are not consistent with strong evidence for association that would account 

for the observed linkage.  However, the Axiom array SNPs in the region successfully haplotype 

tag only 48% of the common variation (as described in the Supplemental Methods with results 

in Supplementary Table 5A.5; Appendix 5); thus, follow-up of the region based on this SNP 

genotyping platform should be considered incomplete. 

 

 Figure 6. 2: Follow-up association analysis of SNPs under the 
language-related linkage peaks for oral language impairment 
and/or ASD, LI* (A) and written language (reading) impairment 
and/or ASD, RI* (B) phenotypes. 
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Chromosome 16p12.1-12.3 was linked to RI* over 8.9 Mb from 35 cM to 49 cM, with a 

maximum PPL of 36% (Figure 6.2B).  All three ASD language levels (autism language impaired, 

autism language normal, and autism nonverbal) contributed equally to the PPL (see Assessing 

the relative contribution of the three proband types to the final PPL in the Supplement).  Similar 

to the chromosome 15 results, analysis of non-verbal IQ as a quantitative trait yielded evidence 

against linkage at this locus (PPL = 1.7%, or below the prior probability of linkage, which is 2%), 

indicating a dissociation of language and intelligence at this locus as well.  Follow-up cPPLD 

analysis to find SNPs that accounted for the linkage signal yielded a maximum cPPLD of 8% at a 

single SNP (next highest cPPLD = 1.7%). Genotyped SNPs in this region only successfully tagged 

55% of the common variation (Supplementary Table 5A.5; Appendix 5). 

Additional language-related peaks of interest (PPL > 20%) were observed on 

chromosome 7 with F2 (the second trait defined from the factor analysis of all 21 language 

tests) and chromosomes 2 and 9 with F3 (the third trait defined from our factor analysis). The 

linkage to chromosome 7 (PPL = 21%), located over the region containing CNTNAP2, has been 

replicated in both ASD and SLI.  This PPL may be considered appropriately large to replicate the 

CNTNAP2 locus. 

 Further Characterizing the Role of Language and Autism at Linked Loci.  We sought to 

define the relative contribution of autism versus SLI to the linkage results on 15q and 16p, i.e., 

to assess if each disorder contributes equally to those linkage findings as an indication of the 

equivalence of the disorders.  We restricted these analyses to Tier I since only this subset of 

families contains both autism and SLI probands in each pedigree.  Each locus was assessed 

separately.  We assessed the specificity of chromosome 15 for language versus autism by 

removing the autism proband from each pedigree and repeating the linkage analysis, then doing 
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a separate and equivalent analysis removing the SLI proband while retaining the ASD proband.  

In both cases, the linkage signal was greatly reduced (PPLs dropped to 2% and 4%).  Similarly, on 

chromosome 16 we removed the autism proband from each pedigree yielding a PPL of 3%, and 

removed one non-ASD RI* subject from the linkage analysis, giving a PPL of 6%.  Therefore, both 

the 15q and 16p loci are sensitive to the presence of both autism and SLI.  However, the 

reduction in PPL signals could have been the result of lower power from including fewer 

affected individuals in the analysis or due to loss of specific and relevant disease information.  

To rule out the former, we then used a permutation study to assess if removing language-

impaired and/or ASD subjects from the analysis induced a greater average drop in the PPL than 

removing subjects randomly (see also Assessing the relative contributions of language 

impairment and ASD within families to the final PPL in the Supplement).  For chromosome 15, 

the permutation test was significant for an effect of SLI and ASD having more dramatic effects 

on the PPL than other combinations (p < 0.01). This was not the case for chromosome 16, where 

the test was not significant, indicating that low power cannot be ruled out as a confound when 

interpreting the contribution of reading impairment and autism to this linkage peak. 

To test whether our phenotypic definitions of LI* and RI* were too restricted, we also 

repeated the linkage analysis on chromosomes 15 and 16 using a combined phenotypic 

definition of both oral and written language impairment, where persons were defined as 

affected if they were either LI* or RI* (or both).  For both chromosomes, the PPL was attenuated 

to less than half the original linkage signal (dropped to 19% and 12%) and the linkage region was 

greatly broadened (data not shown). 

 Linkage Analysis of Non-Language Phenotypes.  All families were ascertained only for 

language phenotypes in the non-ASD individuals, not for any non-language characteristics of the 
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broad autism phenotype.  However, we quantitatively assessed social responsiveness and 

aspects of obsessive compulsiveness in all pedigree members able to participate in an 

assessment and used the phenotypes for linkage analysis.  Results are summarized in Figure 6.3.  

We analyzed the Yale–Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (YBOCS) as a quantitative trait yielding 

a 36% PPL on 13q14.3-21.33 (55cM to 63 cM) with the peak directly over PCDH20, close to 

previous linkage studies of ASD and studies of SLI [Bartlett et al., 2004, 2002; Bradford et al., 

2001].  The linked region is 17.3 Mb in size.  Analysis of all available SNPs with minor allele 

frequency > 0.05 did not yield any cPPLD results over 2% (Figure 6.4).  Two smaller peaks of 

interest occurred on chromosomes 8 (PPL = 22%) and 21 (PPL = 22%) with no cPPLDs under 

those peaks greater than 3%.  

 Our analysis of the Social Responsiveness Scale was conducted two ways.  The first was 

as a quantitative trait (SRS-QT), using the numerical scores generated by the test.  This yielded a 

linkage peak PPL of 52% on chromosome 15q26.2-26.3 (113cM to 133 cM) that does not overlap 

with the LI* peak described above.  We observed three SNPs spanning 3 Mb (rs12440787, 

 

 

The largest signals with each of the three traits are on chromosomes 13, 14 and 15.  No overlap was 
observed between the social assessment scale, Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) for both 
quantitative (SRS-QT) and dichotomous (SRS-DT) trait analyses.   

 

 

 

Figure 6. 3: Genomewide linkage analysis of the 3 non-language-related traits.   
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rs7170868, rs9672677) with cPPLD = 7% under this peak, but none are in linkage disequilibrium 

with each other and so they do not represent a single coherent signal.  In addition, we observed 

two smaller peaks on chromosomes 16 (PPL = 27%) and 18 (PPL = 25%).  The second was using 

the “mild” impairment threshold (see Appendix 5) to dichotomize the Social Responsiveness 

Scale for analysis (SRS-DT).  We chose to create this simple mild impairment v. unimpaired 

distinction since this distinction is commonly used in the broader autism phenotype literature.  

We saw the peak PPL of 37% on chromosome 14q32.2-32.33 (110-126cM) encompassing 7.7 

Mb.  No cPPLD from available SNPs in these regions was greater than 2%. 

Genomewide Association Analysis.  Linkage analysis only requires a limited number of 

SNPs to attain essentially full information and thus utilized only 8,086 of the 529,874 SNPs that 

passed quality control filtering.  We conducted association analyses on the 529,874 

genomewide SNPs, yielding 19 SNPs with PPLD > 10% (see Supplementary Table 5A.6 for SNP 

names; Appendix 5).  We then performed follow-up genotyping, using a different platform, of 

these SNPs or SNPs in strong LD (r2  > 0.95) for validation, and cPPLD analysis using both linkage 

information from the families as well as LD with the trait.  The highest cPPLD of 20% was located 

at rs3792495 for the F2 trait.  

 
 

No cPPLDs were observed that could account for the linkage signals with the Yale-Brown 
Obsessive Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS) (A) or the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) as a 
quantitative trait (B) or dichotomous trait (C). 

 

Figure 6. 4: Follow-up analysis of non-language-related linkage peaks.    
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Discussion 

We identified two linkage peaks for language impairment in families with both language 

impairment and autism (15q25.1 and 16p12.3) that do not overlap with previously discovered 

autism or language impairment loci.  The two linkage signals showed specificity for oral language 

impairments for 15q and for written language impairment for 16p.  This specificity was 

evidenced by attenuation of the linkage signals when a combined oral/written language 

impairment phenotype was applied suggesting there is a subset of individuals with reading 

problems that are not comorbid with oral language deficits.  Additionally, there was no evidence 

that either locus is primarily related to SLI alone or autism alone, rather, it appears each locus is 

jointly related to both SLI and ASD.  These findings are in keeping with the goal of the study to 

find genetic variation that is relevant to both disorders.  This is the first molecular genetic study 

of families that segregate both SLI and autism, and we hypothesize that these families have a 

high genetic loading for impairments in language ability, further influencing the language and 

communication deficits of the autism probands.  In our previous studies (See Chapters 4 and 5; 

[Flax et al., 2013; Bartlett et al., 2012]), we also observed that the average scores on a 

standardized test of the social use of language (pragmatics) were similar in the SLI and ASD 

subjects in these families.  Pragmatic impairment is not part of the defined deficits in SLI but is 

commonly seen in ASD, suggesting that the two disorders, as presenting in the families selected 

by our ascertainment criteria and recruitment methods, may be on an etiological continuum.  

There were also several compelling linkage peaks for non-language traits even though 

the sample ascertainment scheme did not include any requirements of non-language traits 

beyond the autism proband.  The Social Responsiveness Scale peak on 15q26.3 was the second 

largest in the study (PPL = 52%) and had the narrowest linkage region (6.2 Mb).  This region was 

implicated in a meta-analysis of ASD and schizophrenia [Chagnon, 2006].  An additional Social 
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Responsiveness Scale peak was noted when using a mild cut-off to create a categorical affection 

status (14q32; PPL = 37%). The 14q32 region has been associated with autism through 

cytogenetic abnormalities and copy number variation [Qiao et al., 2013; Merritt et al., 2005].  

While social skills and communication are fundamentally related, it is unclear from our data if 

ascertainment for performance language assessments increased power to detect social behavior 

[Bolte et al., 2008; Constantino et al., 2004; Kamio et al., 2012; Wigham et al., 2012] due to that 

relationship.  A conservative interpretation is that the deep phenotyping performed here was 

simply more likely to find multiple strong effects across phenotypic domains relative to other 

studies with less phenotypic data.  The Social Responsiveness Scale is a good quantitative metric 

for mapping autism loci as it has yielded strong findings in other studies [Duvall et al., 2007; 

Coon et al., 2010].  However, this was the first gene mapping study to also use a mild cut-off 

with the Social Responsiveness Scale, which is more analogous to the broader autism phenotype 

literature where affected/unaffected distinctions are commonly applied.  We also believe this is 

the first use of the YBOCS as a quantitative trait in genome-wide analysis of ASD.  The empirical 

performance appears quite good based on our data, suggesting that wider use of this measure 

may be warranted in ASD research, especially in family genetic studies where specific behaviors 

may be apparent in some family members but not severe enough to impair activities of daily-

living.  Our specific finding on 13q does not coincide with OCD studies but does align with 

previous autism genetic studies [Bradford et al., 2001; CLSA et al., 1999; Steele et al., 2011]. 

While the linkage analysis showed several strong peaks with different language and non-

language related traits, there were no strong association signals either under the peaks or 

across the remaining genome.  As mentioned in the results section, the regions under the 

linkage peaks are not adequately tagged for comprehensive association analysis by the Axiom 

1.0 array, as is the case for much of the genome, thus greatly decreasing the chance of 
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observing associations.  The modest sample size also limits power to detect common variants of 

small effect.  Additionally, recent evidence suggests autism has significant allelic heterogeneity, 

and association analyses have been generally not replicated except for variants with very small 

effects [Anney et al., 2012].  Rare variant studies indicate widespread heterogeneity [Neale et 

al., 2012; O’Roak et al., 2012; Sanders et al., 2012; Iossifov et al., 2012], though it remains 

unclear what proportions of genetic mechanisms for ASD involve rare, infrequent and common 

variants.   

The issue of allelic heterogeneity across disorders is still uncharacterized from both 

theoretical and empirical points of view but quite relevant to the debate on genetic overlap 

between disorders.  Until reasonably inferred functional alleles are associated in each disorder, 

it is not possible to directly address the issue of whether the same genetic variants within the 

same gene are relevant to both SLI and ASD [Chapman et al., 2011; Alarcon et al., 2008].  Hence 

it is possible that SLI and ASD have some of the same key genes in pathogenesis but not the 

same underlying variants or molecular mechanisms.  However, if functional variants are the 

same for both disorders, then it remains to be explained why some members of the family 

develop SLI and not ASD.  It could be that individuals manifesting SLI have a smaller genetic load 

for such variants, or that SLI is a truly dissociable sub-component in at least some forms of ASD.  

We will continue susceptibility allele mapping in our autism-SLI pedigrees to untangle these 

complicated mechanisms. 
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Abstract: 

 Over the past decade, the New Jersey Language and Autism Study (NJLAGS) has 

collected detailed behavioral and genetic information on families that contain one individual 

with autism and another individual with Specific Language Impairment (SLI) but not autism.  This 

is the first study of its kind to investigate the share genetics between autism and SLI.  Using a 

comprehensive neuropsychological testing battery, three categorical phenotypes: language 

impairment (LI), reading impairment (RI), and social impairment (SRS-DT), and two quantitative 

phenotypes: social impairment (SRS-QT) and obsessive-compulsive behaviors (YBOCS) were 

developed.  Autism proband scores were included in the quantitative phenotypes and all 

categorical phenotypes included autism diagnosis as impaired for language, reading, or social 

skills, respectively.  A previous study identified linkage in these families to 13q21.2 (YBOCS), 

14q32.31 (SRS-QT), 15q25.1 (LI), 15q26.2 (SRS-DT), and 16p12.3 (RI).  As genome-wide 

association did not reveal strong evidence for association, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) was 

used to select candidate genes for fine mapping analysis.  Four groups were analyzed in IPA: 

communication impairment (LI + RI), social impairment (SRS-DT + SRS-QT), restricted/repetitive 

behaviors (YBOCS), and an overall autism model (LI + RI + SRS-DT + SRS-QT + YBOCS).  Genes in 

each analysis group were given a score that corresponded to the number of relevant functions 

identified by IPA.  Seven of the highest-ranking genes were selected for association analysis 

from the LI, RI, and SRS-DT linkage regions: AKT1, JAG2, PTPN9A, SEMA7A, NTRK3, FES, and 

SCCN1B.  Each gene was fine mapped using an oligonucleotide ligation assay and was analyzed 

for association using the KELVIN framework.  Each gene was analyzed for association to its 

respective phenotype with and without the inclusion of autism diagnosis and for autism 

diagnosis only.  JAG2 yielded the strongest evidence for association (PPLD|L = 5%) when autism 
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diagnosis was included.  When autism diagnosis was excluded, NTRK3 yielded the strongest 

evidence for association (PPLD|L =7%).  For autism diagnosis only, no evidence for association 

was detected.  The lack of strong evidence for association provides support for a role of rare 

variants in autism susceptibility and their role in the shared genetics between autism and SLI. 
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Introduction: 

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are a group of complex neurodevelopmental disorders 

that are characterized by three domains: 1) communication impairments, 2) social impairments 

and 3) the presence of restricted and repetitive behaviors.  The characteristics of each domain 

have a wide range of severity.  An individual with severe impairment in all three domains is 

diagnosed with Autistic Disorder, however in individuals with a broader definition of autism 

each domain can range in severity independently.  While 20-40% of individuals with ASD fail to 

develop functional verbal language [Bailey et al., 1996; Lord et al., 2004], verbal individuals with 

ASD can have difficulty with pragmatic language, structural language, and phonological short-

term memory (PSTM) [Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg, 2001; Lewis et al., 2007; Joseph et al., 

2002; Rapin et al., 2009].  The structural language and phonological impairments displayed in 

subgroups of ASD are qualitatively similar to those seen in Specific Language Impairment (SLI).  

SLI is a neurodevelopmental disorder that is characterized by delayed language development in 

the absence of intellectual, sensory, or other neurological abnormalities.  Like ASD, impairments 

in SLI can range in severity.  While SLI and ASD are distinct disorders, overlapping characteristics 

of each disorder has led some to hypothesize that there is an etiological overlap in subgroups of 

individuals with these disorders.  Other groups speculate that the qualitative overlap of 

characteristics in both disorders is superficial and the fundamental causes of these 

characteristics are distinct [Whitehouse et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2008]. 

The definitions of ASD and SLI draw distinct lines between the two disorders.  The 

communication impairment seen in ASD is primarily pragmatic and supralinguistic, while SLI is 

predominantly structural.  If ASD and SLI are truly separate and non-overlapping then 

impairments in structural language and pragmatic difficulties would not be displayed in both 

disorders, which is not the case.  The structural language impairments that are hallmarks of SLI 
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have also been reported in several ASD cohorts [Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg, 2001; Lewis et 

al., 2007; Rapin et al., 2009].  Additionally, a study conducted by Leyfer et al., 2008, 

demonstrated that a significant portion of children with SLI meet the criteria for social and 

communication impairments using ASD diagnostic tools.  This overlap also exists in adolescents 

and young adults [Howlin et al., 2000; Mawhood et al., 2000; Conti-Ramsden et al., 2006].  

Overall, the prevalence of ASD characteristics in individuals with SLI was found to be 3.9%, 

which is 10 times what is expected from the general population [Conti-Ramsden et al., 2006].  

The increased prevalence in overlapping characteristics suggests that the two disorders are not 

completely independent. 

In addition to clinical evidence for shared etiology, several linkage studies of autism 

exploring the relationship between language and autism have yielded findings on 2q24-32 

[Buxbaum et al., 2001; Shao et al., 2002], 7q22-32, and 13q21-22 [Bradford et al., 2001].  These 

studies used the presence/absence of phrase speech delay (PSD) > 36 months to stratify ASD 

cohorts based on language delay in order to genetically differentiate between subgroups of 

autism.  All of these studies were successfully in separating linked families from unlinked 

families a priori.  The finding on 13q21-22 has not been replicated in other ASD studies, but was 

also linked to SLI [Bartlett et al., 2002].  In addition to these regions, molecular genetic studies 

have implicated CNTNAP2 in autism susceptibility and language impairment [Alarcon et al., 

2008; Arking et al., 2008; Bakkaloglu et al., 2008; Vernes et al., 2008; Whitehouse et al., 2011; 

Bradford et al., 2001].  CNTNAP2, Contactin Associated Protein-Like 2, is located on 7q35 and 

encodes a member of the neurexin family that functions in nervous system development and 

the differentiation of axons.  CNTNAP2 is down-regulated by FOXP2, which is a transcription 

factor that has been implicated in speech and language disorders [Vernes et al., 2008].  In 2008, 

two studies identified linkage and association to CNTNAP2 in two independent ASD samples 
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[Alarcon et al., 2008; Arking et al., 2008] .  A third study identified an inversion on chromosome 

7q that disrupts CNTNAP2 in a child with cognitive and social delay [Bakkaloglu et al., 2008].  

After subsequent resequencing of this gene in a sample individuals with ASD, 27 

nonsynonomous changes were identified, 8 of which are predicted to have a deleterious effect.  

Association to CNTNAP2 was also identified in a sample ascertained for SLI [Vernes et al., 2008] 

and to communication ability at age 2 in the general population [Whitehouse et al., 2011]. 

The genetic and clinical overlap of ASD and SLI led to the unique study design of the 

New Jersey Language and Autism Genetics Study (NJLAGS).  Over the past decade, the NJLAGS 

project has collected families that contain at least one individual with autism and at least one 

other individual with SLI.  This project was designed to investigate the role of shared genetics in 

ASD and SLI by testing the genetic overlap in pedigrees that were ascertained for both disorders 

within the same families.  Family members were genotyped using the Affymetrix Axiom 1.0 

array and were given a comprehensive testing battery that measures language and reading 

function, social ability, and obsessive-compulsive behaviors [Bartlett et al., 2013], Chapter 6).  

Two language and reading impairment phenotypes and three secondary social impairment and 

obsessive-compulsive behavior phenotypes were developed for linkage and association analysis 

from this data.  Genome-wide linkage analysis identified evidence for linkage on 13q21.2 

(obsessive-compulsive behaviors), 14q32.31 (social impairment), 15q25.1 (language 

impairment), 15q26.2 (social impairment) and 16p12.3 (reading impairment).  In the analyses 

for language and reading impairments, all family members who met criteria for these 

impairments including individuals with ASD were coded as affected for these traits. For the case 

of language and reading impairments, if ASD and language and/or impairment are not related, 

the inclusion of the ASD proband will reduce the linkage signal.  While these linkage regions do 
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not overlap with current findings for language impairment on Chromosome 7q, the strong 

evidence for linkage supports the hypothesis that ASD and SLI have some shared etiology.  

Genome-wide association analysis was also conducted using these phenotypes.  No 

compelling evidence for association was detected for any phenotype.  The lack of evidence for 

association could be due to several reasons.  First, the association analysis was conducted using 

all quality controlled genotype information from the Affymetrix Axiom 1.0 array which only 

effectively tags half of common haplotypes in our linkage regions.  It is likely that the array 

density was not sufficient to capture subtle allelic association in these regions. A second 

possibility is that there are multiple causative variants within these regions that contribute to 

ASD/SLI susceptibility.  Alternatively, there may be a contribution of rare variants that can only 

be detected through deep sequencing to ASD/SLI susceptibility. 

This study aims to investigate the possibility that the genetic map was not of sufficient 

density to capture evidence for association.  Seven candidate genes were selected from our 

linkage regions using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis.  These genes were fine mapped and analyzed 

for association to our defined phenotypes.  A lack of evidence for association in these genes 

would lend support to the possibility of multiple and/or rare causative variants.   

Materials and Methods: 

Participants 

This study included the 78 families (375 individuals) from the NJLAGS cohort that were 

included in our preliminary linkage analysis [Bartlett et al., 2013], Chapter 6).  All families in the 

NJLAGS study contained at least one individual with Autistic Disorder and at least one other 

individual who met criteria for SLI.  All families were recruited from the New Jersey area and 
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were required to have at least 5 participating family members with English as their primary 

language.  The 78 families were subdivided into 3 Tiers.  Tier I (n = 53 families; 269 individuals) 

met the strictest NJLAGS criteria of containing one autism proband and at least one additional 

family member meeting the study criteria for SLI.  Tier II (n = 7 families; 29 individuals) did not 

have a strict SLI proband, but had at least two individuals diagnosed with an ASD.  Tier III (n = 11 

families; 53 individuals) had an ASD proband and at least one individual with a social impairment 

or OCD.  The remaining 7 families were trios with the following proband breakdown: one ASD 

and one SLI proband (n = 1 family), one ASD proband and one individual with a social 

impairment (n = 1 family), and ASD only (n = 5 families). 

Phenotypes 

 Five phenotypes were derived from the NJLAGS testing battery (See Appendix 3; 

Supplemental Figure 3A.1) for use in linkage and association analyses ([Bartlett et al., 2013], 

Chapter 6).  For the phenotypes defined below, a significant history of language/reading 

difficulties was defined as >2 years of intervention and/or childhood diagnosis of language 

and/or reading impairment. 

 1) Language Impairment (LI) was defined as an age appropriate CELF-4 core standard 

score ≤ 85, or at least 1 SD below the standard score on ≥ 60% of all language subtest scores 

with a significant history of language/reading difficulties.  The language subtests included age 

appropriate CELF-4 subtests,  CASL subtests (Ambiguous Sentences, Inferences, Nonliteral 

Language, Pragmatic Judgment, and Meaning from Context), and CTOPP subtests (Elision and 

Nonword Repetition). 
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 2) Reading Impairment (RI) was defined as a score of at least one SD below the standard 

mean on at least 60% of the WRMT subtests (Word Identification and Word Attack), the GORT-4 

comprehension standard score, and GORT-4 overall reading quotient. 

 3) Social Impairment – Dichotomous (SRS-DT) was defined using the raw scores on the 

Social Responsiveness Scale.  Both the original SRS and a modified adult version of the SRS were 

analyzed.  Raw scores were used to define affectedness since the adult version was not 

standardized at the time of assessment.  The cut-off for a dichotomous social deficit was 54 for 

males and 45 for females.  These raw scores are equivalent to the T-score >60 criteria used to 

identify mild-moderate impairment in children. 

 4) Social Impairment – Quantitative (SRS-QT) was a quantitative trait based on the raw 

scores from the SRS.  Both the child and adult versions of the SRS were included. 

 5) Obsessive/Compulsive Behaviors (YBOCS) was defined based on the percent of 

maximum possible score for the compulsions and obsessions scales of the adult, child and PDD 

versions of the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (YBOCS). 

 Each of these phenotypes were analyzed with (+ASD) and without (-ASD) the ASD 

proband included as affected.  Association analysis was also conducted using autism diagnosis 

only as the affection status for all markers. 

Selection of Candidate Genes for Fine Mapping Analysis 

 Genes within the linkage regions were identified using the UCSC Genome Browser (NCBI 

B37 assembly).  A total of 587 genes reside within the linkage regions identified in Bartlett et al., 

2013 (Chapter 6).  Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA, Ingenuity® Systems, www.ingenuity.com) 

was used to categorize and prioritize candidate genes identified in our linkage regions by their 
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function.  In order to model the domains of autism, the five linkage regions were combined into 

four groups (Table 7.1): Communication Impairment (LI+RI), Social Impairment (SRS-QT+SRS-DT), 

Restricted/Repetitive Behaviors (YBOCS), and Autism (LI+RI+SRS-QT+SRS-DT+YBOCS).  Each 

group was analyzed using the Core Analysis of IPA, which utilizes a right-tailed Fischer’s exact 

test to identify the most common functions and pathways in a list of molecules.   Genes that 

were implicated in functions and canonical pathways involved in ‘Nervous System Development 

and Function’, ‘Neurological Disorders’, and ‘Psychological Disorders’ were given a ranking score 

corresponding to number of relevant functions and pathways identified in IPA.  Each analysis 

group was ranked separately and each domain group was combined with the Autism group 

score for a final ranked value.  The Autism list was supplemented with functional information 

from the DAVID Functional Cluster Analysis [Huang et al., 2009a, 2009b] and pathway 

information from KEGG Pathway Analysis [Kanehisa and Goto, 2000; Kanehisa et al., 2012]. 

Genes with a ranking score above 5 were further prioritized by supporting literature findings for 

a total of 7 candidate genes (Table 7.2). 

 

 

 

Table 7. 1: Division of Linkage Regions into Domains 
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SNP Selection and Genotyping 

Tag SNPs were selected using HapMap (HapMap Data Rel 24 Phase 1 & 2 – full dataset, 

NCBI B36 assembly, dbSNP b126) using the CEU population with a minor allele frequency (MAF) 

cuttoff ≥ 0.05 and r2 < 0.80 for each gene region including 10kb upstream and downstream 

flanking regions.  Tag SNPs were supplemented with markers from SNPbrowser (version 4.0, 

Applied Biosystems) and were validated using dbSNP [Sherry et al., 2001].  A total of 189 SNPs 

were selected for fine mapping analysis. 

Multiplex PCR design templates were prepared for each SNP by extracting 500 bp of 

flanking upstream and downstream sequences from the current human genome build (hg19, 

Feb. 2009) and substituting all known neighboring SNPs obtained from dbSNP ( Sherry et al., 

2001; dbSNP Build ID: 131) with their respective IUB codes.  Candidate primers were extracted 

from these flanks based on several criteria: (1) they did not overlap with neighboring SNPs; (2) 

they lacked simple tandem and inverted repeat elements; (3) their predicted melting 

temperatures fell within a 2°C range; and (4) they yielded a minimal number of secondary 

alignments when subjected to local BLAST analysis [The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 

 

 

All positions and tag SNPs were obtained from NCBI Build 37. 

Table 7. 2: Prioritized List of Genes Selected for Fine Mapping.  
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2010].  These filtered candidates were used to generate multiplex PCR primer sets for panels 

that ranged in size from 14 to 36 SNPs.  For each multiplex panel, primer compatibility was 

enforced by requiring that no two PCR primers shared 3’-to-3’-end homology greater than 2 bp 

and that no given PCR primer had greater than 6 bp of homology between its 3’ terminus and 

the internal region of any other primer.  Amplicon sizes ranged from 98 bp to 434 bp. 

SNPs were genotyped using the oligonucleotide ligation detection assay described in 

Bruse et al., 2008, that has been optimized to work in the 384 microtitre format.  The 30 µL PCR 

reaction was scaled down to 20 µL to accommodate the smaller well volume of the 384 

microtitre plate.  The smaller reaction mixture contained 40 ng of genomic DNA, 1U AmpliTaq 

Gold® DNA polymerase, 10x reaction buffer (provided with AmpliTaq Gold®), 2.5 mM MgCl 

(Applied Biosystems), 200 µM dNTPs, and 3.33 pmol of each PCR primer, though thermocycling 

conditions remain unchanged. The OLA reaction volume was scaled up to 20 µL from 15 µL to 

allow for the use of a Perkin Elmer – Janus® Automated Workstation, using the original 

thermocycling conditions [Bruse et al., 2008].  The increased OLA reaction mixture contains 2 µL 

of the PCR product, 3 U of Taq DNA Ligase (New England Biolabs), 10 nM of each OLA probe, and 

a 10X reaction buffer (provided with the Taq DNA Ligase). The bead hybridization and 

fluorescent labeling steps remain as described in Bruse et al., 2008.  

In preparation for association analysis, the genotype data were cleaned for missingness 

by marker and by individual.  Using cut-offs of >5% missing marker data and >15% missing 

individual data, no SNPs or individuals were removed and the total assay failure rate was 3.8%.  

PedCheck [O’Connell and Weeks, 1998] was used to identify Mendelian errors and Merlin 

[Abecasis et al., 2002] was used to identify unlikely double recombination events yielding an 

overall error rate of 0.45%.  While any SNP showing an error was removed for the entire family, 
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no families were eliminated due to excessive Mendelian or recombination errors.  Following this 

cleaning procedure, there was a total missingness rate of 4.3%.  It should be noted that the 

overall missingness rate for JAG2 was 9.75%, which may skew association analysis (Table 7.3).  

Three SNPs were removed from analysis due to departures from Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium (p-

value < 0.01). 

Statistical Analysis 

All analyses were conducted using the software package KELVIN V2.4.0. Evidence for 

linkage was calculated using the PPL [Huang et al., 2006; Vieland, 2006, 1998]; the PPLD  was 

used to calculate evidence for association.  Genetic distances were obtained from the Rutgers 

genetic map (http://compgen.rutgers.edu/mapopmat; release 10/09/06; [Matise et al., 2007]).  

The PPL is a Bayesian statistical measure of linkage that is designed to accumulate evidence for 

or against linkage for complex traits.  The PPL is parameterized in terms of a general 

approximating likelihood and utilizes a dichotomous trait model with an admixture parameter 

(α) representing the proportion of ‘linked’ pedigrees, the disease allele frequency (p), and the 

penetrance vector (fi).  The parameters of the trait model are integrated out of the algorithm, 

making this method of linkage analysis essentially model-free.   The likelihood also contains the 

recombination fraction ( ) and the standardized LD parameter (D’) as two location parameters.  

The PPL incorporates a prior probability of linkage of 2% [Vieland, 1998], therefore, PPL values 

 

 

Table 7. 3: Error Rate and Percentage of Missingness of Candidate Gene Fine Mapping 

http://compgen.rutgers.edu/mapopmat
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greater than 2% indicate evidence in favor of linkage, while PPL values less than 2% indicate 

evidence against linkage for that particular locus.  As this measure can be interpreted directly as 

a probability, corrections for multiple testing are not required.  Furthermore, the PPL is a 

measure of evidence without inherent significance levels.  A PPL of 40%, therefore, can be 

interpreted as evidence that there is a 40% probability of a trait locus at the given marker 

[Elston and Lange, 1975].  

As all markers selected reside within an already identified region of linkage, evidence for 

association was calculated using Posterior Probability of Linkage Disequilibrium Given Linkage 

(PPLD|L).  This function uses a prior probability of linkage of 100%.  As the highest PPL value 

identified in our linkage scan was 57%, the PPLD|L provides an inflated measurement of 

evidence for association.  Therefore, any PPLD|L value >2% was scaled using the Combined 

Posterior Probability of Linkage Disequilibrium (cPPLD).  This function uses the PPL values 

identified in the original linkage analysis as the prior probability of linkage [Huang, 2011].     

AKT1 and JAG2 were analyzed using the SRS-DT phenotype.  FES, NTRK3, PTPN9, and 

SEMA7A were analyzed using the LI phenotype.  SCCN1B was analyzed using the RI phenotype.  

All regions were analyzed using with (+ASD) and without (-ASD) the ASD diagnosis included in 

the affection status.  All regions were also analyzed for ASD diagnosis only.  Three analyses were 

conducted for each set: Tier I only, Tier I+II, Tier I+II+III to assess the effect of proband type. 

Assessment of Sample Power 

To assess the power of the sample to detect association, KELVIN was run using 

genotypes simulated by SLINK [Huang et al., 2007; Vieland and Huang, 2003].   Haplotypes that 

included one SNP disease marker and a SNP in LD with the disease marker (D’ = 0.80) were 

generated for the NJLAGS dataset.  The maximized models for each linkage region were used as 
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the genetic models for SLINK (Table 7.4).  The percentage of unlinked families was varied from 

0% to 100% in increments of 10% to model the heterogeneity.  One hundred replicates were 

generated under each set of parameters and each was analyzed for association using the KELVIN 

framework described above.  All replicates were conducted using estimations of the prevalence 

of each phenotype in the NJLAGS dataset.  The LI+ASD and SRS-DT+ASD prevalence was 17% and 

the RI+ASD was 20%. As the LI and RI linkage analyses were conducted for Tier I only, the LI+ASD 

and RI+ASD phenotypes were analyzed for Tier I and Tier I+II+III.  SRS-DT+ASD phenotype was 

analyzed for Tier I+II+III in the linkage analysis and all simulations. 

  

 

 

DGF: Disease Gene Frequency 

Table 7. 4:  Maximized linkage models for LI, RI, SRS-DT 
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Table 7. 5: Relevant Functions and Canonical Pathways Identified by IPA Core Analysis 

 

Figure 7. 1: Comparison of IPA Core Analyses of all 
three domains to the Autism model 

Results:  

Selection of Candidate Genes 

 IPA was used to identify genes within our linkage regions that have functions that may 

be related to autism and language impairment.  IPA identified 75 relevant functions and 13 

canonical pathways for the 

genes in Communication 

Impairment group.  For the 

Social Impairment group, 21 

functions and 31 canonical 

pathways were identified.  The 

Restricted/Repetitive Behavior 

group identified 6 functions.  

When all of these groups were 

combined into the overall 
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Table 7. 6: IPA functions and pathways of candidate genes selected for fine mapping analysis  

 

Autism Model, 67 functions and 16 canonical pathways were identified.  The most relevant 

functions and canonical pathways are listed in Table 7.5.  Figure 7.1 compares the contribution 

of each domain to functions involved in ‘Nervous System Development and Function’, 

‘Neurological Disease’, and ‘Psychological Disorders’.  All three groups and the Autism Model 

contribute to ‘Nervous System Development and Function’ while only the Communication 

Impairment group contributes to ‘Psychological Disorders’.  The Repetitive/Restricted Behavior 

group contributes strongly to ‘Neurological Disease’, however since this domain only 

encompassed 20 genes, the contribution is inflated.  A total of 15 functions were implicated only 

in the overall Autism Model but not in the individual groups alone.  Fifty functions were 

identified within the groups that were not identified in the overall Autism model. 

Each gene was ranked by the number of relevant IPA functions and pathways identified 

by the IPA core analysis and 7 candidate genes were selected for fine-mapping based on gene 

function (Table 7.6 and Appendix Table 7.1).  Two genes, AKT1 and JAG2, were selected from 

the SRS-DT linkage region on Chromosome 14q32.31. V-akt murine thymoma viral oncogene 
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homolog 1 (AKT1) encodes a serine-threonine protein kinase that mediates growth factor-

induced neuronal survival.  Jagged 2 (JAG2) encodes a ligand that functions in the Notch 

signaling pathway, which is important in embryonic development.  A total of four genes, NTRK3, 

PTPN9, FES, and SEMA7A, were selected as candidate genes from the LI linkage region on 

Chromosome 15q23-26.2.   Protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-receptor type 9 (PTPN9) encodes 

a member of the protein tyrosine phosphatase family and is known to regulate cell growth and 

division and differentiation.  Semaphorin 7A (SEMA7A) encodes a protein that functions in 

glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchoring and has be implicated in axonal branching, neurite 

outgrowth, and neural development.  Feline sarcoma oncogene (FES) encodes a tyrosine-specific 

protein kinase that is required for the maintenance of cellular transformation and axonal 

guidance signaling.  Neurotrophic tyrosine kinase, receptor, type 3 (NTRK3) encodes a 

membrane-bound receptor implicated in pathways including those for cell differentiation and 

development of neurons. One gene, SCNN1b, was selected from the RI linkage region on 

Chromosome 16p12.3.  Sodium channel, non-voltage-gated 1, beta subunit (SCNN1B) encodes 

the beta subunit of a non-voltage gated sodium channel that controls water balance and 

distribution of electrolytes. 

Association Results 

A total of 167 SNPs were analyzed for association. For all analyses, cPPLD analysis 

reduced the PPLD|L values yielding no evidence for association (data not shown). When using 

the strictest criteria of one autism proband and one SLI proband (Tier I), 5 markers yielded 

PPLD|L > 2% (Table 7.7).  For the SRS-DT+ASD phenotype, evidence for association strengthened 

for rs3784240 as Tiers II and III were included.  Evidence for association to the RI+ASD 

phenotype increased for rs7204560 when Tier II was included, but decreased when the social 

impairment Tier (Tier III) was included.  Association to the RI+ASD phenotype at rs8866113 and 
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rs8055868 remained constant at a PPLD|L = 3% for Tier I and II but decreased when Tier III was 

included.  There was minimal evidence for association to the LI+ASD phenotype for rs6496461 

(PPLD|L = 3%).  All other markers showed evidence against association (See Appendix 6; 

Supplemental Tables 6A.2-10). 

When ASD diagnosis was not included in the overall phenotype, the PPLD|L for 

rs3784240 decreased to 3% for all Tiers.  For rs7204560, association to RI only decreased only 

when Tier III was included in the analysis.  Evidence for association increased for three SNPs: 

rs6496461 (LI), rs886113 (RI), and rs8055868 (RI).  The inclusion of Tier III decreased the 

evidence for association in all three SNPs.  For rs3784432 and rs16941171, the exclusion of ASD 

diagnosis yielded evidence against association (Table 7.7).   

When association to ASD diagnosis only was tested, rs6496461, rs886113, rs8055868, 

and rs7204560 showed evidence against association in all Tier groups.  Evidence for association 

at rs3784240 was neutral.  However, evidence for association to ASD diagnosis was positive at 

rs3784432 and rs16941171 (Table 7.7). 

 

 

Table 7. 7:  PPLD|L Results for Fine Mapping of Candidate Genes 
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Discussion: 

Candidate Gene Selection 

 Genome-wide linkage analysis of the NJLAGS families yielded several findings on three 

chromosomes.  A total of 587 genes reside within these linkage regions.  As genome-wide 

association analysis did not provide strong evidence for association, candidate genes from these 

regions were selected for fine mapping analysis.  The Core Analysis of IPA was used to prioritize 

the list of genes.  Current genetic models of ASD propose that susceptibility to autism may be 

the result of a collection of variants contributing to each specific phenotypic domains of autism 

and that this polygenic collection of variants contributes to ASD susceptibility as a whole.  To 

model this hypothesis, the linkage regions were analyzed in IPA in groups according to the 

domains of autism and combined into an overall autism model.  IPA analysis of the overall 

autism model resulted in the identification of genes that function in axonal guidance, neuregulin 

signaling, and controlling the quantity of neurons. While the autism model represents these 

functions, each domain contributes to specific categories of functions within “Nervous System 

Development and Function”.  The Communication Impairment Domain specifically contributes 

to the “Axonal Guidance Signaling Pathway”.  This domain is also the sole contributor to the 

“Psychological Disorders” functional category in IPA.  The Social Impairment Domain contains 

genes that function in the “Neuregulin Signaling Pathway” and the “Reelin Signaling Pathway.”  

This domain also has a strong contribution to the control of the quantity of neurons.  The 

Restricted/Repetitive Behaviors Domain only contained 20 genes causing a low membership 

within the IPA canonical pathways, but did contribute to the “Neurological Disorders” functional 

category in IPA.  The contribution of the domain groups to specific aspects of the functions 

identified by the autism model supports the polygenetic model hypothesis. 
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Association Findings 

 While evidence for association to LI, RI, and SRS-DT phenotypes was minimal at best, 

subtle differences between each analysis are worth noting.  The LI phenotype successfully 

identified linkage on Chromosome 15q25.1.  Like our genome-wide association analysis using 

the Affymetrix Axiom array, fine mapping of 4 candidate genes in this region did not result in 

strong evidence for association.  Overall, analyses in these regions produced evidence against 

association.  The increase in evidence for association to the LI only phenotype for rs6496461 in 

Tiers I and I+II suggests that the LI diagnosis is a stronger contributor to association than the ASD 

diagnosis at this marker.  The RI phenotype produced variable results for the different Tiers with 

and without the inclusion of ASD.  The RI+ASD phenotype yielded the strongest findings for the 

entire dataset when including the ASD diagnosis.  When ASD was not included in the affection 

status, there was a decrease in evidence for association to the RI phenotype when the Tier III 

families were included.  The set of families in Tier I meets the strictest criteria for RI, while RI is 

not a requirement for Tiers II and III.  Tiers II and III do have a strong ASD requirement, which 

may explain the consistent findings for RI+ASD in all three Tiers.  The decreased evidence for 

Tier III also suggests that these families have fundamental genetic differences from Tiers I and II.  

The difference in Tiers also explains the variability in association findings for the SRS-DT 

phenotype at rs3784240.  The strongest association findings for the SRS-DT+ASD phenotype 

included the Tier III families, which have social impairment as a requirement.  As social 

impairment is a main characteristic of ASD, it is not surprisingly that there was a decrease 

evidence for association to SRS-DT without the inclusion of ASD diagnosis.  The lower evidence 

for association to the ASD only phenotype in this SNP suggests that the SRS-DT and ASD 

diagnosis both contribute to the association signal seen in the SRS-DT+ASD analysis. 
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 Despite the subtle differences in the results of each analysis, there was an 

overwhelming lack of evidence for association in this study.  This lack of evidence does not fully 

discredit the hypothesis that the Axiom array utilized in our genome scan was not sufficiently 

dense enough to capture all LD information, as only 7 of the 587 genes located within the 

linkage regions were tested.  Furthermore, these genes were selected primarily based on known 

function, not PPL value.  Analysis of genes directly under the highest linkage peaks may yield 

more positive evidence for association.  Another possibility is that the modest sample size limits 

power to detect common variants of small effect.  Simulation analysis of recessive and dominant 

model parameters for each phenotype yielded variable power to detect association (Appendix 6; 

Supplemental Figure 6A.1 and 6A.2).  Association is detectable for dominant models with a DGF 

> 5% and moderate to high disease risk for all three phenotypes.  However, the NJLAGS sample 

does not have sufficient power to detect association under recessive models with low to 

moderate disease risk using the LI, RI, or SRS-DT phenotypes.  Despite the variable power for 

generalized models, all of the maximized models for linkage regions identified for LI, RI, and SRS-

DT had more than 80% power to detect association (Table 7.4 and Supplemental Figure 6A.3; 

Appendix 6).  Five of the seven maximized linkage models were recessive models with medium 

to high disease risk.  Both LI Model 2 and RI Model 1 are fully penetrant recessive models with a 

DGF = 80%; which is biologically unlikely for complex disorders like ASD and SLI.  Simulation 

analysis of these two models produces strong power to detect association due to the extreme 

disease risk associated with these parameters.  The remaining two maximized models (LI models 

1 and 3) are dominant models with medium to high disease risk; these models have more tha 

80% power to detect association in the NJLAGS families.  Since the evidence for linkage in every 

region was under a model of homogeneity (α = 1), it is unlikely that the lack of evidence for 

association is due to low sample power in these regions.  
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The lack of evidence for association in these genes lends support to the role of allelic 

heterogeneity and association analyses generally have not been replicated [Abrahams and 

Geschwind, 2008].  Individually, common variants that have been identified exhibit small effects 

on the risk for ASD [Anney et al., 2012] but may exhibit larger additive effects as a group [Klei et 

al., 2012].  Most recently, investigators have begun to evaluate the role of rare variants in ASD 

through the use of high throughput sequencing.  Like association analyses, these studies have 

identified many single-instance variants with small effect on the risk for ASD [Sanders et al., 

2012; Neale et al., 2012; O’Roak et al., 2011].  Association studies have been more successful in 

SLI studies with consistent findings with CNTNAP2, FOXP2, and FOXP1 [Newbury et al., 2010].  

However, there is also a high degree of allelic heterogeneity in SLI.  The role of allelic 

heterogeneity across disorders is uncharacterized for ASD and SLI.  As genetic studies have 

identified a link between ASD and SLI in CNTNAP2, there may also be a link between genetic 

variants that are relevant to both ASD and SLI.  It is also possible that SLI and ASD have some of 

the same key genes in pathogenesis but not the same underlying variants or molecular 

mechanisms.  This hypothesis cannot be directly addressed until functional alleles have been 

associated with each disorder.   

Conclusions: 

 NJLAGS is the first study to investigate the shared genetics between ASD and SLI.  The 

NJLAGS study design successfully developed phenotypes that measure language, reading, and 

social impairments, as well as obsessive-compulsive behaviors in families ascertained for ASD 

and SLI.  Each of these phenotypes yielded strong evidence for linkage but did not show 

evidence for association.  Functional analysis of the genes within each linkage region supports a 

polygenic model for ASD where a collection of variants contributes to each specific domain of 

ASD.  The lack of evidence for association in these regions suggests that the shared genetics that 
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contribute to ASD and SLI susceptibility is not due to a collection of common variants, although 

this study did not comprehensively assess all genes under the linkage peaks, so the possibility of 

common variants in genes that were not tested cannot be excluded.  Future studies will work to 

identify rare variants in the NJLAGS families that contribute to the genetics of ASD and SLI. 
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Chapter 8: Discussion  

Review of Major Findings 

 The overall goal of these studies was to use communication impairments in the creation 

of endophenotypes for autism in order to reduce the heterogeneity in our genetic analyses.  The 

communication domain of autism can manifest as either a speech impairment characterized by 

non-verbal, minimally verbal or unintelligible speech or language impairment (receptive and/or 

expressive) ranging in severity and type.  Speech is the verbal means of communicating that 

includes articulation, voice, and fluency while language, refers to understanding what words 

mean, how to put words together, and the use of the appropriate word combinations in 

different situations.  The studies presented in this thesis identified several speech and language 

phenotypes in families who were ascertained for autism.  Chapters 2 and 3 focused on two 

motor speech phenotypes (with and without specifying for language comprehension) in 

nonverbal individuals from multiplex autism families.  Chapters 4-7 place emphasis on language 

impairments in the New Jersey Language and Autism Genetics Study (NJLAGS) sample.  NJLAGS 

specifically investigated oral language impairments (syntax, semantics, phonology, and 

pragmatics) and written language impairments (decoding, comprehension, reading fluency, and 

spelling), as both represent discreet forms of language impairments.  Each of these 

communication phenotypes yielded evidence for linkage in non-overlapping regions, but did not 

produce strong evidence for association. 

Reduction of Sample Heterogeneity 

 The work presented in these studies strives to reduce the genetic heterogeneity of 

autism samples by utilizing several methods of phenotype development.   Our first study utilized 

a hybrid of two methods of heterogeneity reduction in the Autism Genetics Resource Exchange 
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(AGRE) dataset.  We stratified the sample into clinically more similar groups by verbal ability.  In 

order to do this, we developed two non-verbal motor speech phenotypes from variables in the 

Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R).  Our second study sought to investigate the shared 

genetics between Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) and Specific Language Impairment (SLI) by 

developing communication phenotypes that are specific to the NJLAGS sample.  Both of these 

studies defined communication endophenotypes of autism that successfully met the 5 criteria 

set forth by Gottesman et al., 2003.   

The first criterion of an endophenotype is the association of the trait with the disorder 

in question.  Communication impairments (phonology, structure, content, or pragmatic) 

comprise the definition of the communication impairment domains of ASD and are therefore, 

associated with ASD.  The Nonverbal Motor Speech Disorder (NVMSD) phenotypes were defined 

based on the ADI-R, which is an assessment of ASD diagnosis.  Similarly, the Language 

Impairment (LI) and Reading Impairment (RI) phenotypes defined in the NJLAGS sample were 

based on assessments that are used to diagnose SLI, therefore supporting the association of 

these endophenotypes with SLI.  The Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) and Yale Brown 

Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (YBOCS) phenotypes were designed as secondary endophenotypes 

for measurement of the Broad Autism Phenotype (BAP) in the NJLAGS samples.  As these 

families were ascertained for ASD and SLI, there is an increased loading for BAP traits among the 

family members in this dataset. 

The NVMSD and NJLAGS phenotypes met the second endophenotype criterion of being 

heritable within the study sample.  While heritability analysis was not conducted on the NVMSD 

phenotypes, this study required the presence of two probands, who were frequently siblings, in 

order to increase the genetic loading of the NVMSD traits within the families.  Chapter 5 
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presents the heritability analysis of the testing variables used to define the communication 

phenotypes in the NJLAGS dataset [Bartlett et al., 2012].   

Third, each endophenotype should be state-independent, meaning that the trait 

manifests in an individual despite current disease activity.  The ASD status of an individual is a 

life-long diagnosis.  However, this criterion is not directly applicable to the ASD status of an 

individual, but rather the communication impairment itself.  By definition, the NVMSD 

phenotypes exist despite one’s ASD diagnosis.  However, NVMSD represents the one of the 

most severe forms of communication impairment, often persisting throughout one’s lifetime 

and, in this study, coincides with ASD diagnosis.  On the other hand, the language phenotypes 

defined in the NJLAGS sample can be variable on a longitudinal scale.  Often, an individual with a 

language impairment may learn to compensate for their disability as an adult.  In order to 

account for this compensation, higher order language tests, such as the Comprehension 

Assessment of Simple Language (CASL), were included in the definition of the language 

impairment phenotype and history of the impairment in terms of interventions and delayed 

language as a child were incorporated into the disease status.  The SRS and YBOCS phenotypes 

are both measures of a snapshot in time of an individual’s impairment.  While the stability of 

these phenotypes was not measured over time in this sample, the snapshot assumes a state-

independent trait. 

The fourth requirement is that the endophenotype should co-segregate with the disease 

of interest.  Even though the NVMSD phenotypes were defined using variables from the ADI-R, 

the NVMSD assessment was determined despite ASD diagnosis.  However, of the 643 individuals 

who met the criteria for NVMSD:ALL 99% also met diagnostic criteria for ASD.  As the purpose of 

the analyses of the NJLAGS dataset is to investigate the shared genetics of ASD and SLI, the 
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phenotypes must segregate with both disorders.  Of the verbal individuals with ASD in the 

NJLAGS sample 68% met criteria for LI and 48% met the criteria for RI.  When nonverbal 

individuals with ASD were included as impaired, 86% met criteria for LI and 83% met criteria for 

RI.  While these phenotypes clearly co-segregate with ASD, the co-segregation of the SLI 

proband with the LI and RI phenotypes is inherent by definition.  A total of 94% of the ASD 

probands met the cutoff for the SRS-DT phenotype. Approximately 20% of individuals without 

ASD who met criteria for LI or RI also met the criteria for SRS-DT.  The low co-segregation of SRS-

DT with SLI is not surprising, as pragmatic difficulties only persist in subsets of individuals with 

SLI.   

The final criterion for an endophenotype is the increased prevalence of the trait in the 

dataset than in the general population.  Both of these datasets were enriched for ASD and 

communication impairments.  The rate of NVMSD:ALL in the entire AGRE database was 11%, 

which is remarkably higher than the estimated prevalence of 0.46% in the general population 

(Chapter 3).  As stated in Chapter 4, the rate of LI and RI (42%) in the NJLAGS dataset after 

accounting for ascertainment bias was higher than in the general population (7-8%) [Tomblin et 

al., 1997].  Excluding ASD probands, a higher rate of obsessive compulsive behaviors was 

reported in NJLAGS families (5-8% in children and 8-14% in adults) as compared to the reported 

rates of OCD in the U.S. population which are reported as 0.4% in children and 1% in adults 

[Kessler et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005; Weissman et al., 1994].  Similarly excluding ASD 

probands, there was a high rate of social impairments in the NJLAGS families (15-19%), which is 

higher than the rate in the general population (0.3%-1.4%) [Constantino and Todd, 2003]. 

The NVMSD, LI, and RI phenotypes successfully met all 5 criteria of an endophenotype.  

These phenotypes each characterized distinct linguistic levels of communication impairment 
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seen in ASD, including verbal ability and speech, structural language impairment, language 

comprehension and pragmatic use of language.   The secondary endophenotypes of social 

impairment and obsessive-compulsive behaviors rounded out the exploration of the shared 

genetics between ASD and SLI, by investigating the role of the BAP within these families. 

Linkage Findings 

  All linkage findings are listed in Table 8.1.  Linkage analysis of the NVMSD 

endophenotypes produced several novel linkage signals.  Analysis of NVMSD:ALL in the AGRE 

database yielded evidence for linkage on Chromosomes 1q24.2, 3q25.31, 4q22.3, 5p12, 5q33.1, 

17p12, 17q11.2, and 17q22.  With the exception of the regions on Chromosome 17, none of 

these linkage regions have been implicated in ASD or in language impairment prior to this study.  

Our linkage regions on Chromosome 17 overlap with linkage scans of the AGRE database [Stone 

et al., 2004; Cantor et al., 2005; Yonan et al., 2003; Bartlett et al., 2005; McCauley et al., 2005].  

This is not surprising due to the large area encompassed by our linkage region on Chromosome 

17 and also due to the overlap in AGRE samples among studies.  Sequential updating of all 

linkage regions with additional AGRE families strengthened evidence for linkage in the following 

regions: 1q24.2, 3q25.31, 4q22.3, 5p12, and 17q22.  The addition of genetic evidence from 

these families decreased evidence for linkage on 17p12 and 17q11.2.  This finding suggests that 

there is a degree of genetic heterogeneity in these families for this region.  This hypothesis is 

supported by an meta-analysis of several linkage scans of the AGRE database that revealed a 

significant amount of between-scan heterogeneity in this region [Trikalinos et al., 2006]. 

 Despite the fact that the NVMSD:C sample is a subset of NVMSD:ALL sample, linkage 

analysis of both phenotypes did not yield overlapping regions.  The NVMSD:C phenotype is a 

more narrowly defined nonverbal phenotype than the NVMSD:ALL, specifying that the individual 
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Table 8. 1: Linkage regions identified using communication endophenotypes of 
autism. 

clearly understands language, but cannot physically reciprocate verbal communication.  This 

definition is more is more closely related to the characteristics for Childhood Apraxia of Speech 

(CAS) which is a motor speech disorder that involves poor motor planning and results in speech 

output with compromised intelligibility.  Genome-wide linkage analysis of NVMSD:C yielded 

evidence for linkage was on 4p15.2 and 21q22.2.  The identification of linkage regions that are 
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exclusive to NVMSD:C supports the hypothesis that a general nonverbal phenotype is distinct 

from a nonverbal phenotype with language comprehension. 

 The exclusivity of linkage signals for distinct phenotypes is echoed in the NJLAGS linkage 

analyses.  The analysis of each endophenotype yielded evidence for linkage in non-overlapping 

regions: 13q21.2 (YBOCS), 14q32.31 (SRS-QT), 15q25.1 (LI), 15q26.2 (SRS-DT) and 16p12.3 (RI).  

By including ASD diagnosis in the phenotype as ‘affected’ for each linkage analysis, we were able 

to directly investigate shared loci between ASD and the phenotype of interest.  If there were not 

a connection between the phenotype and ASD, then no evidence for linkage would be obtained.  

As each phenotype yielded evidence for linkage in distinct regions, there was also evidence for 

independent genetic connections between ASD and LI, RI, social impairments, and obsessive-

compulsive behaviors, respectively.  This evidence supports a genetic link between ASD and SLI 

within these families.  Furthermore, the evidence supports a polygenic model for ASD where 

distinct collections of variants contribute to the impairments in each domain of ASD.  Overall, 

the evidence for linkage in both the AGRE and NJLAGS samples supports the use of our defined 

endophenotypes to identify linkage by reducing the heterogeneity of our samples. 

Effectiveness of Ingenuity Pathway Analysis 

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) is an effective tool for identifying known functions of 

biological molecules.  IPA specializes in the identification of networks that connect a given set of 

molecules from several types of datasets including gene lists, expression data, microRNA 

targets, variant analysis, and drug interactions.  In the studies presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 7, 

IPA’s Core Analysis was utilized in a unique way to prioritize a list of candidate genes from 

several linkage analyses.  The Core Analysis of IPA uses a Fischer’s Exact Test to identify 

functions and canonical pathways that are unique to a given list of molecules.  There are several 
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advantages to the use of IPA.  First, the IPA Knowledge Base is a curated database of biological 

and chemical information on thousands of biological molecules and chemicals.  The Knowledge 

Base provides the foundation of all of the computations performed in IPA and is updated 

frequently to provide the most up-to-date and accurate information.  Second, the Knowledge 

Base includes canonical pathways that are well established in the scientific community.  The 

Core Analysis identifies the pathways that are highly represented by the molecules in a given 

list.  Third, the networks identified by IPA are not limited to direct connections and take into 

account cell type, species specificity, directionality, and mutations/modifications.  Finally, IPA 

allows the user to input unpublished data and customized pathways, making analyses flexible to 

user needs.  An important limitation of the use in IPA in these studies is the confinement of the 

analysis to coding regions located within the linkage regions.  It is possible that the region 

responsible for a linkage signal is located within an intergenic, regulatory region that acts either 

in cis or trans within a biological pathway.  It is important to note that the candidate gene 

selection procedure conducted with IPA is only a means of data reduction as a place to begin 

follow-up investigations. 

 In the analyses in Chapters 2 and 3, IPA was used to prioritize a list of 645 genes from 

the NVMSD:ALL linkage regions for candidate gene selection.  The functional analysis of these 

genes produced 502 functions, 24 of which were directly related to “Nervous System 

Development and Function.”  As many of the identified functions were general or unrelated to 

neurological disorders, candidate genes were selected only if the functions identified were 

directly related to “Nervous System Development and Function”, “Neurological Disorders”, or 

“Psychological Disorders”.  One inherent limitation to this approach is the exclusion of potential 

candidate genes with immunological or metabolic functions.  While the studies in Chapters 2 

and 3 did not utilize the ranking system devised in Chapter 7, control analyses were conducted 
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to eliminate potential false positive results.  False positives may arise from over-representation 

of a gene or function within the Knowledge Base.  As only curated published findings are 

included in the Knowledge Base, over-representation could occur for functions or disorders that 

have been extensively investigated.  The Fischer’s Exact Test conducted by the Core Analysis 

does take this into account; however, the control analyses were designed to help to eliminate 

bias overrepresentation of a function in the IPA Knowledge Base.  Another potential bias toward 

false positives is the analysis of a region that contains multiple variants of a large gene family.  

Each member of the gene family is analyzed as an independent entity, while it may be more 

appropriate to treat the family members as one unit that contributes to a biological function as 

a group.  As a final control, the results from IPA were compared to the results obtained from the 

Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) [Huang et al., 2009b] 

and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [Kanehisa and Goto, 2000; Kanehisa et 

al., 2012].  As each utility has distinct ontology nomenclature, direct comparison between IPA, 

DAVID, and KEGG is difficult.  Therefore, these utilities were merely used as a means of 

comparison. 

 The analysis in Chapter 7 differs from that of Chapters 2 and 3 in that a ranking system 

was devised to select candidate genes.  This helps to circumvent the arbitrary threshold that IPA 

imposes as a statistical cut-off for functions.  As each NJLAGS phenotype represents each 

domain of ASD, the linkage regions were analyzed separately by domain.  A combined autism 

model was also analyzed with all of the linkage regions.  Overall, the ranking system identified 

functions that were specific to each domain of autism as well as functions that were specific to 

autism as a whole.  While DAVID and KEGG were used as comparative tools in Chapters 2 and 3, 

the results from these utilities were included in the ranking system in Chapter 7.   
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Association Findings 

 Despite the strong evidence for linkage, evidence for genetic association was limited for 

all phenotypes.  Several hypotheses may explain the lack of association within these 

populations. For the genome-wide association analyses, it is possible that the genotyping assays 

used were not comprehensive enough to sufficiently tag all haplotypes.  The Affymetrix 5.0 SNP 

array effectively tags 65% of all common haplotypes genome-wide [Hodgkinson et al., 2008] and 

the Axiom 1.0 SNP array tags 56% of common haplotypes [Bartlett et al., 2013].  This hypothesis, 

however does not explain the lack of evidence for association in our fine mapping analyses.  

While it is possible that there is truly no association in these regions, it is also possible that our 

method of candidate gene selection was not inclusive enough.  An alternative hypothesis is that 

while the AGRE and NJLAGS samples were suitable for linkage analysis, the samples may not 

have sufficient power to detect association.  As presented in Chapter 3, the NVMSD:ALL sample 

had sufficient power to detect association as a whole.  However, the sample did not have 

sufficient power to detect association in the candidate gene regions based on the parameters 

defined by the maximized models of these regions.  The NJLAGS sample, on the other hand, had 

strong power to detect association based on the maximized models for each linkage region 

(Chapter 7).   

 A likely reason for the lack of association is allelic heterogeneity in ASD and, potentially, 

SLI genetics.  Genetic association identifies the relationship between a phenotype and common 

variants in a population.  The presence of multiple and/or rare variants that contribute to 

disease susceptibility would not be detected through association analysis.  Due to the general 

lack of positive and replicative findings in genome-wide association studies, this hypothesis has 

become increasingly more popular.  Furthermore, association analyses of candidate genes 

frequently produce conflicting results across different studies (reviewed in Freitag, 2007).  
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Through the studies conducted to date, it is estimated that 15-20% of ASD cases may be 

accounted for by rare de novo events that would not be detected through association analysis 

[Yu et al., 2013].  Neale et al., 2012 observed that genetic models that fit the data seen in these 

sequencing analyses support a polygenic model suggesting that the combination of variants, not 

the number of variants, contribute to ASD risk.  Overall, the rate and distribution of known de 

novo mutations in ASD probands does not deviate from that of the general population and a 

single observation of a mutation is not sufficient evidence to implicate a gene as a risk factor for 

ASD due to its small effect.  A study by Moreno-De-Luca et al., 2012, was able to add statistical 

support for several deleterious CNVs in ASD cohorts that may not have reached significance in 

smaller studies by combining CNV information from large clinical case-control cohorts.  The 

combination of studies that identify rare variants that contribute to ASD susceptibility may also 

add statistical support to these findings and identify the role of these variants in a polygenic 

model of ASD. 

Assessment of Power to Detect Association in the NVMSD and NJLAGS datasets 

 The NVMSD and NJLAGS cohorts are distinctive datasets with unique study designs.  

Both datasets are multiplex families that have been ascertained primarily for autism research.  

The multiplex study design allows for the study of inherited autism susceptibility factors with 

increased power, as opposed to de novo mutations that are commonly found in simplex 

populations.  Both datasets successfully identified linkage to the endophenotypes discussed 

above; however did not yield evidence for association.  As discussed in Chapter 3, the NVMSD 

dataset had sufficient power to detect association for dominant and recessive models with 

moderate to high disease risk.  Power to detect association was limited for models with low 

disease risk or a high percentage of unlinked families.  The maximized models for each NVMSD 

linkage region did not have more than 80% power to detect association due to the low disease 
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risk of each model.  The two models that had moderate to high disease risks were not successful 

for different reasons.  The first model, for the region containing NKX6-1, was only represented 

by three tag SNPs for fine mapping.  The second model, for the region containing LMX1A, was a 

dominant model with high penetrance.  This second model is not likely for the NVMSD dataset 

as, by definition, only offspring are affected for the NVMSD phenotypes. 

 While there was sufficient power for most models in the NVMSD families, the smaller 

sample size of NJLAGS families limits the power to detect association in this dataset.  The 

NJLAGS dataset has sufficient power to detect association for dominant models with moderate 

to high disease risk.  However, the NJLAGS dataset is more limited in its power to detect 

association for recessive models with low to moderate disease risk.  Unlike the power to detect 

association for the maximized models identified in NVMSD analyses, the NJLAGS dataset has 

sufficient power to detect association for each of the maximized models identified by the 

NJLAGS linkage analyses.  The majority of the maximized models are fully penetrant 

homogeneous recessive models (α = 1) with high risk.  Despite the limited power for recessive 

models, the combination of high disease risk and homogeneity contribute to the strong power 

to detect association for the maximized models in the NJLAGS families.  Like the LMX1A model 

in the NVMSD dataset, several of the maximized models for the NJLAGS linkage regions are 

biologically unlikely.  The fact that association was not detected with these models lends 

support for the role of multiple or rare variants in ASD and SLI.   

 The NVMSD and NJLAGS datasets have fundamentally different family structures that 

contribute to the difference in their power to detect association.  The NVMSD dataset has the 

strongest power to detect recessive models since there is lack of founders who are affected for 

the NVMSD phenotype.  Since the NJLAGS dataset was designed to increase the genetic loading 
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of language impairments in the family members of the ASD proband including parents, this 

dataset has the strongest power to detect dominant genetic models.  The lack of strong 

association findings in these datasets supports the role allelic heterogeneity in communication 

impairment in ASD.  

Future Directions 

Increased Sample Size 

 Analyses of the NJLAGS dataset currently consist of 51 complete families who meet the 

strictest criteria of at least one autism proband and one SLI proband.  These families represent a 

small percentage of all ASD families.  Over the next five years, 100 additional families will be 

recruited using relaxed criteria of an ASD proband (as opposed to a strict definition of Autistic 

Disorder) and one SLI proband in order to increase eligibility rates.  Alternatively, if no SLI 

proband is obtained, families will be eligible if they contain two ASD probands where at least 

one has a language learning impairment.  These additional families will be used to increase the 

power of the NJLAGS dataset and to investigate the role of communication impairment in a 

broader group of ASD families.  As shown in Chapter 3, increasing the sample size of the 

NVMSD:ALL phenotype added evidence for linkage for several linkage regions.  Previous linkage 

scans of the NJLAGS dataset can be sequentially updated with the additional families in order to 

assess the role of our current phenotypes.  As discussed in Chapters 3 and 7, the NVMSD and 

NJLAGS datasets had limited power to detect association.  Increasing the sample size will also 

increase the power of the sample to detect association.  In addition to increasing the sample 

size of the NJLAGS sample, a total of 7 families from the NJLAGS sample also meet the criteria 

for NVMSD:ALL.  With the recruitment of more broad definition families, it is likely that this 

number will increase.  Genetic evidence for linkage from these families can be added to the 

linkage analysis of the NVMSD families. 
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Assessment of Phenotype Stability 

 An important concept in endophenotype development is that ideal endophenotypes are 

a reflection of trait and not state; that is they should not fluctuate with course of illness or 

treatment but should reflect a steady state of underlying genetic liability.  Of the 5 

endophenotype criteria, this is the weakest point for the NVMSD and NJLAGS endophenotypes 

as each dataset provides a fixed representation of potentially dynamic traits.  One inherent 

limitation of the AGRE database is the static availability of phenotypic information.  Each 

assessment, while standardized, represents a snapshot in time of an individual’s clinical traits, 

and cannot be directly evaluated for phenotypic stability.  Unlike the AGRE database, the 

NJLAGS sample is collected and managed in-house, allowing for the possibility of sample 

reassessment.  Reassessment of the NJLAGS families will allow us to identify stable phenotypic 

measures.  This is particularly important for the language measures, which are standardized for 

specific age groups; a 10-year old subject does not receive the same set of subtests as a 14-year 

old subject.  Stable measures from the test battery should be given higher priority for continued 

genetic analyses.  In addition to age-specific standard scores, treatment and intervention 

programs for both autism and language impairment can affect an individual’s phenotype.  While 

these phenotypes may be variable, the identification of components of the autism or language 

impairment phenotypes that are amenable to therapy is valuable to the study of gene x 

intervention studies as candidate traits for future use in studies of the potential interaction 

between genetic factors and treatment response with the ultimate goal of personalized 

medicine.  Currently, the NJLAGS team plans on reassessing 25 ASD and SLI probands to test for 

phenotypic stability. 
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Investigation of the Role of Rare Variants in ASD and SLI 

 The lack of association findings in the NVMSD and NJLAGS dataset could be due to allelic 

heterogeneity or insufficient density of SNPs in strong linkage disequilibrium to single risk alleles 

at each locus.  Either possibility would limit power to detect association and can be addressed 

by direct sequencing of the genome.  Direct sequencing can be conducted on several coverage 

levels: targeted candidate regions (i.e. linkage regions, candidate genes), whole exome level, 

and whole genome level.  As discussed above, several studies have successfully identified rare 

variants in ASD probands through targeted and whole exome sequencing, which are limited to 

coding regions of the genome.  Alternatively, whole genome sequencing would not be limited to 

coding regions of the genome, allowing for variant discovery and increasing the likelihood of 

identifying a regulatory variant.  NJLAGS has recently obtained funding support for whole 

genome sequencing analysis of 25 unrelated ASD probands and has plans to expand this analysis 

to 25 additional unrelated SLI probands once funding is awarded.  This would be the first study 

of its kind to investigate the role of allelic heterogeneity in families that contain both ASD and 

SLI probands.  Following the identification of potential candidate variants, targeted sequencing 

and genotype verification will be conducted in family members of these selected probands. 

Conclusions 

 The unique design of our communication endophenotypes revealed underlying genetic 

connections between each phenotype and ASD.  Furthermore, the study designs effectively 

defined distinct endophenotypes that measure different aspects of communication impairment: 

speech, language, and reading.  This is evident as analysis of each phenotype yielded non-

overlapping linkage regions.  Future studies will assess the stability of these endophenotypes 

through reassessment of selected NJLAGS probands.  Even though we were unable to identify 

association to these phenotypes, it is an observation that is not uncommon in genetic studies of 
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ASD.  The lack of evidence for association supports the hypothesis that a combination of 

multiple and/or rare variants may contribute to ASD susceptibility and communication 

impairment.  This hypothesis will be investigated in the NJLAGS dataset via whole genome 

sequencing of ASD and SLI probands.   
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Appendix 1: Supplemental Materials for Chapter 2: Combined linkage and 

linkage disequilibrium analysis of a motor speech phenotype within 

families ascertained for autism risk loci 
  

  

 

Supplemental Table A2. 1: ADI-R variables used to develop motor speech  

phenotypes: NVMSD:ALL and NVMSD:C. 

 

 

 

Supplemental Table A2. 2: Sample demographics 
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Supplemental Tables 2A.3a and 2A.3b. NVMSD:ALL and NVMSD:C genes of interest identified by IPA core 

analysis. Each gene of interest was found to be significant by at least one of our 3 core analyses in IPA.  

Each analysis (narrow, intermediate, or broad) is independent of the others and is dependent solely on 

the list of genes specific to that definition and their functions.  As more genes are added by each 

definition, the number of functions increases and their frequency fluctuates between definitions.  This is 

why some genes may appear significant in one analysis, but not all three. 

 

Supplemental Table 2A.3a 
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Supplemental Table 2A.3b 
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Supplemental Tables 2A.4 a, b, and c: IPA Analysis Results. The number of genes analyzed for each 

analysis is dependent upon the number of genes that can be mapped to the IPA knowledge base.  Each 

core analysis produced a list of biological functions/diseases that are unique to the dataset.  From the list 

of significant functions and diseases, we identified functions that were related to nervous system 

development and function, psychological disorders, genetic disorders, and neurological disorders. The 

total number of relevant functions and candidate genes obtained for each analysis are listed in each table.  

The most prevalent relevant functions were tallied and the functions with more than 5 contributing genes 

are listed with the number of genes in parentheses.  The candidate genes identified in each analysis and 

the number of their relevant significant functions was tallied and the genes with more than 5 relevant 

functions are listed with the number of their significant functions in parentheses. 

 

Supplemental Table 2A.4a: NVMSD:ALL IPA Results.  Results from the core analysis of 645 genes located 

within the Intermediate definition of linkage regions in NVMSD:ALL.   
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Supplemental Table 2A.4b. Control Analysis: Gene Number (C:GN) results. Each C:GN analysis mimicked 

the intermediate definition of the NVMSD:ALL linkage regions by containing 645 genes selected at 

random from the NVMSD:ALL control regions.  From the 645 genes input into the core analysis of IPA, an 

average of 610 genes were mapped in the IPA knowledge base and were included in the core analysis.  
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Supplemental Table 2A.4c: Control Analysis: Gene Number Genome (C:GNG) results.  Each C:GNG 

analysis mimicked the intermediate definition of the NVMSD:ALL linkage regions by containing 645 genes 

selected at random from the genome.  Similar to the C:GN analyses, an average of 610 genes were 

mapped in the IPA knowledge base and were used for each core analysis. 
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Supplemental Figure 2A.1: Genome-wide PPLD results for (a) NVMSD:ALL and (b) NVMSD:C 
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Supplemental Figure 2A.2: PPL allowing for imprinting across chromosome 7. 
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Appendix 2: Supplemental Materials for Chapter 3: Follow-up Linkage and 

Association Analyses of a Nonverbal Motor Speech Phenotype Identified 

in the AGRE Data Set 

 

Supplemental Methods: 

Participants and NVMSD:ALL criteria 

Subjects in this study were selected from families in the AGRE database.  Each family 

was required to have two individuals who met the criteria for NVMSD:ALL, regardless of their 

ASD diagnosis.  The NVMSD:ALL phenotype was derived from three variables in the Autism 

Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R): LEVELL, CARTIC, and ARTIC5 (Supplemental Figure 1).  

LEVELL is a measure of an individual’s overall level of language abilities.  Individuals who lack 

functional language received a ‘2’ for this variable and were considered affected for the 

NVMSD:ALL phenotype.  Additionally, individuals who scored a ‘2’ or ‘3’ for CARTIC or ARTIC5 

have poor speech intelligibility and are also considered to be affected for NVMSD:ALL.  

Individuals had to be at least 2 years old to have a LEVELL score and had to be at least 4 years 

old to have a CARTIC score or 5 years old to have an ARTIC5 score.   A total of 87 families met 

the inclusion criteria for NVMSD:ALL.  Additionally, 34 individuals from the original 203 

NVMSD:ALL families who did not have Affymetrix 5.0 genotype data available at the time of the 

study were included with the 87 families used in the sequential update of the PPL analysis. 

Candidate Gene Selection for Fine Mapping 

A total of 645 genes (UCSC Genome Browser, NCBI Build 36.1) were identified within the 

linkage regions from the original PPL analysis.  Since no association was detected in these 

regions, candidate genes were selected from this list for fine mapping and further association 

analysis.  In order to prioritize the list of 645 genes, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis – IPA (Ingenuity 
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Systems, www.ingenuity.com) was used to categorize the functions of these genes.   The Core 

Analysis was run using the default settings and excluded uncategorized species.  Genes 

categorized within ‘Nervous System Development and Function’, ‘Neurological Disorders’, and 

‘Psychological Disorders’ were extracted and considered in candidate prioritization.  A total of 

53 genes were prioritized using these functions and were further sorted by PPL value.  The final 

list of candidate genes for fine mapping included the following genes: CDK5R1, EIF4E, GHR, 

LMX1A, NF1, NCOR1, NKX6-1, OMG, PMP22, TRPV2, and UBB.   

Determination of Sample Power 

To assess the power of the sample to detect association, KELVIN was run using 

genotypes simulated by SLINK [Weeks et al., 1990].  A haplotype of two SNPs, the trait marker 

and another SNP in LD with the disease marker (D’ = 0.80), was simulated for the NVMSD:ALL 

dataset.  To assess all possible disease models, the penetrances of each genotype were derived 

by varying the disease allele risk and the minor allele frequency (MAF) of the disease marker.  To 

model a semi-recessive model, the disease risk was set to 1 for the first allele and was varied 

from 1 to 10 in single increments for the second allele.  As the second allele risk was increased, 

the penetrance of the homozygous disease trait was increased (Supplemental Table A2.1A).  For 

the semi-dominant model, the disease risks for each allele were identical and were varied from 

1 to 10 in single increments (Supplemental Table A2.1B).  Disease risk of 1-2 signifies modest 

risk, 3-4 signifies moderate risk, 5-7 signifies medium risk, and 8-10 signifies high risk [Nussbaum 

et al., 2007; Coriell Personalized Medicine Collaborative, 2013].  The disease gene frequency 

(DGF) of the disease marker was simulated at percentages of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30.  The 

penetrances are also a function of the disease prevalence.  All parameters were calculated using 

two different disease prevalences: the prevalence of NVMSD:ALL in AGRE (11.4%) and an 

estimation of the prevalence of NVMSD:ALL in the general population (0.46%).  The prevalence 

http://www.ingenuity.com/
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of NVMSD:ALL in the AGRE database was based on the percentage of individuals who met the 

criteria for the NVMSD:ALL phenotype based on available ADI-R data.  The estimation of the 

prevalence of NVMSD:ALL in the general population was derived from the percentage of 

individuals with an autism diagnosis in AGRE who met the criteria for NVMSD:ALL (46%) and the 

CDC prevalence of ASD in the general population (1%).  To model sample heterogeneity, the 

percentage of unlinked families was varied from complete linkage (0% unlinked families) to no 

linkage (100% unlinked families) in increments of 10%.  Each set of parameters was replicated 

100 times and was analyzed for association using the KELVIN software package.  A previous 

simulation study of 10,000 replicates of unlinked data only 9 of the replicates yielded PPL values 

above 25%  [Logue et al., 2003].   For comparability sake, the PPLD is set to the same scale as the 

PPL [Wratten et al., 2009], therefore we used 25% as our cut-off for positive evidence for 

association. 

Supplemental Results: 

Results of Determination of Sample Power 

Using the prevalence of NVMSD:ALL in the AGRE population, simulations indicate that 

this sample has the power to detect association using both a semi-dominant and semi-recessive 

model.  As expected, the NVMSD:ALL dataset does not have sufficient power to detect 

association for dominant and recessive models with low disease risks and models with 

completely unlinked families (Supplemental Figures A2.2 and A2.3).   The difference in power to 

detect association between dominant and recessive models is dependent on DGF of the disease 

marker.  There is sufficient power to detect association for DGFs above 5% using the dominant 

models (Supplemental Figure A2.2) and above 10% for the recessive models (Supplemental 

Figure A2.3).  Overall, the power to detect association for disease markers with lower DGFs is 

more dramatically affected by a high percentage of unlinked families and low disease allele risk.  
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These results are replicated using the estimate of the NVMSD:ALL phenotype in the general 

population (data not shown).  

 The power to detect association was tested for the maximized model of each linkage 

region (Table 4, Supplemental Figure 4).  There is minimal power to detect association given the 

parameters for EIF4E, GHR, PMP22, UBB, TRPV2, NCOR1, NF1/OMG, and CDK5R1 due to the low 

penetrance of the disease trait.  The gene with the maximized model that is most likely to detect 

association in this dataset is NKX6-1 (Supplemental Figure A2.4).  The power to detect 

association in the NVMSD:ALL dataset is moderate for the maximized LMX1A model parameters.  

While the NVMSD:ALL sample has strong power to detect association for a dominant model at a 

disease marker of 1%, the power to detect association for a dominant model with 99% 

penetrance is reduced in this dataset due to the lack of parents affected for NVMSD:ALL 

(Supplemental Figures A2.2, A2.3, and A2.4).    
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Supplemental Figure A2.1:  Diagnostic Criteria for NVMSD:ALL phenotype using variables from 
the ADI-R.  Individuals who lacked functional language (LEVELL = 2) or had poor speech 
intelligibility (CARIC/ARTIC5 = 2 or 3) were considered to be Affected for the NVMSD:ALL 
phenotype.  Individuals who had functional language (LEVELL = 0 or 1) and intelligible language 
(CARIC/ARTIC5 = 0 or 1) were considered to be Unaffected for the NVMSD:ALL phenotype.  
Individuals with ADI-R data who lacked these variables were considered to be Unknown for the 
NVMSD:ALL phenotype. 
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Supplemental Figure A2.2: Determination of power to detect association in the NVMSD:ALL 
sample for semi-dominant models.   For all figures, the Y-axis represents the percentage of 
replicates that produced PPLD values above 25%, the X-axis represents the percentage of 
UNLINKED families in each replication, and the Z axis represents increasing penetrance values 
for the disease trait, P(DD) and P(Dd).  A) Simulated replicates using a MAF of 1% for the disease 
marker.  B) Simulated replicates using a MAF of 5% for the disease marker.  C) Simulated 
replicates using a MAF of 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30% for the disease marker.  
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Supplemental Figure A2.3: Determination of power to detect association in the NVMSD:ALL 
sample for semi-recessive models.   For all figures, the Y-axis represents the percentage of 
replicates that produced PPLD values above 25%, the X-axis represents the percentage of 
UNLINKED families in each replication, and the Z axis represents increasing penetrance values 
for the disease trait, P(DD).  A) Simulated replicates using a MAF of 1% for the disease marker.  
B) Simulated replicates using a MAF of 5% for the disease marker.  C) Simulated replicates using 
a MAF of 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30% for the disease marker. 
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Supplemental Figure A2.4:  Determination of power to detect association in the NVMSD:ALL 
sample for maximized models for each linkage region.   Each set of replicates was simulated 
using the maximized model for its respective linkage region.  EIF4E, LMX1A, GHR, and NKX6-1 
had unique maximized models and are represented by their gene name.   PMP22, UBB, TRPV2, 
and NCOR1 are located within the same linkage region and are represented by the maximized 
model called ‘17_DOM’.  NF1, OMG and CDK5R1 are represented by the ‘17_REC’ maximized 
model.  The Y-axis represents the percentage of replicates that produced PPLD values above 
25%, the X-axis represents the percentage of UNLINKED families in each replication, and the Z 
axis represents increasing penetrance values for the disease trait, P(DD) and P(Dd).   
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Supplemental Table A2.1: Disease model parameters used in genotype data simulations using 
the AGRE prevalence.    

The penetrances used for each model are listed for DGF equal to 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30%.  The 

penetrance for a homozygous disease allele is P(DD), heterozygous is P(Dd), and homozygous 

non-disease allele is P(dd).  Table 1A lists the recessive model parameters and Table 1B lists the 

dominant model parameters.  Models in red have more than 80% power to detect association. 
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Appendix 3: Supplemental Material for Chapter 4: Characterizing 

Language Profiles in Families Ascertained for Autism and Specific 

Language Impairment 
 

ANOVA comparison of LI ONLY, RI ONLY, LI+RI, and ASD  

 The LI and RI groups were not mutually exclusive since there were impaired family 

members who met criteria for both oral and written language impairments.  The RI group was 

then divided into those individuals who met criteria for just written language impairment (RI 

ONLY, n = 43) and those who met criteria for both oral and written language, (LI+RI, n = 34). A 

one-way ANOVA test with pre-specified contrasts was used to compare the mean scores of the 

the LI ONLY, RI ONLY, LI+RI, and ASD groups.  A Bonferroni correction for multiple testing and 

post-hoc Tukey’s test were conducted in SPSS.   

When RI ONLY family members were compared to family member with ASD, the RI 

ONLY group performed significantly better on several segmental language measures and most of 

the higher order language measures. The RI ONLY group performed significantly better on 

Formulated Sentences (RI ONLY = 11.0, ASD = 5.7, p < 0.001); Recalling Sentences (RI ONLY = 8.7, 

ASD = 4.6, p < 0.001); Word Classes -Receptive (RI ONLY = 10.9, ASD = 7.3,  p < 0.001); Word 

Classes- Expressive (RI ONLY = 9.9, ASD = 5.9, p < 0.001); Ambiguous Sentences (RI ONLY = 91.4, 

ASD = 77.9, p < 0.001); Inference (RI ONLY = 99.1, ASD = 70.1,  p < 0.001); Meaning from Context 

(RI ONLY = 96.4, ASD = 71.1, p < 0.001); Non-literal Language (RI ONLY = 94.6, ASD = 70.8, p < 

0.001, Pragmatic Judgment  (RI ONLY = 96.9, ASD = 70.3,  p < 0.001). However, when the ASD 

probands were compared to those language probands who were affected for LI+RI, results were 

strikingly different.  The ASD group and the LI+RI groups only differed on the single word reading 

task with the ASD group performing significantly better than the LI+RI group (ASD = 99.1, LI+RI = 

82.7, p < 0.005). 
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Analysis of the effect of familiality on score differences between ASD and SLI probands 

For each phenotypic variable, we created a derived variable of the absolute pairwise 

differences among pairs of family members (N = 55) where one member was diagnosed as 

having SLI and the other with ASD.  We used GWAS data (see Chapter 6; [Bartlett et al., 2013]) 

to estimate the proportion of SNPs identical by descent, denoted pi_hat.  Primarily because of 

(possibly cryptic) consanguinity, these estimates vary from textbook values of 0.5 for siblings, 

0.125 for cousins, and so on. We then used a mixed effects linear model to regress the absolute 

differences of the phenotypes in a pair against pi_hat, allowing for inherent correlation of 

differences among overlapping pairs within a family.  Negative slopes would indicate that the 

more closely related a pair was the closer their phenotype scores independent of SLI or ASD 

categorization.  Not all variables were assessed for each individual. We used the entire NJLAGS 

release 1.0 dataset to impute missing variables with the mice package in R [van Buuren and 

Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011].  Mice uses multivariate Gibbs sampling for imputation. For each 

variable, individuals with cross-imputation variability exceeding 1 standard deviation of the 

variable in the original data were discarded. Separate regressions of 10 imputations were 

combined; both within and across imputation variability was used to calculate standard errors 

[Rubin, 1987]. None of the phenotypic variables produced slopes that differed significantly from 

zero suggesting that familiality does not have a significant effect on score differences between 

SLI and ASD probands. 
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Supplemental Table 3A.1: NJLAGS Testing Battery including subtest descriptions and age ranges 

of tests. 
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Supplemental Table 3A.2: Means and Standard Deviation of Language Test Scores for ASD, LI, RI 

and Unaffected individuals in the NJLAGS sample. 
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Supplementary Table 3A.3: T-test comparisons of oral and written language scores for 

individuals with ASD (who are verbal) and individuals with LI or RI. Comparisons that are 

significant after a Bonferroni correction are shown in red.   
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Supplemental Table 3A.4.  Heritability of Language and Reading Measures with/without ASD as a 

Covariate. 
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Supplemental Table 3A.5: Effect of Familiality on Differences in Scores. 
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Appendix 4: Supplemental Material for Chapter 5: Gene x Gene 

Interaction in Shared Etiology of Autism and Specific Language 

Impairment  
 

 The Variance Component Model  

A vector of quantitative trait values for a pedigree of n number of subjects is defined as 

=( 1.… ), has an assumed multivariate normal mean  and variance-covariance matrix Ω. To 

allow for covariates,  is replaced with +  , where  is the vector of covariates and  is the 

vector of coefficients for the covariates. The phenotypic covariance between relatives is the sum 

of the individual covariances between relatives: 

 
Ω=2 2+ 2 

Where  is the genetic kinship matrix, 2 is the additive genetic variance,  is the identity 

matrix, 2 is the environmental variance. Additional genetics effects may be modeled by adding 

terms to this equation with the appropriate matrix to define the genetic effects (such as 

dominance, gene-gene interactions) and the likewise variance component. 

 Analysis Procedures  
Since variance components analysis has a documented sensitivity to violations of 

multivariate normality, we have applied robust estimation by assuming a multivariate t-

distribution as suggested for scores with kurtosis > 1.5 [Allison et al., 1999; Blangero et al., 

2000]. The multivariate t-distribution down-weights extreme values relative to the multivariate 

normal distribution. Note that the robust estimator is not required for parameter estimation, 

but is necessary for statistically valid hypothesis testing [Rao et al., 1987]. 
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Significance of parameters estimates are determined by comparing the likelihood of the 

model with heritability estimates constrained between zero and one, versus the likelihood of 

the model with the heritability constrained to zero. This is a likelihood ratio test with a test 

statistic distributed as a mixture of a chi-square and a point mass of zero [Self and Liang, 1987]. 

Standard errors were derived by inversion of Fisher’s information matrix. 
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Appendix 5: Supplemental Material for Chapter 6: A Genome-scan for Loci 

Shared by Autism Spectrum Disorder and Language Impairment 

 
Families  

Criteria for family recruitment for the study included: 1) at least one individual with a 

diagnosis of autistic disorder with no known genetic cause (i.e. Fragile X or Rett’s), 2) at least 

one other individual who met criteria for specific language impairment (SLI), 3) at least three 

other family members willing to participate, and 4) English as the primary language of all 

individuals participating.   Prior to behavioral testing, all subjects gave informed consent 

conforming to the guidelines for treatment of human subjects at Rutgers University.  All subjects 

were tested with a comprehensive neuropsychology battery administered by an experienced 

psychometrician, speech language pathologist, or psychologist.    

Autism proband criteria: To be identified as the Autism Proband, the etiology must be 

unknown (for example, no Fragile X or Rett’s) and the individual was required to meet the cut-

off for Autism or Autistic Disorder on at least two of the three following measures (all were 

administered to all autism probands): 1) Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised, 2) Autism 

Diagnostic Observation Scale, 3) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-IV. 

SLI proband criteria: In order to be identified as an SLI proband, a person had to meet 

the following inclusionary/exclusionary criteria: 

1. A core standard score of <= 85 on the age appropriate version of the Comprehensive 

Test of Language Fundamentals [Wiig et al., 2004; Semel et al., 2003]; or subtest scores 

of at least one standard deviation below peers on 60% of all language measures plus a 

significant history of language and reading difficulties as measured by at least 2+ years 
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of intervention and/or previous childhood diagnosis of language and/or reading  

impairment. 

2. A non-verbal IQ >= 80 on the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale for Intelligence [Weschler, 

1999] and always greater than the Core Language Score of the Comprehensive Test of 

Language Fundamentals. 

3. Hearing within normal limits [positive identification of 500 Hz at 30 dB (SPL), and 1000, 

2000, and 4000 Hz at 20 dB (SPL)]. 

4. No motor impairments or oral structural deviations affecting speech or non-speech 

movement of the articulators as assessed by a speech-language pathologist. 

5. No history of autism or frank neurological disorders such as mental retardation, seizure 

disorder, or brain injury as determined from parental report. When autism spectrum 

behaviors were suspected upon parental interview or if observed by the Speech 

Language Pathologist during the language assessment, the ADI-R and ADOS were 

administered to formally rule out ASD. 

6. Native English speaker with English as the primary language spoken at home.  

Measures 

All family members as well as higher functioning family members with ASD received age 

appropriate measures of language and reading.  See Supplementary Table 5A.2 for a summary 

of test and subtests.  Briefly, the standardized language and reading measures in the battery 

included: 

a. The Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (CELF-4 and CELF Preschool) [Wiig et 

al., 2004; Semel et al., 2003], A Core Language Score is derived from 3-4 subtests scaled 
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scores (age depending) that address areas of language comprehension, expression, and 

structure.  

b. The Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken Language (CASL) [Carrow-Woolfolk, 1999] 

contains subtests  addressing metalinguistic language skills  that tap into complex 

language  include abstraction, inference, and also include a subtest that addresses the 

pragmatic aspects of language.  These areas are of great relevance to older children and 

adults as well as higher functioning individuals with autism who may be challenged by 

meaning that cannot be accessed directly through lexical and grammatical information; 

these areas of language are not assessed by most other standardized language 

measures.   

c. The Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing (CTOPP) [Wagner et al., 1999], 

Elison and Non-word Repetition subtests only.  The Elision subtest was used to measure 

deletion and phonological manipulation of sounds in words while the Non-word 

Repetition task measured phonological short-term memory; both have a strong 

documented relationship with oral language abilities and reading. 

d. Gray Oral Reading Tests (GORT-4) [Wiederholt and Bryant, 2001] assesses oral reading 

rate, accuracy, and comprehension. 

e. The Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests-Revised [Woodcock, 1987], Word Attack and 

Word Identification subtests only, Subjects age 6 and older received the Word Attack 

(non-word reading) subtest consisting of mono- and polysyllabic pseudowords to assess 

decoding abilities, and the Word Identification subtests, single word reading of real 

words arranged in order of increasing difficulty. 

f. The Wide Range Achievement Test 3 (WRAT) [Wilkinson, 1984], Spelling subtest only.   
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Genotyping 

DNA samples were obtained in most cases from cell lines established from peripheral 

blood by the Rutgers University Cell and DNA Repository (RUCDR) as part enrolling subjects into 

the National Institute of Mental Health Autism Collection.  For a few subjects who did not 

consent to drawing blood or for whom cell lines were not successfully established (N=5), DNA 

was extracted from saliva using Oragene DNA sample collection kits using the recommended 

protocol in our lab. 

Samples were genotyped using Affymetrix Axiom™ 1.0 arrays by the RUCDR. Genotype 

calling was conducted on 567,893 SNP genotypes on 440 individuals with the Affymetrix Power 

Tools software package using the Axiom™ GT1 algorithm, which incorporates a novel 

modification of the BLRMM-P algorithm.  Quality control on SNP genotypes was conducted as 

described previously [Simmons et al., 2010]. Briefly, SNPs and individuals with high missing rates 

were first excluded from further analysis (missingness ≥ 0.1).  Call rates for saliva DNA samples 

were slightly lower than compared to cell line derived DNA (98.2% versus 99.4%) but no 

systematic differences were observed in copy number, sex determination, Mendelian 

inconsistency rate or other indicators of quality.  The linkage markers (also used for ancestry 

clustering) were chosen from the subset of markers, post quality control, that had minor allele 

frequency > 0.3, were on average 0.3 cM apart, and had negligible linkage disequilibrium as 

measured by r2 < 0.2.  Marker allele frequencies were estimated using the maximum likelihood 

option in MERLIN v 1.11 [Abecasis et al., 2002].  Marker-to-markers linkage disequilibrium was 

estimated using PLINK v1.07 [Purcell et al., 2007] using unrelated persons (founders) in the 

dataset. These SNPs were used in a relationship checking analysis by RELCHECK [Broman and 
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Weber, 1998].  After correcting inconsistencies in the sample IDs or analysis files, all SNPs were 

tested for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (and dropped if p < 0.001) and Mendelian 

inconsistencies (dropped if rate > 0.05).  Samples with missingness > 0.03 were dropped from 

further analysis.  SNPs with missingness > 0.05 were dropped from further analysis. Two sets of 

duplicate samples yielded genotype concordance of 99.82% on SNPs from the final quality 

controlled set.  Additionally, 36 samples were also genotyped with an Affymetrix 250k array 

with 99.76% concordance for 35,094 SNP in common to both arrays.  For association analysis, 

SNPs with minor allele frequency < 0.05 were not included in the analysis. 

Statistical Analysis 

 For all language measures, standardized scores provided with the test were used in 

downstream analysis.  The Social Responsiveness Scale has two forms, a 65-item child form that 

is standardized using T-Scores and an adult version that has been minimally modified from the 

child version to make the wording more appropriate but has not been standardized to a T-Score. 

We therefore used total raw scores assuming both the adult and child data reflect the same 

underlying quantitative trait.  The cut-off for a dichotomous trait social deficit (SRS-DT) was 54 

for males and 45 for females which is equivalent to the T-score > 60 criteria used to identify mild 

impairment in children.  Analysis using a graded response model indicated this procedure did 

not lose appreciable sensitivity compared to item response theory based scoring (Spearman’s 

rho = 0.99). The Y-BOCS had three versions of the test by age and diagnostic status (adult, child 

and PDD).  The PDD scale has only half the number of items as the other scales.  We used 

percent of the maximum possible score for each scale as a single quantitative trait. 

Derivation of phenotypic factor scores for quantitative trait analysis.  Factor analysis of 

21 phenotypic measures stratified across age bands (N=19 for ages 5-8; N=20 for ages 9-13; 
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N=19 for ages 13+) as some language measures are only given at certain ages, though N=17 are 

administered to all subjects. We used the matrix of genetic correlations from SOLAR v4.3 

[Almasy and Blangero, 1998] as the basis for a genetic factor analysis. Since the matrix was not 

itself positive definite, we first determined the closest symmetric positive definite matrix, 

utilizing Higham’s method [Higham, 2002], and worked with that matrix. We used parallel 

analysis to settle on 3 factors [Horn, 1965]. With no a priori reason to think that the factors 

would be orthogonal, we used the oblimin oblique factor rotation. We then determined factor 

scores for each individual; for individuals with missing data, we created 32 imputations, 

calculated factor scores based on those imputations, and used the mean score. For individuals 

reliant on imputations we set all factor scores to missing if any factor had a standard deviation 

greater than 0.25 standard units across imputations for that individual. 

Ancestry checking.  Population ancestry was examined through principal components 

analysis as implemented in EIGENSTRAT, which computes principal components analysis scores 

over the input SNP data, 8068 SNPs from the linkage map as defined above.  All samples that 

passed quality control (N=440) and all available HapMap samples with at least 85% of the 8068 

linkage analysis SNPs were analyzed to provide clear references for the 3 major continental 

groupings.  The first 4 principal components were visualized graphically with HapMap samples 

color-coded.  Outliers were defined as prescribed in the EIGENSTRAT documentation [Price et 

al., 2006]. 

Linkage/association analysis methods.  We chose the PPL framework to conduct all 

analyses.  Historically the PPL was developed as a linkage analysis method (indeed PPL stood for 

posterior probability of linkage), which was an improvement upon traditional categorical trait 

LOD score analysis using the pedigree likelihood but could account for multiple trait models 
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(additive, dominant, recessive and any single locus variation between) without inflationary 

effects of multiple testing or parameter maximization.  This was accomplished by using Bayesian 

statistical tools whereby trait parameters were removed from the likelihood by integration (not 

maximization as is done in commonly used statistical frameworks) as nuisance parameters.  

However, the same underlying likelihood need only be slightly modified for association analysis, 

even on non-pedigrees such as case-control datasets.  Joint linkage-association is also possible 

as well as many extension that allow for quantitative traits, imprinting, sex specific 

recombination rates and epistasis.  Rather than use a new acronym for each variation of the 

initial PPL likelihoods, it is preferable to use PPL not as an acronym for posterior probability of 

linkage but as an identifier for a statistical framework that allows for flexible model of complex 

disease datasets. 

Briefly, the PPL is on the probability scale and regardless of the number of parameters in 

the model the same scale is always in effect.  Thus, analysis from any of the PPL variations can 

all be directly compared to one another and directly interpreted to quantify the relative 

strength of the evidence for loci from categorical and quantitative analysis [Vieland et al., 2011].  

Categorical traits were analyzed as described previously [9].  For quantitative phenotypes we 

used a PPL threshold model originally designed for the present dataset and empirically 

evaluated [Hou et al., 2012; Bartlett and Vieland, 2005].  As some persons with autism are non-

verbal, have behavioral issues that interfere with quantitative language/reading assessment or 

perform too poorly for those assessments to be valid, analysis of quantitative data in a 

traditional framework would require either ignoring those subjects in the analysis (missing data) 

or setting their quantitative value to a low, but statistically plausible value (arbitrary constant).  

Instead of ad hoc data imputation, the PPL includes a threshold parameter that assumes the 

untestable subjects performed below a threshold that is left unspecified in the PPL analysis. The 
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advantage of this method is that we retain power by including the individuals with ASD who 

were without quantitative data in the analysis.  It is always possible to simply remove those 

individuals with ASD from the analysis as a contrast condition for elucidating the role of ASD at a 

locus that may be ostensible linked to a language phenotype. 

 Primary linkage analysis was conducted on each of the three tiers separately and the 

linkage evidence was sequentially updated across the three tiers to provide a single metric for 

linkage evidence.  While the primary linkage outcome is for Tier I, which contains ASD and SLI 

(or in five cases an “autism language impaired” subject), we also examined results from the 

other two tiers and the results sequentially updated linkage results over all three tiers (similar to 

a meta-analysis).  Association analysis was conducted similarly; however, a family that contained 

persons that were not of European ancestry (N=1 in Tier III) was dropped from the association 

analysis, and several trios (one ASD and two parents) with data from our phenotypic battery 

were included (N=9, added to Tier III).  Due to the sample sizes, the primary analysis is the 

sequentially updated evidence across all three tiers though Tier I is of interest alone. 

  To determine the extent of SNP haplotype tag coverage under regions of interest define 

by linkage peaks, all HapMap [International HapMap Consortium, 2003] SNPs segregating in the 

CEU HapMap population with minor allele frequency >=0.03 within each linkage regions were 

acquired via bulk download from HapMap Data Release 28 Phase II & III (www.hapmap.org) on 

NCBI assembly B36 and the dbSNP 126 dataset.  Tag SNP panels were generated using the 

Tagger algorithm as implemented in the client version of Haploview 4.2 [Barrett et al., 

2005].  Comparisons were made between the number of additional SNPs that were required to 

cover each region when the original Axiom™ SNPs were specified as "force includes" (i.e., 

mandatory tags) and the number of SNPs that were required to cover the same region without 

http://www.hapmap.org/
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specifying any force includes.  Supplementary Table 5A.5 summarizes the results.  To determine 

the fraction of each chromosomal region that was successfully tagged when only the original 

Axiom™ SNPs are considered, we divided the number of Axiom™ SNPs by the total number of 

SNPs needed to tag the region (Axiom™ SNPs plus additional HapMap SNPs).  

Assessing the relative contribution of the three proband types to the final PPL.  The 

maximized LOD (MOD) was calculated for each cM position by subsets for families with the 

presence of at least one autism nonverbal subject forming the nonverbal family group, from the 

remaining families the presence of at least one autism language impaired forming the language 

impaired family group, with other families classified as the language normal family group.  For 

both linked and unlinked regions, each subset contributes to the MOD score as an increasing 

function of sample size (the exact function depends on the pedigree structure), but in linked 

regions the linked subsets make far larger contributions to the MOD score than the unlinked 

subsets.  Therefore, for each genomic position we define: 

 

where i is the subset index,  is the proportion of families in subset i, and  is the 

proportion of the total MOD score attributable to subset i.  The average of  in unlinked 

regions, , can be compared to , calculated for linked regions, where the ratio 

would be close to 1 if the linked region were homogeneously linked across the subsets and 

deviate from 1 as any subset contributed more to the final MOD.  We examined 

 using our defined linkage regions versus the remaining chromosomal positions for 

the language-related linkage peaks on chromosome 15 and 16.  The ratios were 1.02 and 1.06 
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for the two peaks, both consistent with all three subgroups providing the same proportional 

linkage signal. 

Assessing the within-family relative contributions of language impairment and ASD to 

the final PPL.  For language related linkage peaks, we sought to understand the relative 

contribution of language impairment versus ASD to the observed score by either removing all SLI 

probands from the analysis or, removing all autism probands from the analysis, by setting those 

phenotypes to be missing data in the analysis.  However, lack of power under these missing data 

scenarios may confound interpretation.   To assess the probability of observing reductions in the 

PPL as great or greater than those reported, we performed a permutation study in the linked 

regions, randomly removing one phenotyped person (unaffected, LI/RI or ASD) from each 

pedigree and repeating the analysis.  The resulting null distribution allows us to test the 

hypothesis that SLI and/or autism proband status in particular is important for the observed 

linkage finding.  On chromosome 15, only 1% of the permutations resulted in a lower PPL than 

removing either SLI probands only or autism probands only (which gave roughly equal drops), 

indicating a significant relationship between SLI, autism and the maximum PPL without power 

loss as a confounding factor in interpretation.  On chromosome 16, the opposite trend was 

observed, whereby 75% of the permutations resulted in a lower PPL than that obtained by 

dropping one RI (non-ASD) subject or the autism proband.  Therefore, on chromosome 16 there 

is no evidence to distinguish the drop in the PPL when RI or autism subjects are removed from 

the drop in the PPL, (presumably) caused by reduced sample size, when subjects are removed 

randomly without regard to LI or ASD status.  Another way to show that SLI and ASD do not 

provide unique contributions to a linkage peak is to repeat the permutation procedure, but 

restrict it to affected persons only (i.e., randomly remove one person with either LI (chr 15)/RI 

(chr 16)  or ASD in each pedigree).  A non-significant result from the permutation procedure that 
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is conditional on “affected” for removal indicated any affected phenotype is exchangeable in 

terms of induced power loss.  On chromosome 15, the permutation p-values were 0.48 and 0.55 

for ASD and SLI respectively, indicating full exchangeability of the two phenotypes for inducing 

power loss at that locus.  On chromosome 16, the results are not as clear.  For SLI p = 0.42 while 

for ASD p = 0.005, indicating a greater effect of ASD on the linkage signal than SLI at that locus.  

However, the unconditional permutation failed to indicate an effect of diagnostic status.  

Additional work to find the variants that underlie the linkage peak will be necessary to 

understand the relationship between those variants to SLI and ASD. 

Supplementary Tables 

Supplementary Table 5A.1: Demographic Table for All Tiers - Nuclear and Extended Family 

Profiles 
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Supplementary Table 5A.2:  Quantitative Cognitive Phenotypic Battery 
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Supplementary Table 5A.3:  Phenotypic correlation matrix 

 

Supplementary Table 5A.4:  Factor loading for the derived quantitative traits 

 

Supplementary Table 5A.5:  Fraction of linkage regions tagged for association analysis 
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Supplementary Table 5A.6:  Follow-up Genotyping from GWAS 
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Appendix 6: Supplemental Material for Chapter 7: Fine Mapping and 

Association Analysis of Candidate Genes for Autism Spectrum Disorder 

and Language Impairment in the NJLAGS Sample 
 

Supplemental Table 6A.1: IPA Gene Ranking 
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Supplemental Table 6A.2: +ASD All Tiers 
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Supplemental Table 6A.3: +ASD Tier I+II 
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Supplemental Table 6A.4: +ASD Tier 1 
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Supplemental Table 6A.5: -ASD All Tiers 
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Supplemental Table 6A.6: -ASD Tier I+II 
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Supplemental Table 6A.7: -ASD Tier I 
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Supplemental Table 6A.8: ASD only All Tiers 
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Supplemental Table 6A.9: ASD only Tier I+II 
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Supplemental Table 6A.10: ASD only Tier I 
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Supplemental Table 6A.11: Disease model parameters used in genotype data simulations using 
the.    

The penetrances used for each model are listed for DGF equal to 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30%.  The 

penetrance for a homozygous disease allele is P(DD), heterozygous is P(Dd), and homozygous 

non-disease allele is P(dd).  Table A lists the recessive model parameters and Table B lists the 

dominant model parameters.  Models in red have more than 80% power to detect association 

for the LI (L), RI (R), and SRS-DT (S) phenotypes. 
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Supplemental Figure 6A.1: NJLAGS Power Determination for Recessive Models.  DGF = 20% 
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Supplemental Figure 6A.2: NJLAGS Power Determination for Dominant Models.  DGF = 20% 
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Supplemental Figure 6A.3: Power Determination of Maximized Models for NJLAGS Linkage 

Regions. Simulation results for the maximized models for LI, RI, and SRS-DT (PPLD ≥ 50%).  The 

Models represented are:  LI Model 1:  = 1, DGF = 0.001, P(DD) = 0.999, P(Dd) = 0.7, P(dd) = 0; LI 

Model 2:  = 1, DGF = 0.8, P(DD) = 0.999, P(Dd) = 0.1, P(dd) = 0; LI Model 3:  = 1, DGF = 0.1, 

P(DD) = 0.999, P(Dd) = 0.7, P(dd) = 0; RI Model 1:  = 1, DGF = 0.8, P(DD) = 0.9, P(Dd) = 0, P(dd) = 

0; SRS-DT Model 1:  = 1, DGF = 0.1, P(DD) = 0.8, P(Dd) = 0.2, P(dd) = 0; SRS-DT Model 2:  = 1, 

DGF = 0.1, P(DD) = 0.999, P(Dd) = 0.1, P(dd) = 0; SRS-DT Model 3:  = 1, DGF = 0.3, P(DD) = 0.4, 

P(Dd) = 0, P(dd) = 0. 
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